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This ten year dissection of the cases reported to Tell MAMA is probably the most detailed analysis of anti-Muslim hate related to activities in the UK. It includes over 16,000 cases of anti-Muslim hate reported to Tell MAMA, which has served over 20,000 people since 2012. Tell MAMA remains the leading project serving Muslim communities in order to ensure emotional support, counselling, legal, advocacy, signposting and court attendance for individuals seeking access to justice when targeted by anti-Muslim hate. Tell MAMA therefore provides much needed holistic long-term support for Muslims who have been targeted and who have endured anti-Muslim hate and discrimination.

It is also important to mention that the work of Tell MAMA does not impinge on certain basic human rights but rather upholds fundamental human rights. This includes the right for members of the public to question religion, or even to dislike religion. It is when this crosses into the targeted harassment, abuse or intimidation of Muslims, for being Muslims, that it enters into the sphere of our work and where perpetrators are held to account. This also includes when mosques are targeted by arson, graffiti or in some cases, attacks against worshippers in mosques. We should not and must not forget the Muslim Welfare House attack in June 2017 that led to the murder of grandfather Makram Ali and which was carried out by an individual who thought that they could take matters into their own hands and attempt to murder innocent British Muslims who were observing the holy month of Ramadan at that time. Nor should we forget the brutal murders of two further grandfathers, namely Mushin Ahmed and Mohammad Saleem. Mushin Ahmed was attacked and killed in Rotherham and called a ‘groomer’ before he was set upon. Mohammed Saleem was murdered in 2013 as he walked back home from praying at a local mosque. His murderer was Ukrainian born racist – Pavlo Lapshyn.

Since Tell MAMA was founded in 2012, there has been a doubling of reported and verified cases when 2021/2022 figures are compared to figures from 2012. This is concerning and could be a combination of better brand recognition with more and more Muslims becoming aware of the services of Tell MAMA, in alliance with awareness of their rights to report in anti-Muslim hate. Yet, there is the very real probability that there are more anti-Muslim reports and we have listed a number of ‘trigger events’ that have taken place over the last decade that have super-fuelled anti-Muslim bigotry at a street or online level. The threat of far-right terrorism evolves and continues to draw inspiration from the Christchurch terrorist attacks that resulted in the murder of 51 Muslims in 2019. We hope this data provides a wealth of information to social activists, academics, politicians and others who are interested in understanding the drivers of anti-Muslim hate and in supporting the social cohesion of our country.

On a personal note, it is six years since I have led Tell MAMA. I have seen a great deal of resilience within victims, and perseverance by agencies like the Crown Prosecution Service and police who have sought to bring perpetrators of anti-Muslim hate crimes to justice.
I have also seen wider members of communities stand up against anti-Muslim hate sending out a strong signal that there are some core values that bind us, one of which is that our country holds dearly the fundamental principle of allowing people to live the lives they want, without fear or being subjected to intimidation. With this in mind, this work would not have been possible without the support of the Department for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities. By supporting this work, the Government has acknowledged the need for victims of anti-Muslim hate to be supported and that a signal has been sent to perpetrators that their actions of targeting Muslim communities will not be tolerated.

Finally, I would like to thank wholeheartedly my team at Tell MAMA for their empathy, resilience and commitment in ensuring victims’ voices are heard.

Iman Atta OBE, Director
Executive Summary
A Decade of Achievements

Over the past decade, Tell MAMA has been leading the debate on tackling anti-Muslim hatred as the key prominent organisation monitoring and recording anti-Muslim hate in the UK.

Tell MAMA measured and monitored a considerable shift in the numbers and cases of anti-Muslim hatred across the UK since we launched in 2012. Within a decade of our work, we remained the leading national organisation specialising in this area, ensuring that over 20,000 people who contacted us received holistic support, advice, support through the criminal justice process, lobbying, advocacy, and signposting, and with the added value of providing free counselling sessions in recent years, we could provide a more rounded emotional support service.

The mainstay of Tell MAMA’s client group has been members of the public. The contact by members of the public has been based on experiences that they have had, which they have felt have been anti-Muslim in nature. Tell MAMA has also sought to work with clients to achieve supporting evidence and information to verify that the incidents were anti-Muslim in nature and to ensure that clients get the best support available. This has also backed up a more rigorous verification process within the project by ensuring that the data we present stands up and that, where possible, there are secondary sources of evidence and information which are located and accessed that back up claims made by victims. We also need to stress that victims who report to Tell MAMA are treated with some core principles in the project, which include targeted care, compassion, empathy and dignity.

Tell MAMA is clear that work on supporting victims of anti-Muslim hate and the monitoring of such cases has have to be robust and evidence-based, given that ensuring public confidence in this work is essential. This is also why the support from His Majesty’s Government (HMG) has been welcome and has demonstrated a desire to tackle this form of hate through a concerted and co-ordinated effort in partnership with Tell MAMA. Governmental support was, is and continues to remain crucial.

As we have stated, Tell MAMA has assisted over 20,000 British Muslims who have been targeted by anti-Muslim hatred since 2012. The partnership between Tell MAMA and HMG has meant that Tell MAMA has been able to do the following activities, which have further strengthened this area of work and provided better outcomes to victims of this phenomenon. The HMG/Tell MAMA partnership has therefore led to:

- Tell MAMA’s consistent engagement and ability to support governmental policy development around hate crime work and in ensuring that civil servants and ministers are regularly briefed on developing issues and concerns in this area of work. For example, Tell MAMA has worked with policy makers in understanding the changing nature of the language of anti-Muslim hate, key hotspot areas, for right groups involved in organising anti-Muslim activities and demonstrations, and in working through the spikes of anti-Muslim hate that took place during the pandemic when online and offline cases suddenly peaked as the nation went into prolonged lockdown.

- Tell MAMA is one of two organisations, (the other being the Community Security Trust), which have data sharing agreements with the National Police Chief’s Council (NPCC) so that police forces and Tell MAMA can assess hate crime spike events, learn from them and work on looking at ‘match points’ between both organisations around generic trend data. This has also helped in better police understanding of the nature of anti-Muslim hate.
Tell MAMA delivered training programmes to a variety of police forces on anti-Muslim hate, including (i) the drivers of it (ii) gender impacts (iii) groups fomenting anti-Muslim hate (iv) international triggers of anti-Muslim hate and their effects in England (v) the online and offline activities of perpetrators of anti-Muslim hate (vi) risks towards mosques and Islamic institutions and the impacts on social cohesion that are caused by anti-Muslim hate.

Tell MAMA provides its services to anyone who regards themselves as Muslim. This means that Tell MAMA has taken the approach that sectarianism or intra-Muslim hatred is unacceptable and that our service is open to anyone who regards themselves as a Muslim. (Furthermore, on occasion, Tell MAMA has had reports from Christian, Sikh, and Hindu members of the public around anti-Christian, anti-Sikh and anti-Hindu hate and we have provided the same service to them as to a British Muslim client; this means that at the core of our work – we value people.) Additionally, at a denominational level, our work has been accessed by Shia and Sunni Muslims as well as other sub-sects of Muslim communities including, for example, individuals from Ismaili and Ahmadi communities.

Regular engagement with the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) in helping staff and prosecutors gain a greater understanding of anti-Muslim hatred and its impacts on victims.

Engagement with tens of local authorities in England through the provision of training on understanding anti-Muslim hate to local authority officers, elected councillors, and community lay members on council committees.

Ongoing support and engagement with the National Police Chiefs’ Council (NPCC). This relationship has also ensured that we acknowledge the practical and political pressures that forces work under and that we have sought to be a resource bank and sounding board for the NPCC on matters relating to anti-Muslim hate, and our ongoing evidence collection helps support the prosecution of perpetrators.

Tell MAMA is the leading trusted, respected and mainstream confidential third-party hate crime support organisation that is recognised by statutory bodies in England, and whose organisational values are directly in line with core social values that underpin our country. These include valuing difference, respecting the rule of law, challenging divisive and extremist groups, honouring that which binds different communities together and holding the line on supporting people targeted by anti-Muslim hate, whilst delineating anti-Muslim hate from people who hold negative views of Islam and who don’t target British Muslims through any form of hatred. Our country’s core values allow for freedom to dissent and even the dislike of religion. However, they don’t allow for people to be harassed, abused, intimidated, or attacked because of their faith. Therein lies the clear distinction and it is one that Tell MAMA firmly accepts.

On the international level, across Europe and beyond, the decade of Tell MAMA’s work also saw a growing recognition of our work as a model of best practice, with praise from the Foreign & Commonwealth Office, the EU Commission and Office for Security and Cooperation in Europe, and for our practical results in recording casework and for the cooperation with Jewish and other community groups across the region.

In 2014-2015, Tell MAMA and CST’s cooperation to combat hate crime within two different communities was praised at an international meeting of States and non-governmental organisations led by the Office for Security and Cooperation in Europe.
• In New Zealand, the Royal Commission of Inquiry into the terrorist attack on Christchurch mosques on 15 March 2019 noted that the “Foundation Against Islamophobia and Racism has established an online mechanism for recording hate-motivated offending in New Zealand based on the United Kingdom’s Tell MAMA (Measuring Anti-Muslim Attacks) model” in the section on hate crime and hate speech.

• Tell MAMA has deeply valued support for this area of work from many community allies. These have included from Britain’s Jewish communities, as well as the range of LGBT+, disability and Traveller and Roma communities and other communities. Without our continued allyship, as citizens and people who have many shared experiences in common, our collective safety and security become weaker. This is why we must all stand with each other, our police forces, and politicians, so that we can send a message that an attack on one community is an attack on all of us.

Lastly, Tell MAMA acknowledges the valuable support from the Department for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities (DLUHC). This support has been consistent and has allowed Tell MAMA to service over 20,000 British Muslims who have contacted Tell MAMA since 2012. This is a significant number of people, and it also sends out a message that anti-Muslim hate is unacceptable, and that the Government has continued to support work in ensuring that victims of such prejudice get access to justice and are able to move on with their lives. This is essential in ensuring that long-term grievances are not built up and that perpetrators of anti-Muslim hate are also held to account as soon as is possible. Without Government support, this trailblazing work would not have been possible.

Our research findings and recommendations as follows in this report highlight the need for a coordinated approach and partnership work across civil society, governmental departments, police forces, private and public sector to tackle anti-Muslim hatred head on, affirming that there is no place for hate in our society.
Over the past decade, Tell MAMA measured and monitored a considerable shift in the numbers and types of anti-Muslim hate crimes. Since launching in 2012, we have recorded, supported and assisted over 16,000 cases of anti-Muslim hate offline and online. An ‘offline’ or ‘street-level’ case means that the case (ranging from verbal abuse, harassment, discrimination or physical violence) either occurred in person between a victim(s) and a perpetrator(s) or that it involved a form of vandalism, which includes the targeting of Islamic institutions, and the homes of Muslims, or property owned by Muslims, as well as anti-Muslim literature (that includes posted materials through letterboxes to posters or stickers put up in public locations) and hate speech. Cases classified as ‘online’ occurred on social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, or other Internet-based platforms and were verified as having happened within the UK (or targeted someone in the UK) and deal predominately with forms of text-based and visual forms of hate speech.

To better understand the ingroup-outgroup dynamics to gendered forms of violence and abuse, our data capture a wide range of information from those who contact us, including witnesses or those making referrals. However, before going deeper into how each year played out and how specific trends continue to proliferate, we first seek to address and detail the shifting numbers over the decade in their most basic form. Then, looking more closely at the non-numerical trends over the past decade, we note a significant development in the language and discourses used in those years and how the weaponisation of high-profile events is but one, but not the only driver of animus, discrimination and violence towards Muslims across the UK. Despite being years apart, these high-profile events, such as deadly terror attacks at home and abroad or significant political events like the EU referendum vote, continue to spur perpetrators to use event-specific but ideologically similar language (including referring to terrorism, sexual violence, and broader hatred of Islam that speaks of the religion in dehumanising, criminalising language). Moreover, we have noted the evolving nature and effects of news media and social-political discourse related to high-profile events and how this media attention affects public perception towards Muslims and ‘Us vs Them’ dynamics. Equally, in politics, we have actively called for investigations into anti-Muslim prejudice in major political parties, which includes more proactive steps to help eliminate bias across all levels of political office, especially in the use of social media platforms by elected officials and MPs.

Furthermore, it remains crucial to see that anti-Muslim hate is not just about hate crimes, as they manifest in different forms: situational, discriminatory, criminal, hateful, and structural. We know there are potential obstacles to achieving outcomes for those who face abuse when navigating the criminal justice system or redress for discrimination. Issues range from institutional discrimination, interpersonal prejudice, employment disparities (from pay to employment and promotions), disparities in housing, and healthcare alongside barriers in education that hold young Muslims back from reaching their educational and career potentials. Some change their daily habits and hinder their geographic mobility (including avoiding forms of public transport) due to anxiety, decreased

confidence, and fears of future cases. Others may feel the need to self-censor their political options, not outwardly express their religious identities, similar to what Mythen et al. (2009) found amongst some young Muslims who were changing daily routines and carrying out ‘practices of “self-surveillance” when entering public spaces.4

Returning to our work at Tell MAMA, however, the information presented below is not exhaustive. However, it will thematically demonstrate some of the biggest drivers of anti-Muslim hate and discrimination each year to help the public, policymakers, and stakeholders gain a holistic overview of such ebb and flow before the bulk of the report provides data and discourse analysis drawing from our data, news reports and broader academic research. Ultimately, whilst trigger events can shift reporting upwards, the overall baselines remain higher year on year, especially regarding the daily and often ongoing abuses communities experience at home, work, or in public spaces. In response to these ongoing issues, Tell MAMA evolved its support structures to provide counselling options for those who need it whilst still providing emotional support, advocacy and lobbying.

Below are a series of graphs and tables presenting these ebbs and flows, hopefully presenting a clearer picture of how we recorded anti-Muslim cases throughout the decade. As can be seen, we recorded a steady rise in cases until 2017, when it peaked in the pre-pandemic years, as 2020 saw our most significant peak for verified cases, with 1,318 online and offline combined and a 40.6% increase. In the offline world, we saw a 46.9% increase in cases between 2015 and 2016. This trend continued in 2017 with a 30.6% rise in verified offline reports (N=839), only to fall slightly in 2018 and 2019 (with 745 and 718 verified cases, respectively). Offline cases rose in 2020 to 726 verified cases and continued to rise in the following year, 2021 to 781 verified cases. We will look much more closely into the numbers over the years in our pre-pandemic data review chapter and post-pandemic chapters.

---

The Presence of the Far-Right 2012-2013

The reporting year of 2012-2013, covering the period between 1 April 2012 - 30 April 2013, was Tell MAMA’s first year of activities monitoring anti-Muslim hate across the United Kingdom in a unique academic report. The report aimed to analyse our dataset to provide a quantifiable overview of perpetrator profile, attack type, and location occurrence. The report’s conception was also driven by the ambition to examine the under-studied relationship between anti-Muslim hate and the far-right, drawing from the shared expertise of the academics sourced to analyse the Tell MAMA data independently.

The academic analysis verified 150 offline cases. Of these cases, 72 were street-based, 24 took place in Islamic institutions such as mosques, and 17 were in the household, workplace, or school. Language and insults that appeared in these cases include references to ‘P**is’, rape, paedophiles, inbreeding, incest, Jihad, terrorists, bombs, ‘muzzrats’; and various animals, including dogs; pigs; goats, and baboons. Other cases involved criminal damage or desecration to mosques - ranging from placing a pig’s head, graffiti, damage to the Holy Quran, broken windows, and a bomb hoax to one verified arson case. That academic analysis highlighted that nearly 1 in four offline cases reported a perceived link to the far-right – a link identified and reported by the victim. Of the 29 cases that reported a link to the far-right, 11 were associated with the EDL, 5 with the BNP, and 1 with the National Front. The academic analysis highlights the most glaring trend from that reporting year and the offline impact groups like the EDL had during that time. Although more impactful in the online sphere of the 2012-13 reporting year, the language used offline that year echoed the narratives of such groups. As we will see, such totalising anti-Muslim narratives continue to proliferate and dominate the type of language used in offline and online anti-Muslim cases for the years to come and up to the present day.

When considering how contemporary forms of digital hate and racism proliferate online, it is crucial to look beyond social media. After all, since the embryonic stages of the internet, racist and extremist hate groups adapted to technological developments to further their hateful agendas online – with some of the earliest identifiable hate message boards appearing in the 1980s, with the infamous white supremacist Stormfront board emerging in the mid-1990s. Therefore, researchers placed an understandable emphasis on the role of an online group and individual-based identity, racist and harmful language online from far-right groups domestically. The analysis focuses notably on the English Defence League (EDL) in their analysis amongst other disparate ideological groups or individuals – a small minority of online profiles had links to overt neo-fascist groups. Two-thirds of online reports (n=429) had tangible links to far-right ideologies, with one of the most reported figures for that year, the academics noted was the activity of the EDL’s founder, Stephen Yaxley-Lennon (aka Tommy Robinson), with women identified in almost 1 in five online reports.

Moreover, the report added that the online activity of those linked to the EDL resulted in 21 arrests that year, with some online material making threats of street-level violence. Examples of the racist, dehumanising, and anti-Muslim language online targeted Muslims in racialised ways, overtly racist ways (including the P-word) or in more broadly stigmatising comments linking Muslims to crime and sexual violence or accusing Muslims of belonging to “an evil, satanic” religion. Like with the offline world, we saw how overtly dehumanising language like “musrat” (sometimes written as “muzrat”) appeared across 45 online reports in 2012 and 2013, respectively.

7 Ibid. 22.
8 Ibid. 23.
The Aftershock of Lee Rigby’s Murder 2013-2014

In the reporting year of 2013-14 (1 May 2013-28 February 2014), academics analysed our data and verified 135 offline cases, with 40% of cases reporting a link to the far-right, specifically the EDL and BNP. However, the year was primarily overshadowed after two terrorists murdered Drummer Lee Rigby, which caused a significant spike in reported cases to Tell MAMA — a 373% increase in reports of anti-Muslim cases to Tell MAMA. Nearly a fifth of all self-reported cases analysed over the ten months, 1 May 2013 to 28 February 2014, took place in the week following Lee Rigby’s murder (127 total between 22 and 29 May 2013, as opposed to 34 reported victims in the preceding week). Put another way: the average monthly figure of 73 cases over the May 2013-February 2014 reporting period – itself inflated due to the post-Woolwich spike in anti-Muslim attacks – rose by 174% in a week. More specifically, three months after Lee Rigby’s murder, Tell MAMA recorded 34 anti-Muslim attacks on properties (most notably mosques), ranging from arson to graffiti. Moreover, instances of anti-Muslim property damage rose from 2 in the week commencing 15 May 2013 to 9 recorded for the following week. Below is a dot graph in our 2013-14 report showing the mosque attacks that occurred from January to August 2013, as well as a graph comparing the entire offline cases before and after Lee Rigby’s murder can be seen below.

Far-right figures attempted to broaden the extent of anti-Muslim targeting following the death of Lee Rigby beyond the immediate aftermath. For example, then-EDL leaders Stephen Yaxley-Lennon and Kevin Carroll were arrested for obstructing officers in late June 2013 for attempting a march in Woolwich, ignoring prior warnings from the police had warned that anyone attempting such a stunt would face arrest.9

The attempts by far-right groups and figures to hijack the tragedy for their anti-Muslim and racist agendas were more examples of manipulating public grief in the hopes of gaining members and financial support or hoping to shift their toxic and harmful language about Muslims into more mainstream conversations online and offline.

In the online world during this year, academics analysed 599 cases, almost half of which (45%) had identifiable far-right ideologies (notably in their avatars or language).10 A spike in cases rose in the week following the murder of Lee Rigby online, with 97 self-reported cases between May 22 and 29, compared to 15 reports the previous week.11 Williams and Burnap (2015) theorised that the most extreme forms of hate speech have a “half-life” that dissipates within 20 to 24 hours following the event, but the equivalent half-life of ‘moderate’ forms of hate speech lingers for around 36 to 42 hours.12

10 Ibid. 3.
11 Ibid. 21.
Appendix D: Mosque attacks, as reported to Tell MAMA caseworkers between January 1 and August 31, 2013
In the recording year of 2014-2015 (1 March 2014 to 28 February 2015), academics verified 146 offline cases, which were overwhelmingly characterised by abusive behaviour (n=103). During this year, we noted the recognisable but steady increase in the low-level rhetoric of anti-Muslim prejudice, which had been spilling over into mainstream social and political debates and gaining greater traction and political capital as it became a more ingrained part of British political discourse. In the run-up to the 2015 elections, for example, the academics noted that politicians of all stripes had been keen to adopt the language of ‘soft’ nationalism and the promotion of ‘indigenous cultural identity’, ranging from ministerial calls for the Muslim community to root out extremism, to MEPs linking Muslim colleagues to known extremists.13

The year was also characterised by increasing inter-community tensions from cases abroad, namely horrific terrorist attacks in Paris, Sydney, and Copenhagen, alongside the backdrop of increasing political discussions around immigration and national identity by several mainstream political parties. Following the attacks in the three cities, we noted a mixed range of spikes in the seven days following the attacks compared to the seven days prior. In particular, the Charlie Hebdo terror attacks evidenced the most significant shift. While all cases saw a rise in the reporting of online cases, only the Paris attacks saw an increase in the reporting of cases of offline attacks, with the period following both the Copenhagen and Sydney attacks showing a modest decrease. Below is a graph that displays the spike in cases following these attacks.

Academics coded 402 online cases, with an overwhelming majority double-coded for anti-Muslim literature (n=372) and abusive content (n=385) as 19% contained threats (n=78), with a majority of those identified as flagging such material (whether as witnesses or victims) were male. They added that spikes in anti-Muslim and Islamophobic materials only appeared consistently online.14
In 2015, we shifted towards writing our analysis over the calendar year, and we recorded a significant increase in offline cases from 146 the previous year to 437 - an increase of 300%, and there was an increase over time in the previous reporting period by 200%. In this report, we highlighted the geographical nature of anti-Muslim cases nationwide, inhibiting the social mobility of Muslim communities, especially when accessing public transport or navigating public areas. Abusive behaviour was by far the most common case category as it made up 50% of cases, as verified cases involving threatening behaviour and discrimination totalled 34 each (or 15% of the total offline caseload). Nevertheless, looking more closely, we noted that abusive behaviour occurred most often in public areas, on the transport network, and in places of business.

This report also marks the year where we gathered more complete data on victims and perpetrators, and with this, we could see clearly how anti-Muslim hate and Islamophobia is overwhelmingly gendered. Specifically, we found that women comprised many victims (61%) and men comprised most perpetrators (76%). Moreover, 41% of victims were Muslim women wearing religious clothing (from headscarves to face veils).

Moreover, with a focus on the geographical nature of the anti-Muslim hate crimes, we noted, ‘Our data collection on all offline cases demonstrates that public areas, primarily pedestrian thoroughfares, parks, and high streets, nodes of the transport network, including bus stops, train carriages, and platforms, and shopping

---

areas are the most likely spaces for anti-Muslim cases to occur. These are areas most frequented by all residents daily. Given that these areas are primary locations of anti-Muslim cases, it underscores that the city, town, or village becomes a risky space where those expressing different forms of ‘Muslimness’ are most vulnerable.\textsuperscript{18} In particular, we used London as a case study to represent the geospatial nature of anti-Muslim hate crimes. Using data provided by the Metropolitan Police (MPS) and our datasets, we could look at the hotspots of anti-Muslim hate crimes in the city at a depth we had not previously explored. We discovered a clear relationship between Muslims as a proportion of the population and the likelihood of anti-Muslim hate crimes and cases.

Nevertheless, more closely, we found that higher Muslim-populated areas in the city themselves do not have a strong relationship with the incidence of hate crime, and the more accessible a given area is by public transport, the greater the risk of anti-Muslim violence and abuse. For example, we found that 84\% of all cases in London recorded by Tell MAMA and the MPS occurred within 200 metres of a bus stop, and 48\% occurred within 100 metres of a bus stop. The presence of mosques also increased the likelihood of attacks occurring in their respective areas, although its effect on anti-Muslim cases was less significant than public transport.

Beyond the geographical focus of the report, we continued to highlight the event-related nature of hate crimes. For example, victims were referred to as ‘ISIS’ and had ‘Charlie’ shouted at them numerous times. Furthermore, this suggests that while spikes are short-term, these cases continue to influence anti-Muslim behaviour throughout the calendar year. However, The most significant spike in 2015 followed the terrorist attacks across Paris on 13 November 2015 that killed 130 people. In the three weeks before the attacks, Tell MAMA recorded 25 anti-Muslim cases. In the three weeks during and after the attacks (from 12 November to 2 December), there were 82 anti-Muslim cases recorded.\textsuperscript{19} Overall, we recorded a short-term increase of 328\%.\textsuperscript{20} We came to a series of conclusions related to the high-profile event and their effect on anti-Muslim hate crimes here in the UK, writing, ‘It appears that only the most publicised stories—such as the November attacks in Paris—have the largest impact in terms of short-term spikes of anti-Muslim activity. Smaller events and some political discourse tend to have less of an impact than expected, which tells us that perpetrators are often motivated by their affective and emotional responses to front-page stories involving violence perpetrated by those who identify as Muslims. When these stories are not front-page news or highly visible on social media, they do not have a measurable impact on anti-Muslim cases.’\textsuperscript{21} Below is a graph we produced for the 2015 annual report displaying the week-by-week spikes following high-profile events.\textsuperscript{22}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[19] Ibid.
\item[20] Ibid.
\item[21] Ibid. 23.
\item[22] Ibid.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
In the online world and across social media platforms, many of the cases \( n=364 \) occurred on Twitter \( n=207 \) and Facebook \( n=136 \), with 88% of Twitter reports involving abuse or harassment, as 87% of Facebook cases fell within the platform's rules on hateful conduct. Our analysis found the “most common ‘lexical’ words include—or words that have contextual meaning in the sample, as opposed to articles such as ‘the’ or conjunctions like ‘and’—are ‘Muslim’, ‘you’, ‘f**k’, ‘country’, ‘Islam’, ‘mosque’, and ‘rape’”. Case studies of anti-Muslim language included xenophobic calls for the forced removal of Muslims from the UK, with dehumanising terms like “Mudlums” and read, “Islam is a vicious cult. Mudlums have no place in any civilised country! Deport and kill them before they kill you!”.

The use of xenophobic language towards Muslims (irrespective of ethnicity) reflects what Bleich (2011) argues: anti-Muslim prejudice and Islamophobia function as parallel concepts like homophobia or xenophobia, not as a clinical psychological term. 23

To capture more of the broader influences on those who posted anti-Muslim hate materials on Twitter, we collected data on whom the perpetrators follow to better understand ideological motivations by drawing information from over 23,752 unique Twitter account holders, which includes non-far-right sources, individuals to mainstream institutions.

### The EU Referendum and Event-Specific Language 2016

In 2016, we continued highlighting the overwhelming gendered 24 nature of the cases we record. That year we received 1,223 reports of street-based (offline) and online anti-Muslim cases, with 883 offline cases, they were reported and 642 verified. The year was marked mainly in the UK by the EU referendum (Brexit) and multiple terrorist attacks abroad. We recorded a 475% increase in anti-Muslim cases following the EU referendum vote (from 12 cases in the week beginning 17 June to 69 cases beginning 24 June 2016). Perpetrators of anti-Muslim cases often referenced mainstream discourse concerning immigration and terrorism alongside broader anti-Muslim and dehumanising language in order to abuse their victims. A timeline of the weekly spikes in cases following high-profile events can be seen below, highlighting the extent of cases that occurred directly after the EU referendum.

---


Although we recorded spikes in the number of anti-Muslim cases reported to us following high-profile events, including the EU referendum vote and terrorist attacks abroad, our thematic analysis of the cases revealed a high frequency of references to terrorism, immigration, and the EU referendum. The xenophobic cliché, ‘go back where you came from’, proved a popular slur, in addition to the narrative that Muslims are ‘taking over’ the country. In line with language recorded in our previous reports, we observed that perpetrators often said they did not view the victims as British and often told them they were not welcome in the UK. In several cases we recorded in 2016, perpetrators referred directly to the EU referendum, the Syrian refugee crisis, and immigration. Looking at the EU referendum specifically, we noted how perpetrators used the event to legitimise their anti-Muslim behaviour and sentiments, such as fears of an ‘invasion’ and anxieties around traditional British values being eroded because of immigration. Below are a series of case quotes from 2016 related to the EU referendum that we highlighted in that year’s report.25

Similarly, in many cases reported to us in 2016, perpetrators expressed anger over the perception that immigrants were using resources that should be ‘rightfully’ reserved for “real Brits” in language that mirrors what some academics define as racialised resentment politics and following the rise of the neo-fascist BNP, the politics of “white backlash.” Many cases reported that year also focused on how the perpetrators viewed Muslim clothing as at ‘odds’ with national and cultural values. As a result, in 2016, we saw a disproportionately high number of victims (38%, n=295) that were Muslim women wearing Islamic clothing. In the report, we noted, “perpetrators made specific reference to housing, jobs and allocating public spending from tax money. Similarly, in some cases, they would also blame immigration for the ‘current state’ the country is in.

In many cases reported to us in 2016, perpetrators expressed anger that their victims were not conforming to perceived standards of behaviour. These comments often focus on Islamic clothing and using foreign languages in public spaces. Here are a few examples we used in the report to illustrate this:

“Agressive man told a Muslim woman in Islamic clothing, ‘you can f***ing do one you P*ki c***’ When challenged, he made threats to assault her despite the presence of the woman’s young child.”

“A Muslim woman, who wears the niqab, when out walking alone one evening, was confronted by an aggressive male who said, ‘You shouldn’t be wearing that here. We don’t like it’.”

“A Muslim woman, who wears the hijab, was told, ‘Foreigner, learn to speak English, go back to where you came from, Muslim c***.'”

Moreover, that year we received several cases from male victims explaining the specific verbal abuse they received that related to ‘grooming’ and CSE issues, often calling victims ‘paedos’ and ‘rapists’. As we highlighted in 2016, ‘This issue has grown in prominence following high profile criminal convictions of men in Rotherham in 2010 and onwards, bringing into question the ‘dangerous masculinity’ of British Muslim men. A year earlier, in August 2015, 81-year-old Muslim pensioner Muhsin Ahmed was murdered in a race hate attack in Rotherham, South Yorkshire. His killer, Dale Jones, was jailed for life, with a minimum term of 32 years, on 29 February 2016. He attacked Mr Ahmed after accusing him of being a ‘groomer’ – a clear reference to the child exploitation scandals highlighted in the Jay Report 2014.

Several of the 2016 cases also referred to Muslims as responsible for terror attacks abroad, and perpetrators often referred to bombs and explosions in their attacks towards perceived Muslims. We found evidence within our dataset to show how a casual reference to terrorism directed at Muslims could occasionally escalate to more serious, false, and sometimes malicious accusations of extremism or the misuse of safeguarding policies in places of education, including nurseries. One case such study included nursery staff falsely flagging a Muslim child weeks after a family trip to Pakistan as staff became “concerned” about them playing with a slingshot, making a “toy gun” out of Lego or expressing interest in certain cartoon characters. That parental concern and anguish increased that despite no evidence found to substantiate the initial report from staff, it would remain on file and potentially impact them when entering other forms of education or working life.
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Such cases conform to the rhetoric that Muslims are a dangerous and existential threat and one that the rest of the public should ‘fear’. Our report looked deeper into the psychology of this phenomenon and how academics have approached it, writing, ‘This conforms to the ‘Retaliation’ and ‘Defensive’ typologies for hate crime identified by McDevitt et al. According to this model, some hate crime offenders are motivated to offend as a reaction to a perceived grievance they feel that they or their group has experienced or to defend their community from outsiders they see as ‘threatening’ their way of life.’

Further evidence suggests that in the aftermath of certain terror attacks, and subsequent media coverage, individuals may attempt to retaliate by abusing people they identify as Muslim, usually through their clothing or ethnicity. This occurs because of intergroup conflict, in this instance between the ‘in-group’ of people considered legitimately ‘British’ and the ‘outgroup’ of Muslims, who are constructed as ‘being interchangeable and therefore equally deserving of retaliation’ for the crimes of a tiny and unrepresentative minority.’

The Shifting Environment of Anti-Muslim Hate 2017

In 2017, we saw several devastating high-profile terrorist attacks in the UK, including the Westminster Bridge attack, the London Bridge attack, the Manchester Arena bombing, the Finsbury Park attack, and the Parsons Green attempted bombing. During this year, Tell MAMA recorded and verified 839 cases of anti-Muslim hate in the offline world. As listed above, we recorded a 475% increase in offline anti-Muslim cases reported in the week following the UK 2016 EU referendum. However, this spike was dwarfed by the 700% increase in cases recorded in the week following the Manchester Arena terror attack on 22 May 2017, with 72 reports recorded seven days after the terror attack, compared with nine reports in the previous week. This year we saw a 56% increase in cases involving discrimination and an 88% increase in cases involving vandalism, signifying a growing trend we are still witnessing today.

A week-by-week timeline of high-profile events and their effect on anti-Muslim cases can be seen below.

31 McDevitt et al.(2002). ‘Hate Crime Offenders’.
High-Profile Events 2017: Verified Street Based Incidents by Week

22 May
A suicide bombing at the Manchester Arena killed 22 people, including the attacker, and injured over 800.

3 June
Three attackers drove a van into pedestrians at London Bridge; then three men got out and attacked people in Borough Market. Eight people died and 48 people were injured.

19 June
An attacker drove a van into pedestrians outside the Muslim Welfare House in Finsbury Park. One man was killed and 12 others were injured.

22 March
Five killed and more than 40 people injured when an attacker drove a car into pedestrians at Westminster Bridge.

15 September
A homemade bomb partially exploded on a Tube train at Parsons Green which caused numerous injuries.
We presented a series of case studies on each terror attack in 2017 to highlight how such high-profile events led to specific anti-Muslim targeting. Following the Westminster Bridge attack, we recorded several cases that supported the ‘defensive’ and ‘retaliatory’ typologies. For example, a student of Muslim background was told on the day of the attack that “Muslims are the only terrorists” and that “they only seem to be attacking ‘us’, while in another case, a visibly Muslim woman was travelling on a bus when a fellow female passenger asked if she was ‘carrying a ‘bomb’. The abusive passenger then pointed at the Muslim woman’s headscarf and said, “People like you were responsible for the Westminster Bridge attack”, adding that she was ‘scared’ that the Muslim woman was going to ‘kill’ her and before leaving the bus the perpetrator spat on the victim’s headscarf. While hours after the terror attack, Christopher Massey, 46, dialled 999 and claimed to have left two kilograms of explosives outside the Southend Mosque and Islamic Trust. Officers attended the scene but found no explosives and traced Mr Massey from the mobile phone used to make the initial phone call, to which he eventually went to court and was given a 12-month prison sentence.35

We received dozens of cases in the aftermath of the horrific Manchester Arena bombing that directly referred to the terror attack; in fact, 72 cases in the week following the attack. We noted several of these cases in the 2017 annual report, including one case where a Muslim man was returning home after dropping his children at school when a group of women nearby suggested that they ‘should shoot them ‘all’, while in several other cases, perpetrators appeared to hold Muslim victims responsible for the attack. In one such case that we highlighted, a perpetrator shouted at a Muslim man, “You’re Muslim, what’s happened in Manchester is all because of you, f*** off”, days after the attack. We noted that many perpetrators referred directly to some of the victims in the Manchester Arena attack, suggesting innocent Muslims were directly to blame for their deaths.

Although less significant than following the Westminster Bridge attack and Manchester Arena attack, we did note a slight spike in cases following the London Bridge attack, while we saw little to no spike in our offline data set following the failed attack in Parsons Green on 15 September 2017. The murder of 51-year-old Makram Ali and the attempted murder of nine other men outside the Muslim Welfare House in Finsbury Park, London, by the far-right terrorist Darren Osborne in June 2017 also devastated the victims, their families, and the wider community. The attacker immersed himself in far-right content online in the fortnight before his attack, much of which was centred around the notion that Western nations are under assault by Islam, and, in a racist handwritten letter, he had declared that Islam was incompatible with the West, adding that Muslims are “raping inbred bastards & climb back on ya camels.”36 So, it should be clarified that this was not an isolated case but a premeditated attack on innocent Muslims due to their Muslim identity and Islamic beliefs. While we did not record a significant spike in offline cases following the Finsbury Park terror attack, we did record several online cases just hours after the attack, which we go into more detail below.

Tell MAMA recorded a 56% rise in discrimination cases (n=78) which, as our annual report for that year made clear: “the work in countering Islamophobia and anti-Muslim prejudice goes beyond just hate crime. Often ‘low-level’ abuse can be a daily occurrence that shapes the everyday lives of victims significantly, especially when there is a gendered dynamic to the abuse and victims are near their abusers.”37 Case studies we cited included the ongoing bullying of a Muslim woman constantly targeted by a male colleague who made derogatory and discriminatory remarks like “tea towel” about their headscarf. Fearing management would react negatively to their complaint, they did not report the harasser to HR or management.

Seeking to understand these group dynamics, especially in workplace environments, help us to understand the paradox of how some individuals can simultaneously hold positive and negative views of minorities and differentiate between racist attitudes and prejudicial behaviours. Consequently, by applying a ‘differentialist’ model of racialisation, some research shows how excluding others is due to ‘essentialised’ forms of cultural differences.

Other discriminatory practices or behaviours included the misuse of safeguarding policies in the health service and at a school, which Tell MAMA helped get national attention for in The Times newspaper. Regarding the former, a Muslim family contacted us after social services accused them of going on a routine family holiday in Turkey for “political reasons” after an earlier doctor trip to ensure their young child would be healthy enough to make the trip. The family felt discriminated against because of their Muslim identity, adding that any further GP checks after that flag-up meant they must explain what happened. Despite efforts to remove the false claim from their file, no such outcome emerged.

In the online sphere, just over half of verified cases (52%) occurred on Twitter, and 37% occurred on Facebook (n=133). Before methodological changes in the online data analysis, 80% (n=291) of verified online cases fell under the broad bracket of abusive behaviour. Some extreme forms of anti-Muslim speech included calls for forced removals, attacks on mosques and genocidal violence. Upon further analysis, these account holders had pre-existing racist ideologies and wanted to weaponise the despicable acts of terrorism to propagate group-based violence towards Muslims. Examples of such statements include, “Correct me if I am wrong. All Muslim scum must be gassed”, “time to bomb the f***** mosques”, and “Clear our streets of all those dirty rats”.

In 2015 and 2017, respectively, our researchers created network maps identifying broader far-right networks, and a key node identified was the Twitter account @DavidJo52951945, which some experts believed was part of a broader Russian-state-backed disinformation campaign on the platform. Moreover, following the Westminster Bridge terror attack, Tell MAMA supported a Muslim woman caught up in the tragedy and targeted by racist and neo-Nazi trolls who falsely accused them of “ignoring” the injured. Through our service, we published her statement, helping to challenge these falsehoods, which helped make news headlines whilst exposing a fundamental fault line on Twitter about how quickly falsehoods, especially those of a racialised nature, spread, thus risking the safety of those targeted and broader communities. Her statement began:

“I’m shocked and totally dismayed at how a picture of me is being circulated on social media. To those individuals who have interpreted and commented on what my thoughts were in that horrific and distressful moment, I would like to say not only have I been devastated by witnessing the aftermath of a shocking and numbing terror attack, I’ve also had to deal with the shock of finding my picture plastered all over social media by those who could not look beyond my attire, who draw conclusions based on hate and xenophobia.”

Months later, it emerged that a significant far-right Twitter account responsible, identified as @SouthLoneStar,
was also part of a more comprehensive Russian-state disinformation campaign.\(^{45}\)

Following the deadly anti-Muslim terror attack in Finsbury Park, which resulted in the murder of Makram Ali and injured many others, we highlighted how those glorifying Darren Osborne online went beyond the frameworks of hate crime into the realms of anti-terror legislation.\(^{46}\) One tweet later removed by Twitter read, ‘The only sympathy I have is for the van driver. #Revenge’, and a far-right inspired Facebook page used the popular ‘#FinsburyPark’ hashtag to spread a meme which read, ‘Is this the month of Ramadan or Ramavan?’ on 19 June. While a Facebook post reported to us heaped praise on the terrorist, adding that ‘it’s about time someone started exterminating them’. And in another, only days after the attack, a Twitter user posted an image of Osborne juxtaposing with the Cross of St James of Compostela, a reference to James the Apostle, the ‘Moorslayer’, and the ninth-century Reconquista against Islamic Spain.

Our unique research and expertise on the far-right online first made the connection between neo-Nazi groups like the System Resistance Network\(^{47}\) to the proscribed neo-Nazi terror group National Action years before the Home Office officially designated them a terror group in February 2020 as it did with Scottish Dawn and NS131 in September 2017.\(^{48}\)

Normalising Anti-Muslim Hate 2018

Tell MAMA recorded 1,282 reports in 2018, of which 745 were verified offline cases. The year saw an 11% reduction in verified offline cases compared to the previous year, but we noted a rise in discrimination, hate speech, and anti-Muslim literature cases.\(^{49}\)

In 2018, several trending news stories informed anti-Muslim hate in the UK, such as the despicable and menacing ‘Punish a Muslim Day’ letter campaign, various high-profile child sexual exploitation trials and subsequent convictions, Boris Johnson’s opinion column, President Trump’s visit to the UK, and the arrival of new refugees in Europe, while the Windrush deportations, Harry and Meghan’s wedding, and Brexit negotiations continue to call immigration and multiculturalism into public debate.

---


That year saw two significant spikes occur. The first, in spring, reflected the ‘Punish a Muslim Day’ letters sent to Muslim homes, institutions, and places of work in March, followed by heightened tensions, fears, and anxieties around the proposed day in April, and the second wave of letters (‘Punish a Muslim Day 2’) received in May. Tell MAMA received reports of 37 offline cases that directly referenced ‘Punish a Muslim Day’. The second and more significant spike occurred in August after the then-former foreign secretary Boris Johnson wrote a column referring to veiled Muslim women as ‘letterboxes’ and ‘bank robbers’. When journalists questioned Mr Johnson on the dehumanising nature of his comparison of women who wear a face veil (niqab) to ‘letterboxes’, he claimed he was simply talking in the language that the public wanted to hear, forgetting that Muslim women themselves are part of that public and will be affected by his choice of words.
In fact, in the week following his article, cases to Tell MAMA increased by 375% - from 8 cases the previous week to 38 in the following. Of the 38 anti-Muslim attacks in the first week following Mr Johnson’s comments, 22 were directed at visibly Muslim women who wore the face veil (niqab) or other veiling practices. We recorded 57 cases in the three weeks following the column’s publication, 32 directed at visibly Muslim women. Between the 5th and 29th of August, 42% (N=24) of the street-based (offline) cases reported to Tell MAMA directly referenced Boris Johnson and/or the language used in his column.¹ The nature of the cases varied, with the majority involving verbal abuse. Below is a graph we published in the report highlighting the two yearly spikes.

More broadly, the language used throughout the year correlated with previous years, with a heavy focus on terrorism, sexual violence and misogynistic language, general hatred of foreigners, and broader attacks on Islam. In the years leading up to 2019, a variety of cases involving child sexual exploitation by organised criminal groups and networks hit news headlines, including high-profile cases in Rotherham, Telford, Oxford, and Huddersfield, with the latter attracting a great deal of attention from far-right groups and campaigners who accelerated the discussion. The cases also drew attention to the structural failures to tackle sexual exploitation, raising important and complex questions, such as how victims are disbelieved or viewed as ‘troublemakers’ by those who should believe and support them. However, reducing these issues, as exclusive to Muslim communities, have built problematic stereotypes of innocent Muslim individuals while de-railing and undermining the gravity of sexual abuse and exploitation.

However, in the online sphere, much of the language we recorded yearly went beyond the descriptors we used for many years. Therefore, we instigated a methodological change for the annual reports from 2017 onwards, as Hate Speech had only appeared in a minority of the offline and street-level casework prior, with 2018’s annual report significantly focused on the normalisation of anti-Muslim language and animus, as 51% of verified online cases in 2018 (n=168) falling under the new category code, whereas in previous years would sit under Abusive Behaviour (n=96,29%).

¹ Ibid.
The Christchurch Attacks Aftermath 2019

As we will explore further in this report, in 2019, we received 895 offline cases, 718 of which were verified by Tell MAMA. However, undoubtedly the most significant point of the year was the horrific white supremacist terrorist attacks in Christchurch, New Zealand, that resulted in the murder of 51 Muslims and the devastating effects it had for Muslims in the UK, but the shocking spike in cases reported to Tell MAMA.

In the week following the terror attacks in Christchurch, cases reported to Tell MAMA increased by 692%, with 12 cases recorded in the previous week (March 8 – 14) and 95 the following week (March 15 – 21). In total, we received 74 cases that made verbal or symbolic references to the attacks in the offline world. Significantly, from February to March, threatening behaviour increased by 225%. The case study examples of threats related to the Christchurch attacks included ‘shooting sounds’ and ‘gun gestures’ made towards Muslims and several threats aimed at mosques or other Muslim institutions. While vandalism also saw a spike, with the rate increasing by 163% between February and March. In the days following the Christchurch attacks, witnesses reported graffiti which did not directly relate to the attacks, including swastikas, ‘Muslim c**ts’, and ‘no Islam’. Elsewhere, one instance of graffiti said ‘subscribe to PewDiePie’, which was referenced in the Christchurch live stream. Below is a graph we published for the report highlighting the severe spike following the Christchurch attacks.

---

As with 2017, in 2019, we saw how white supremacist terrorism domestically (in Finsbury Park) and abroad (Christchurch, New Zealand), respectively, demonstrated how the glorification of the terrorists responsible or attempts at (or calls for) copycat attacks online pose additional issues for the police and security services and the potential culpability of platforms in failing to remove such harmful, criminal materials. In addition, normalised forms of anti-Muslim hate speech online have broader consequences for communities and some of the most vulnerable in our society, including refugees, as the weaponisation of platforms like Twitter enables such agitators to target such groups offline and promote their propaganda online, all whilst pushing totalising and criminalising narratives linking them broadly to criminality and terrorism. Each year we record a small number of cases that call for the extermination, forced internment, or deportation of Muslims; some show explicit white supremacist and nationalist ideologies (including their use of hashtags, images or statements), but some are more ambiguous, but equally evident in their destructive goals.

We recorded 407 online cases and verified 354 cases (an 8.25% rise on the previous year), with the most significant spike post-Christchurch. Almost two-thirds of verified cases constituted Hate Speech (66.1%), with 59 verified cases of Abusive Behaviour (16.6%) and 44 cases of Anti-Muslim Literature (which can include racist memes, infographics, or other digital materials that incorporate image-based content, totalling 12.42% of verified cases)—just over three-quarters of verified cases occurred on Twitter (78.53%), with over one in five verified cases having taken place on Facebook (23.16%).

Covid-19 Induced Cases and an Evolving Hate Crime Climate 2020

In 2020 we recorded 906 offline cases and verified 726. As we will explore further, the year was overshadowed by the Covid-19 pandemic and subsequent lockdowns across the country. Although we did not record any significant spikes in this time, we received more cases between March and May than we expected, considering the country was in lockdown for a large proportion of this time, making human interaction more difficult, especially with strangers. Notably, this environment contributed to the uptick in household-related cases involving neighbours over several weeks, months, or even throughout the year. Household cases comprised 26% of verified offline cases, making it the highest proportion of cases we have ever recorded. As we highlight in this report, the lockdowns appeared to have acted as a bottleneck for household and neighbour-related cases and created highly stressful situations for dozens of Muslim victims, many of whom were families. Discrimination cases also continued to rise in 2020, making up 14% of verified offline cases and the second most frequent of any category.

In 2020, online cases totalled 650, with 592 cases meeting the verification standards. Of that 592 figure, 16% fell under the category of Abusive Behaviour (n=95), 10.64% fell under Anti-Muslim Literature (n=63), and Threats fell under a small minority of cases (n=14, 2.36%). Overwhelmingly, commensurate with previous Tell MAMA annual reports and research, most verified cases fell into the category of Hate Speech (70.94%, n=420).

During the lockdown months, we routinely published articles debunking far-right falsehoods from those seeking to link Muslims to criminality and supposed lockdown breaches that never existed. Equally, as the main report will highlight, police forces used social media platforms to challenge such falsehoods. In addition, we regularly debunk conspiracies or
falsehoods\(^7\) about Muslim communities and did so again before nationwide lockdowns occurred.\(^8\)

Across the online categories, we verified 592 cases,

**New Trends Becoming the Norm 2021**

In 2021 we reported 1107 offline cases and verified 781 by our caseworkers. The most significant spike of the year occurred during the Holy month of Ramadan, following the escalations in Israel-Palestine in May of that year, which saw a total of 56 cases online and offline and marked a sharp rise of 430% compared to the seven days prior to the 8 May, where we recorded 13 reports. Interestingly, household cases remained proportionally high following a unique 2020, with 26% of all cases, highlighting that such cases were not isolated to lockdown environments but were a continuation of them. This consistent rise in household cases throughout the year also possibly marks the beginning of a new normal for anti-Muslim hate crime trends.

We verified 413 online cases for 2021. Hate speech accounted for 51% (n=219) of cases, with broadly abusive materials accounting for 27% (n=116), as a small minority contained overt threats. The ongoing harassment of refugees by far-right groups shows the interconnectivity of offline and online agitations that pose real-world risks to those filmed without consent, including hotel staff. Tell MAMA verified ten reports which contained the racist P-word in 2021, over half of which (60%) referred to the former cricketer Azeem Rafiq as he spoke about his experiences of racism in cricketing. We recorded similar numbers of the P-word directed by perpetrators in the 2020 reporting cycle, with 90 cases involving the racial slur. Much of that racist discourse welded to discussions that demonised and dehumanised Muslim men as rapists, as others made racist expressions wishing that Muslims succumb to Covid-19, demonstrating how, across different years, how those with underlying racist motivations would react to news cycles or find other ways to express these sentiments online, either targeting Muslims directly or speaking about them in broader echo chambers.

**Manifestations of Anti-Muslim Hate Online**

In preparation for the more comprehensive review of a decade of anti-Muslim hate online, we emphasised the extremes of language – including overt racist and dehumanising language, ranging from the P-word to those comparing Muslims to rats, slime, or other non-human forms because they always existed across each yearly caseload. In addition, of course, Islam is not an ethnically homogeneous faith. However, throughout the lifespan of our work (particularly in the online world), we draw distinctions between how Muslims are spoken of (or spoken towards) online with overt racist language or tropes and through the lens of racialisation (which some academics argue concerns the “cultural factors in addition to traditional, physical markers of race and ethnicity”).\(^9\)

The pre-pandemic years of Tell MAMA include data published across various annual and interim reports, including from academics before Tell MAMA began to publish our reports with academic peer review from 2015 onwards. The number of verified online cases for each reporting year varies and in some years we add a note of caution that a drop in online cases broadly in these years reflected the shift in higher degrees of offline and street-level reports, shaped

---

by trigger events and broadly with rising forms of reports concerning discrimination and structural anti-

Muslim bias.

Tell MAMA Online Verified Cases 2012-2019

In the online world, we bracketed the pandemic years from early 2020 (following the first national lockdown) to 2021. Thematically, for this reporting cycle, we expand a more comprehensive literature review about conspiracies, dehumanising language, and case studies sent to our service. Equally, another prevalent theme concerned the role of stigma and how the media uses stock imagery in ways that might unintentionally associate specific minority communities with the virus. The broad literature reviews help define, contextualise, and understand the mechanics of conspiracy theories — tracing their origins, how they flourish (pre-internet and in digital forms) and how some conspiracies gain traction from mainstream popular culture and politics. Moreover, we emphasise how racialised forms of conspiracist thinking target ethnic and religious minorities in historical and contemporary forms to help audiences better understand how such ideas do not exist in vacuums. Therefore, we begin with attention to how contemporary anti-Muslim conspiracy theories to the historical and modern forms of racialisation in parts of Europe, demonstrating how colonial powers like Spain constructed Muslims as a politically expedient racialised group. Such constructions, along with the eventual expulsion of Muslims, would inspire Catholic nationalists centuries later; even if the Reconquista mythologised and sanctified specific individuals, the marginalisation, forced conversions, dehumanisation, and discrimination (as with Spain’s Jewish population centuries earlier10).

Moreover, racialised forms of othering, as the former, reflects what Rich and Troudi (2006) contend is how race (vis-a-vis racism) exists as social constructions in response to the sociocultural, political, historical conditions from which they emerge — adding that such social discourses bridge identity categories (including culture, gender, ethnicity, and faith) in subtle and complex forms.11 Regarding othering, an instructive way to consider it is how Ong (1996) demonstrates how class influences racialisation12 and, in a post-9/11 context, has a gendered context13 but fundamentally concerns the processes in which an “other” is identified.

and stigmatised. Alternatively, othering seeks to normalise the essentialised forms of negatively evaluating others through exoticised and stereotyped lenses, consequently inhibiting empathy. Conspiracies about Muslim communities, like other religious or minority groups, pre-date the pandemic in specific ways – including via the myth of “Eurabia”, which even found more mainstream acceptance. The abuse of history and the role of collective and cultural memory is crucial in what motivates far-right, anti-Muslim ideologies in popular radical right politics. Couperus et. al (2022) analysed how far-right movements and individuals strengthen their discursive strategies by modifying historical tropes and myth-making with the ultimate aim of rehabilitating and celebrating ethnonationalist community identity models in opposition to social diversity in three distinct ways: idealising, instrumentalising and crucially, whitewashing respective national histories. Other research explores this within the United States as the issue extends to places like Wikipedia and a far-right, pro-fascist bias from certain editors in Croatia that whitewashed fascist violence in the region until Wikimedia acted to ban those responsible. At its most extreme, growing research explores how digital hate cultures sanctify white supremacist terrorists by situating them as cultural figureheads and warriors who populate a more profound historical struggle that engages with, promotes and celebrates such violence in retrospect and hopes of what it will further inspire. An acute example of this appeared in our previous research, as we identified how the Finsbury Park terrorist appeared in far-right propaganda as a “love crusader”. Further discussions around this issue in a post-Christchurch climate continue to influence online reports sent to our service and feature throughout the analysis presented in greater depth in the online section of the report.

The figures for the following year marked a downturn compared to the spike the previous year, owing to the gradual reduction of national and local lockdowns, with an overall verified caseload of 449 cases, verified at 431 verified cases. From that figure, 143 verified cases represented almost one in 3 reports (n=64, 29.76%), as over half of the verified cases fell under Hate Speech (n=228, 53%) as just over 47% fell under Anti-Muslim Literature (n=25), with Threats constituting 5% (n=22).

21 Ibid. 2.
Within the existing legal frameworks, some of the most egregious forms of dehumanising language will fall within grey areas but certainly would breach the terms of most prominent social media platforms. The balance of fundamental speech rights comes with the added responsibility to not harm the dignity of others or promote racial/religious hatred or violence. As with all reports Tell MAMA has published, we provide recommendations for platforms, policymakers, and police forces—from online best practices to engaging communities and taking more profound, impactful steps to provide safer platforms for all.

Throughout the decade, a clear minority of reports concern two overt forms of dehumanising language: mechanistic (denying the humanity and human traits comparable to machines, including depicting Muslim women as bombs) and animalistic dehumanisation (comparing the outgroup to animals and denying human traits). Nevertheless, several far-reaching studies draw links between conscious, overt forms of outgroup dehumanisation and predictors of support for policies that harm such outgroups to endorsing violence and behaviours (identified as signing petitions against the identified outgroup or withholding charitable donations). For example, Tell MAMA recorded 65 overt examples of the dehumanising term ‘Musrat’ (and variations, including ‘muzie’ and ‘muzrat’) in 2013 (n=30), 2014 (n=15), and 2015 (n=20).

Conclusion

Over the past decade, since Tell MAMA began operations, we have recorded over 16,000 cases of anti-Muslim hate offline and online. Cases of anti-Muslim hatred and Islamophobia sent to us have evolved owing to the changing social-political and socio-economic climates alongside major trigger events and growing awareness of our services. Yet, the nature of anti-Muslim cases and the language used by perpetrators has somewhat remained the same.

During this ten-year period, we have witnessed a raft of high-profile trigger events that led to spikes in anti-Muslim hate both offline and online. In 2013 we recorded a 373% rise in cases following the horrific murder of Lee Rigby and 34 cases targeting properties such as mosques. That year we highlighted the ability of far-right groups to take advantage of these tragedies and twist them for their own racist agendas, one that we continued to witness throughout the ten years. In 2015 we recorded a series of online and offline spikes following the terror attacks abroad in Sydney, Paris, and Copenhagen. While more specifically, we recorded a 328% rise in offline cases following the Paris terror attacks in November of that year. These spikes highlighted how high-profile international events, especially those highly publicised in British news media, can have significant negative consequences for innocent Muslims in the UK.

Moreover, this trend continued in 2016, following high-profile political events like the EU referendum and terrorist attacks. We recorded a 475% rise in cases following the EU referendum, which showed a worrying development whereby those with Islamophobic, racist, and xenophobic sentiments felt bolstered and motivated by seeing others express anti-Muslim views. The post-referendum spike demonstrated the potential for a rise in anti-Muslim attacks directly resulting from anti-Muslim and anti-migrant rhetoric in the media, politics, and public discourse. In 2017 there was a 700% increase in incidents recorded in the week following the Manchester Arena terror attack and the London Bridge and Westminster Bridge terror attacks.

The following year we noted that debates and discussions on Islam and Muslims from 2018 have accelerated around ideas of cultural and national identity amidst growing exclusionary rhetoric online and in some political arenas. In particular, the self-styled ‘Punish a Muslim Day’ letters, alongside the opinion piece by Boris Johnson ‘Denmark has got it wrong. Yes, the burka is oppressive and ridiculous – but that’s still no reason to ban it’, created temporary spikes in cases, impacting Muslim communities in various ways. The terrorising letters targeted Muslim households, businesses, and Muslims, particularly those visibly Muslim and targeting Muslim MPs. For the latter, the dehumanising language around letterboxes and postboxes emboldened individuals to target Muslim women in public areas, especially if they wore religious clothing.

In 2019, the white supremacist terror attacks in Christchurch, New Zealand, that resulted in the indiscriminate murder of 51 Muslims consequently created a 692% spike in reports to us, extending to praise of the terrorist on social media or others wishing for similar terrorism towards Muslims in Britain. In total, we received 74 cases that made verbal or symbolic references to the terror attacks in the offline world. The spike agrees with previous reports and findings that the rise of the far-right and white nationalist movements relate to and are mutually implicated in the rise in Islamophobia and anti-Muslim hatred and that people with racist far-right views feel emboldened to commit anti-Muslim hate crimes based on the successes of other far-right actors.

In 2020 the UK and the rest of the world faced an unprecedented pandemic that completely changed our day-to-day living habits. With that, anti-Muslim hate crime dynamics changed too, shifting from targeting in public spaces being the dominant category over the past decade to household cases now exceeding them. Not only did these cases dominate the proportion of total cases in 2020, but they were particularly challenging because they were often long-term cases from known individuals,
especially neighbours that involved multiple forms of targeting. Due to their nature, these cases were particularly stressful for victims that reported to us, and they highlighted a range of glaring issues in how various authorities, including housing authorities and the police, approached them and were able to help them. These issues continued and further increased into 2021, showing that their pandemic and lockdown conditions were not isolated until 2020 but instead acted as a catalyst for a new normal of housing-related hate crimes.

2020 and 2021 also saw a significant uptick in discrimination cases, particularly those in the workplace and educational institutions. The growing prevalence of these cases in both 2020 and 2021 signifies the institutional realities of anti-Muslim hatred today, one that is not necessarily illegal like more typical anti-Muslim attacks, and yet their long-term damage on Muslim victims is no less significant. As we continue to stress: anti-Muslim hatred manifests in interpersonal forms of abuse, violence and discrimination and manifests at a structural level impacting the education and career aspirations of Muslims and when they engage with the legal system and the health service.

Preliminary data analysis for 2022 shows an upward trend in discrimination cases – in workplaces, within education, the misuse of safeguarding and Prevent policies, to engagements with law enforcement. The numbers, however, remain subject to further review and analysis. However, for the 2022 analysis, we will give due focus to the cost of living crisis and how it exacerbates existing social inequalities – at a time when families face the most challenging choices, where employment or job prospects feel more precarious, we want to make sure that our analysis helps draw attention to these structural issues.

The threat of racist violence and far-right terror towards refugees was, in the year, most acutely felt in the petrol bomb attack in Dover by Andrew Leak, whose racist worldview and social media activity we profiled in a briefing paper throughout the year, we wrote extensively about far-right terror offences and the ongoing influence of the Christchurch terrorist.

Our analysis for 2022 will continue to show the gendered targeting of Muslim women, including on public transport and in public areas. A high-profile example we had previously highlighted included a male perpetrator who shouted, “You’re scum, coming here and taking our jobs,” into the ear of a Muslim woman when on the Central line on the London Underground network.

The latter half of the year saw the targeted use of pork products in hate crimes, including dumping a pig’s head in an alleyway in the Barton Hill area of Bristol and a pig’s head appearing on the roof of a mosque in Stockport.

Against that backdrop was the most recent hate crime data (2021/22) revealed that in two-fifths of incidents recorded by police forces in England and Wales (but excluded Greater Manchester for IT-related reasons), Muslims faced 42 per cent (3,459) of all religiously aggravated offences, with Jewish communities experiencing over one-fifth of all such recorded offences as around just 0.5 of the population self-identified as Jewish in the 2011 Census.

Understanding the varieties of anti-Muslim hate and Islamophobia (from interpersonal to discriminatory), as mentioned above, will continue to shape our analysis for the 2022 report analysis and beyond.

In the online world, to reiterate the conclusions stated in greater depth further in that section, a significant driver of anti-Muslim content online came from the far-right and those pushing conspiracies during the initial lockdowns. Whilst we anticipated a sharp rise in reports due to the unique and trying circumstances the lockdowns presented, the level of reporting and the verified figure for that year (n=592) demonstrated a 170.3% (n=219) rise in verified online cases from
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the previous year. Indeed, the numbers returned to pre-pandemic levels, as outlined in the executive summary section. However, we continued to observe overt racist language in Twitter cases related to the racism scandal in English cricket, the role of the far-right harassment of refugees online and offline, to the degrees of dehumanising and criminalising language about Muslim communities. Ultimately, the changes to platforms like Twitter in allowing banned accounts back and changing how it deals with content moderation especially in terms of racist and dehumanising language, will continue to impact the trust Muslims, and other minoritised communities will have in the platform to uphold fundamental rights for all. We remind the public that Tell MAMA monitors anti-Muslim language across all major social media platforms, and with the rise of new platforms from the likes of Meta, we remind communities of our presence in these spaces and to continue reporting such content they come across.

Recommendations

General recommendations

- Anti-Muslim attacks often occur in busy public spaces. These include shopping areas, in and around public transport networks, roads or highways, restaurants, and other business areas. Perpetrators are likelier to act in spaces where they feel they can act with impunity. Therefore, existing preventative measures, where appropriate, should be utilised, and where such measures are lacking or absent, steps should be taken to address such inadequacies.

- Perpetrators often target victims in vulnerable positions relative to themselves, whether physically or socially; this may be related to age, gender, disability, class, and racial or religious identity, including visibly Muslim people. Muslim women remain the primary victims of anti-Muslim hatred and Islamophobia and, therefore, adopting intersectional frameworks which foreground the experiences of Muslim communities is imperative for institutions to adequately respond to, eliminate bias, and cultivate empathy and understanding when Muslims come forward to report their experiences, confident that they will receive equal and fair treatment.

- Those in authority, including representatives of law enforcement agencies and civil authorities such as teachers, council officials and employers, should be aware of any potential power imbalance when responding to a report of identity-based abuse or discrimination. Those in a privileged position due to their social status will invariably have an advantage when negotiating their case with the appropriate agencies.

- Individuals with vulnerabilities may need additional support, and therefore, resources need to be allocated within institutions, organisations and private companies to train staff accordingly.

- In addition to formal criminal justice and civil outcomes, informal responses to cases are also important. Victims appreciate and often rely on frequent and accurate updates from the police regarding their cases. However, victims are often not made aware of the process for reporting to the police and what to expect from the process and its potential outcomes. Many victims reported to Tell MAMA to share their negative (though sometimes positive) experiences of interacting with the police. An initial lack of communication is frequently compounded by officers’ unsupportive comments and a lack of follow-up. Communication helps victims understand their cases’ status and provides them with an invaluable piece of Mind in such challenging and stressful situations.

- In a similar tone, police services and local councils/housing authorities must approach household cases, especially ones involving neighbours or housemates, with awareness and empathy for how long-standing cases of
anti-Muslim abuse can manifest and continue to occur. As we have highlighted in this report, many of the household cases we recorded involved victims feeling let down by their local councils or police forces and frequently felt they were not able to get their points across or even be able present relevant evidence of hate crimes taking place, while perpetrators continued to act with a sense of impunity. It is crucial that victims of household anti-Muslim attacks feel they will be listened to and given the appropriate time to explain what has happened, how it continues to happen to them and their families, and how the attacks make them feel.

- Police forces and the emergency services should continue to lead in educating vulnerable communities on the processes involved in reporting hate crimes, building trust, and cultivating awareness. Within their forces, we recommend that all staff, from call handlers to prosecutors, improve religious literacy, community engagement, and knowledge of services such as Tell MAMA.

- Members of the public should not underestimate their role in challenging anti-Muslim hatred and showing support for victims. If individuals can safely show solidarity with victims during or following an incident, this can create an environment in which abuse and identity-based discrimination are unacceptable.

- Similarly, we should not underestimate the power of public statements condemning and combating anti-Muslim hatred and Islamophobia within the media.

- Councils and local authorities should work with third-party and statutory agencies such as Tell MAMA to streamline support for residents when reporting anti-Muslim vandalism such as graffiti or anti-social behaviour, which is verifiably anti-Muslim.

- Media outlets must consider how their choice of language influences broader public discourse. Our research over the past decade and external academic studies show that high-profile events and associated media coverage stimulate public discourse on issues such as terrorism, religious expression and immigration and can legitimise racist, xenophobic and anti-Muslim prejudice. Individuals with underlying prejudice may feel emboldened to victimise those they feel to be deserving of abuse to defend the status of the dominant ‘in-group’.

### Employers and Businesses

In 2020 and 2021, we received more discrimination cases than any other period in our ten years of recording anti-Muslim hate crimes. In 2020 this made up 15% of total cases; in 2021, this increased to 17%. Often ‘low-level’ abuse can be a daily occurrence that significantly shapes victims’ everyday lives, especially when there is a gendered dynamic to the abuse and victims are near their abusers. Our recommendations include:

- Employers are encouraged to commit to a diversity-led work environment and recruitment that reflect social diversity across the UK. Examples include employers implementing policies such as blind recruitment, outreach and training courses, and appropriate representation at all levels of management. Efforts to cultivate empathy and understanding of different cultures and religious beliefs must be a focal point for companies, especially during Ramadan and Eid, with more understanding of the importance of dietary changes and the need for time off for religious observance. Creating more equitable working environments can help reduce prejudicial attitudes and foster better staff relationships. Equally, creating space for and allowances for prayer time is another way to create more inclusive work environments. Listen to staff and take their requests with an open mind.

- Pay gaps should be treated seriously by employers and investigated thoroughly and
overcome. While the gender pay gap still leaves women at consistently lower pay, workers of Pakistani or Bangladeshi heritage also have the lowest median hourly pay of any ethnic group, in the latter case earning 20.1% less than white British workers.\(^{33}\)

- Employers have a moral obligation to ensure that all employees feel respected and that differences in belief, religious or otherwise, are welcomed, valued, and respected. Moreover, employers and all staff members should be reminded of their liability for unlawful discrimination, bullying, harassment, and victimisation of their fellow employees, members of the public, or customers. In doing so, it may help address issues concerning structural or institutional forms of Islamophobia, where the life chances of Muslims are harmed at the recruitment or career advancement stages.

- Employers must take complaints from staff seriously and make them aware that they can always come forward to raise any complaints without fear of negative consequences on their jobs or social standing at the workplace. Employers must also create an environment where people know internal grievance processes. Moreover, HR officers who are independent and neutral about any underlying and systemic prejudicial attitudes should be made available to employees who have grievances against other employees or management.

- Staff should be reminded that anti-Muslim victimisation may amount to gross misconduct and incur subsequent automatic dismissal, which may encourage others to come forward and report abuse and/or bullying that they have received or witnessed.

- Employers should educate all staff about their rights under the Equality Act 2010 and make greater efforts to foster an environment of religious and cultural tolerance which would include reasonable adjustments to, for example, allow staff the time to pray in a multi-faith prayer room or space during work hours.

- Informing employees of their legal rights about workplace discrimination should be considered a priority by employers, and information regarding such rights should be made more readily available, whether through third-party agencies or specialised services which can advocate on behalf of victims and signpost them where necessary.

- Employers should be encouraged to refer their staff who are experiencing bullying or harassment to specialised services such as Tell MAMA, which may help to reduce absenteeism or presenteeism and improve staff retention rates.

### Educational Institutions

Cases in educational institutions jumped from 5% (N=36) in 2020 to 10% (N=67) in 2021, marking the most significant increase we have ever recorded for this category. Many cases in these two years involved discrimination from fellow pupils, teachers, other staff members, or the larger educational institution. Our recommendations include:

- Promoting religious education is paramount to the growth of a peaceful and tolerant society. We recommend facilitating positive dialogue under a broad umbrella of mutuality, an understanding which foregrounds the importance of fundamental rights for all.

- While promoting religious literacy outside of formal lessons, for example, visiting faith institutions would promote a more open-minded approach to religious people and practices. Teachers should encourage parents to engage with the curriculum before requests to withdraw their children are made, and teachers should clarify the benefits of such study visits and how learning about other faiths, including Islam, is a way for
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pupils to build empathy and an understanding of others, which will benefit their overall education.

- Teachers must set an example by reminding pupils that bullying, racism, and other forms of hatred will not be tolerated. Setting these examples with clarity may also help victims feel less isolated.

- Teachers must approach sensitive topics impacting our society with sound background knowledge and empathy for differing viewpoints and potentially contentious interactions. These situations can be stressful and confusing for pupils, and teachers must understand their nuances and provide opportunities for healthy discussions. Doing so will create safe spaces that respect people’s opinions.

- Educational institutions should do more to accommodate religious role models and foster a teaching environment where students should not fear going to staff for advice and support.

- Proactive strategies tackling discrimination and ‘casual’ abuse in educational environments require input from specialist third parties and external institutions equipped with the knowledge to educate pupils and staff.

**Political Parties**

We call on all political parties from the Conservatives, Labour, the Liberal Democrats, the SNP and others, to demonstrate such transparency in their complaints process amidst broader efforts to get more Muslims and under-represented groups into politics across all levels.

We called for structural changes beyond tick-box exercises amidst a more comprehensive cultural change within the parties so that Muslims feel supported and able to progress in party politics as proactive steps to eliminate bias and discriminatory attitudes within party structures at local and national levels towards Muslim communities, refugees and other minorities, with the equalities legislation in mind, are upheld, as we remind government and politicians of all colours, the importance of responsibility in the language used when discussing major topics as to not stereotype or potentially scapegoat under-represented groups.

Ultimately, confidence in the complaints system is contingent on the fact that it sufficiently deters and prevents further harm and wrongdoing and, therefore, maintaining positive community engagement and transparency helps the public not just how to make complaints but improve trust in the processes and mechanisms.
Online recommendations

• In the pursuit of undoing harm, social media platforms must also help fund or prioritise the mental health and well-being of minoritised groups with improved support services or funding streams for licensed therapists to access broader support—in-person or online. Racism, after all, is a cause of ill health, significantly when media consumption of traumatic events online is associated with adverse health outcomes. Platforms may also consider better signposting for support services like Mind or the Samaritarians in the aftermath of “trigger events” and general ways to inform audiences about available support.

• Google-owned platforms like YouTube must make more significant efforts to inform audiences about the reporting of hate speech and harmful materials on their platform and be more transparent in their decision-making, ensuring that malicious and vexatious attempts to remove legitimate content allow content creators to challenge it.

• We welcome Google’s efforts to de-list far-right websites mentioned in the previous Tell MAMA. However, we caution that more is needed when it comes from ideological-driven sites based in the United States or India, in some examples, push out anti-Muslim disinformation whilst benefiting from the legitimising status of Google News.

• TikTok must build upon its good community-building work with the #No2h8 campaign, help users report hateful content as videos and hashtags, and strengthen its moderation tools to clamp down on hate speech in user comments.

• Our report showed how anti-Muslim and Islamophobic disinformation campaigns populated significant social media platforms like Twitter and Facebook during the first national lockdowns in 2020. Our research exposed several high-profile examples, debunking them and flagging the content through the appropriate channels. However, Twitter must do more to increase how it allows users to report harmful and misleading content – as, in August 2021, it first announced its limited testing of a misleading reporting function in countries like Australia, South Korea, and the United States. Such a policy change, although long overdue, is welcome; we are one of many organisations that called on such changes years earlier. Previously, we have called on Twitter to expand its “suspicious or spam” functionality to include a function for “misleading or disinformation” and hateful content, including an option to report racist and bigoted acts of disinformation.

• Twitter must tighten loopholes in how those banned for account violations, notably on the far-right, circumvent said bans by creating alias accounts or, in some cases, using the login credentials of friends, allies, or sympathisers. Such actions were evident during the lockdowns of 2020 when notable far-right agitators who presented themselves as “legitimate” news sources by sharing videos and doctored footage went viral on Twitter.

• Facebook must do more to counter disinformation on its platform – whilst fact-checking content works to some degree, more steps are required to disincentivise users who continue to share such harmful content despite the warning that such information is false. Unfortunately, one warning is not always enough.


• It remains inconceivable that notable far-right agitators banned on Facebook, for example, benefit from an account and verified status on other platforms like Instagram. Such glaring oversights must be investigated and corrected.

• Newspapers should commit to efforts to help combat misinformation about Muslim communities by ensuring that articles contain the date of publication in the image – a trend we see with the Guardian and the New York Times who include a “from [year]” and “published [year]” within the image preview of articles shared on social media. Such proactive steps may help counter or limit the reach of those motivated by anti-Muslim hatred and racialised prejudice in taking stories, sometimes five years or older, to stigmatise Muslim communities. Efforts to tackle falsehoods are a shared responsibility, and newspapers and social media platforms should take the steps suggested. Equally, whilst it will not always stop confirmation bias, it might dissuade some from sharing false or decontextualised information.
Introduction

Tell MAMA (Measuring Anti-Muslim Attacks) is an independent, non-governmental entity that monitors and tackles anti-Muslim hatred, discrimination, and Islamophobia. Our platform provides a secure and reliable way for people across the UK to report cases and access the support services they may need. Those wishing to submit reports can do so via our website, freephone, SMS, WhatsApp, Twitter, Facebook, and our app for iOS and Android devices. Amidst an unmistakable rise in anti-Muslim attacks, Tell MAMA emerged to provide a nationally coordinated means of reporting and monitoring cases while supporting those affected confidentially and holistically.

We work in partnership with charities, statutory bodies, police forces, and other third-party organisations, and our work involves research, victim support, advocacy, signposting for legal assistance, lobbying, raising awareness, supporting victims through the criminal justice process and offering counselling services. Our team assists victims and witnesses by providing support and referrals to relevant services. While our research team analyse case details to create reports, lobby policymakers, and identify trends around anti-Muslim hate and Islamophobia, both online and offline.

Our annual report for this year is unique in that it takes a retrospective look at the past decade of our operations and the broader anti-Muslim environment. This report has also emphasised the evolving nature of anti-Muslim hate and discrimination in the past decade, the impact of anti-Muslim hate on our communities, and what we as an organisation have monitored and recorded during that time.

Over the years, we have highlighted various characteristics of anti-Muslim hatred while acknowledging the consistent nature of how it manifests. In 2015, we focused on the geographic aspect of hate crimes, particularly their concentration in public spaces. In 2016, the focus shifted towards the intersectional nature of abuse and its disproportionate impact on Muslim women, and in 2017 we looked at the longer-term outcomes of anti-Muslim hate crimes for both victims and perpetrators. While more recently, in 2018, we took a more holistic approach to focus on how anti-Muslim hate crimes and broader hateful narratives towards Muslims and immigrants have been normalised in British social-political discourse, including the influence of news media on prejudices. This report provides an opportunity to explore and reflect on these decade-long understandings and contributions and how anti-Muslim hatred has evolved.

While in many ways, the years 2020 and 2021 show similar characteristics from previous years, such as the type of language used in anti-Muslim attacks, they also mark a potentially new normal for how and where hate, discriminatory actions, and language manifests in the offline world. Never have we witnessed such a significant shift in the dominant location of these hate crimes, with the majority of offline cases shifting from taking place in public places to in and around the household and private property. The most logical explanation for this, as we will discuss further, is the fact that the year 2020 was overshadowed by the Covid-19 pandemic and subsequent household lockdowns for the British public, thus creating a climate for those holding anti-Muslim prejudices to interact with their Muslim neighbours more frequently. This trend continued into 2021, and while Covid-19 was still very much present that year, it suggests that these effects may not be a timestamped anomaly to 2020 but rather mark a broader shift in anti-Muslim hate crime going forward. The same can be said for discrimination cases, particularly in the workplace and at schools, which have continued to prosper out of 2020 and into 2021 and 2022.

Tell MAMA has used a reworked version of the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) working definition of antisemitism as an analytical guiding tool to help readers understand the
issue, which we feel allows us to demonstrate how anti-Muslim prejudice and Islamophobia manifests in interpersonal and structural forms.

‘A certain perception of Muslims may be expressed as hatred or outward hostility towards Muslims. Hatred may take the form of anti-Muslim rhetoric and physical manifestations targeted towards Muslims (or non-Muslim individuals considered sympathetic to Muslims) and/or their property; or towards Muslim community institutions or religious and other related social institutions.’
Tell MAMA is, first and foremost, a victim support service. We receive reports from victims and witnesses of anti-Muslim hatred and Islamophobia. We regard anti-Muslim or Islamophobic incidents as any malicious act aimed at Muslim groups or individuals, private property, or Islamic organisations, where the act has biased motivation or content or the victim experienced abuse, harassment, discrimination or violence due to being or perceived to be Muslim. Individuals who report to us do not have to be Muslim since the racialised nature of hate crime means anyone can be affected. Our caseworkers log details of the cases in our database and then take measures to verify them. Our research team uses this information to identify year-old trends and create reports.

Beyond the quantitative analysis that we do, much of this report draws on qualitative thematical analysis. We analyse the details of the reports given to us, and our research team uses them to inform the reports we publish. We receive many cases from members of the public, third-party organisations, and sometimes news articles.

However, a complex reality in hate crime reporting and casework data is that many anti-Muslim and Islamophobic incidents go unreported for various reasons - which include fear of reporting the incident in the first place, not knowing that services like Tell MAMA are available, mistrust in public services such as police forces, or simply not realising that the incident was worthy of reporting, despite the significant psychological effects that often come as a result of many incidents. We aim that increased awareness of our service and what should be considered an anti-Muslim or Islamophobic hate crime by victims will improve this methodological difficulty. We also occasionally face the difficulty of gaps in our data since those who report incidents to us sometimes cannot disclose all the information or do not consent to share specific case-related details in our reports, which is their right given our confidential service. We strive to include details but sometimes exclude location, incident type, victim and perpetrator characteristics, and keywords.

Tell MAMA places the utmost importance on the views and voices of Muslim communities. We rely heavily on the testimonies of victims and witnesses of anti-Muslim hate and Islamophobia and work to keep their identities always protected. Ultimately, we aim to centre the voices of those who come to us for assistance, to educate the public, lobby for change across politics and public life, and work to promote mutuality and solidarity under a broader umbrella of fundamental rights and coalition building against all forms of racism, hate, and bigotry.

How do we categorise incidents?

How we categorise incidents continues to evolve and change throughout the years of work of Tell MAMA. We regularly review our database criteria and observe trends to decide whether any categories need to be updated. For example, toward the latter half of 2016, we introduced a separate category for ‘hate speech’, where previously these incidents would have fallen more broadly within ‘abusive behaviour’ or ‘anti-Muslim literature’ – this was introduced in online categories shortly afterwards. At the same time, we added discrimination as a category code in our 2015 reporting year, which would have also fallen under abusive behaviour. We felt that this allowed us to analyse and compare current trends in Islamophobia more accurately. Our place and incident categories for this reporting period are detailed below.
Definitions of Street-Based (Offline) Place Categories

- **Public Area** – An incident in public, pedestrianised areas, including town centres, parks, or shopping areas.
- **Transport Networks** – An incident that occurs on public transport networks, including railways, buses, coaches, trams, the London Underground and stations more generally.
- **Place of Business** – An incident in a shop, restaurant or other privately-owned business where the victim does not work.
- **Household or Private Property** – An incident in or around the victim’s or another person’s domestic dwelling.
- **Place of Work** – An incident in the victim’s workplace, including public spaces, if the victim is a taxi driver or police officer, for example.
- **Educational Institution** – An incident occurring within a college, school or university the victim attends.
- **Road or Highway** – An incident involving one or more vehicles on a roadway or car park.
- **Muslim Institutions** – An incident targeting an Islamic institution such as a mosque, cemetery, cultural centre or Islamic school.
- **Public Institution** – An incident within a public building, such as a job- centre or council office where the victim does not work.
- **Hospital** – An incident in health service buildings, including hospitals, GP surgeries or health clinics.

Clarifications

Tell MAMA often uses “street-based” to refer more broadly to all offline incidents. While this short-hand helps observe trends between offline and online spheres, it is essential to note that not all “street-based” incidents occur on roads and pavements but in the multiplicity of places listed above and appear in a specific incident code. Furthermore, the place category is chosen based on the place of work, which may also refer to another category, e.g., a hospital or educational institution; we record this as a place of work. Incidents occurring at airports, ports, roads, highways, and other transport hubs fall under the category of transport networks.

Definitions of Street-based (offline) Anti-Muslim Incident Categories

- **Abusive Behaviour** – Verbal and non-verbal abuse, including comments or gestures targeting an individual due to their perceived Muslim identity or beliefs.
- **Assault** – A physical attack ranging from unwanted touching, spitting, or throwing objects to a violent assault against an individual due to their perceived Muslim identity - this has been named a ‘Physical Attack’ in previous reports.
- **Threatening Behaviour** – Direct and indirect threats of physical violence motivated by anti-Muslim prejudice.
- **Discrimination** – Denial of access or unfair treatment in various settings due to a perception of Muslim identity or beliefs.
- **Vandalism** – Damage or desecration of property motivated by anti-Muslim prejudice, including anti-Muslim graffiti, property damage, or the dumping of pork products or alcohol.
• ‘Anti-Muslim Literature’ – Written or visual anti-Muslim content, including letters, leaflets, memes or posters publicly displayed or distributed to individuals online or offline.

• ‘Hate Speech’ – Verbal communication delivered to an audience to stir up anti-Muslim prejudice and Islamophobia without directly targeting a singular individual but Muslims collectively.

Anti-Muslim attacks often include multiple types of abuse. Most commonly, a victim may experience verbal abusive behaviour accompanying threatening behaviour and/or a physical attack (recorded as ‘assault’). In cases involving multiple types of abuse, we would categorise the incident based on the most prominent or most serious component of the attack according to the victim’s testimony. For example, we received a case in 2020 that involved a young woman being followed, called a ‘b**ch’, and spat on. This case involved threatening behaviour, abusive behaviour, and assault, so it fell under the most severe category, assault. However, it should also be mentioned that when cases with multiple forms of abuse occur, we may record the more detailed ‘specific actions’ faced by victims, such as ‘unfair treatment’, ‘injury’, and ‘damage to property’. Incidents may involve several of these specific actions.

Definitions of Online Incident Categories

• ‘Abusive behaviour’ – Verbal and non-verbal abuse, including comments or gestures targeting an individual due to their perceived Muslim identity or beliefs.

• ‘Threatening behaviour’ – Direct and indirect threats of harm or violence motivated by anti-Muslim prejudice.

• ‘Hate Speech’ – Verbal communication, often non-targeted, delivered to an audience to spread racial hatred, incitement to violence, and broadly promote dehumanising and degrading stereotypes about Muslims and their Islamic faith.

For a report to be ‘verified’ by our caseworkers, we assess the nature and motivation of the incident, verify that it took place in the UK, and compare the incident date to when it was reported. For example, we may have received a report in 2020 that took place in 2019, and therefore it would fall under the analysis for 2019’s data regardless of it being reported in 2020.

In sum, we do our best to record anti-Muslim and Islamophobic incidents to the finest of detail and to develop an accurate timescale of events. In the next section, we will summarise our results from the year and explore our thematic analysis.
Literature Review
When Tell MAMA began reporting a decade ago, anti-Muslim hate and Islamophobia had evolved and shifted in many ways, just as the UK’s social and political landscape has. Many of the factors influencing anti-Muslim hate a decade ago still very much resonate, including socioeconomic factors, changing political landscapes, and the far-right role in mainstream and non-mainstream discussions and discourses online. For example, in 2014, we published a groundbreaking corpus analysis of how the far-right group Britain First weaponised years of horrific, criminal child sexual exploitation in Rotherham to push broader anti-Muslim ideologies, which we warned, “By exploring discourses used in comments on Britain First posts, a clear line can be drawn from derogatory and abusive remarks to the real threat of violent offline cases.”

The eventual convictions of those responsible for such crimes mean that some hold Muslims collectively responsible, especially in their offline and online agitations, echoing broader tropes that externalise Muslims broadly as a dangerous “other”. Below we provide a brief outline of some of the major talking points of Islamophobia and anti-Muslim hate issues our work has covered since 2012. Many factors influencing anti-Muslim hate have remained the same. However, others are unique and time-dependent but link with broader Islamophobia trends such as perceived issues with immigration, cultural and religious identity, socioeconomics and how some with underlying racialised biases seek to exploit trigger events like terrorism to propagate hate or call for street-level hate crimes – against individuals and mosques.

However, this section is a non-exhaustive overview of important themes explored in greater depth further into this report. So, to help readers navigate such complexities, we offer a selection of summarised paragraphs to help bookend much larger themes whilst presenting a selected literature review to provide further context and reading. Examples of such academic literature found in this section and further in the report include (but are not limited to) understandings of Islamophobia, the dynamics of hate crime victimisation, conspiracy theories, intersectionality, racialisation, and stigmatisation.

Tell MAMA emerged in a space vastly different from today – including where many police forces did not record anti-Muslim hate crimes under a separate hate crime flag and, as with other minority communities, provided a sensitive, community-centric, and confidential support service to help address institutional mistrust in policing and help measure how anti-Muslim abuse whilst not always criminal manifests in institutional and interpersonal forms. One of the earliest and most critical successes of Tell MAMA was helping to ensure police forces adopted the crime flag and undertook new training on anti-Muslim hate issues – collaborating with other stakeholders and partners like the Crown Prosecution Service to help put the voices of Muslim communities forward to help enact change in the justice system.

A crucial early test for the service came after terrorists murdered Drummer Lee Rigby in May 2013 and saw an increase in cases sent to our service – helping to map, monitor and demonstrate a substantial rise in anti-Muslim abuse and violence along with the targeting of mosques and other Islamic institutions. Therefore, our segway into the literature review begins with a short look at the impact of trigger events on the work of Tell MAMA.

1 Tell MAMA. (2014). ‘Rotherham, Hate, and the Far Right Online’. Available at: https://tellmamauk.org/rotherham-hate-and-the-far-right-online/
High profile events

Over the past ten years, high-profile events such as the EU referendum, terrorist attacks, and debates around immigration and national identity saw racialised anti-Muslim talking points enter more mainstream political discussions. In our 2015 report, we explored the effects of the devastating terrorist attacks in Europe that year on anti-Muslim hate crime here in the UK, where we observed a substantial spike (a short-term increase of 328%) following the attacks in France in November of that year. That year, we discussed how “perpetrators are often motivated by their affective and emotional responses to front-page stories involving violence perpetrated by those who identify as Muslims.” A year later, we explored how the 2016 EU referendum result was a significant trigger for racist and religiously aggravated hate crimes – including a 475% increase in cases in the short term following the referendum, with several perpetrators making specific reference to the result, using it to legitimise their racist and xenophobic beliefs. Much of the language used in anti-Muslim hate crimes related to these events is repurposed by those who seek to position themselves as self-styled vanguards in broader and historical ideological conflicts within Europe. Some place immense focus on Muslim identity and visual markers of religiosity as cultural menaces or securitised risks and include the disproportionate and gendered targeting of women in headscarves and face veils, which we will explore in more depth in our analysis.

International trigger events can also impact anti-Muslim hate crimes and Islamophobia in the UK. The white supremacist terror attacks in Christchurch, New Zealand, in March 2019, resulting in the murder of 51 Muslims, had a devastating knock-on effect on Muslims here. In our 2020 interim report, we explored the short-term spike in cases recorded in the weeks following the attack by looking at the type of language used in several cases related to the Christchurch attack. In total, we recorded a 692% increase in cases in the week following the terror attack, once again highlighting the deeply racist and Islamophobic reactions perpetrators get from high-profile events both in the UK and even abroad, using it as a way to legitimise their beliefs and direct hateful behaviour.

Media framing about Muslims

The 2014/15 analysis touched on the effects of the British news media apparatus on anti-Muslim and anti-immigrant prejudice, writing, ‘recourse to anti-Muslim stereotypes in some sections of the press may help entrench negative stereotypes and normalise discriminatory attitudes towards minority communities. In this way, sensationalist reporting via traditional or social media platforms can contribute to an atmosphere of intolerance, where anti-Muslim tropes and the “inductive tarring of entire communities can flourish.” While in 2018, we continued this examination by highlighting the works of Bleich, Nisar, and Vazquez, who found that Muslims are more often associated with negative views and events than other religious groups in mainstream news media, as well as Ahmed and Matthes, Morey, Yaqin, and Forte,
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and several other research reports on the topic.\textsuperscript{8,9,10} Meanwhile, Nickels et al. (2012) analysed press coverage between 1974 and 2007 in a comparative analysis of how sections of the press framed Irish and Muslim communities as ‘suspect communities’, with Muslims presented symbolically as a ‘threat to British values’.\textsuperscript{11} The research concluded that the national press had a ‘strong tendency to represent Muslim communities as threatening perceived British values, with Irish communities tending to be represented as a threat to the British state’.\textsuperscript{12}

Throughout the pandemic years, we received cases from the public worried that photos of Muslim communities in general Covid-19 coverage risked singling them as either ‘non-compliant’ with lockdowns or viewed with suspicion or ‘spreaders’ of the virus. The online section of the report will explore these issues in more depth.

Structural anti-Muslim Hate in the UK

Anti-Muslim hatred takes many forms, but at its centre is widespread systemic discrimination that affects all aspects of UK society - this includes educational institutions, the workplace, housing, the judicial system, and access to health services, to name but a few. Tell MAMA's 2016 annual report touched on this reality, highlighting that Muslims in the UK at every stage of their lives risk facing systemic discrimination in these institutions, so much so that it ‘goes beyond being passed over for roles, and often consists of ongoing ‘low-level’ abuse and mistreatment met with ignorance from those in authoritative and managerial roles when grievances were raised.’\textsuperscript{13} The root causes of anti-Muslim discrimination cannot be pinned down on one singular event but reflect a longstanding history of the marginalisation and othering of ethnic and religious minorities. That said, the turn of the century and major global events that came with it, namely 9/11 and 7/7, severely enhanced the normalisation of anti-Muslim discourse in politics, media, and popular culture, leading to ordinary Muslims being targeted in everyday life.\textsuperscript{14} The extent of this targeting is evident in Storm et al.’s (2017) study, which found that British Muslims were treated with the most hostility out of all groups in the UK by all other groups in the UK, supporting Voas and Ling's similar findings from 2010.\textsuperscript{15, 16}

Extensive research has highlighted the widespread discrimination that Muslim people face in the UK. A 2004 study, for example, found that over 80% of its respondents felt mistreated because of their Muslim faith at some point in their lives, while 8% said they felt they were victims of Muslim discrimination daily.\textsuperscript{17} A more recent study by Yazdha (2019) further highlighted this lived reality, finding that 46.5% of British Muslims in the study had perceived societal hostility towards them based on their faith, and 29.6% had been personally discriminated against within the last two years.\textsuperscript{18} Looking more closely at our work at Tell MAMA, discrimination has continued to be a significant category we record, especially in the workplace, educational institutions, and interpersonal acts of discrimination and bias – including viewing
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Muslims as potential terrorists and security risks.

As we will explore in more depth in the analysis section, 2020 marked the highest recorded number of offline discrimination cases, with 106 cases. Like previous years, these cases occurred most often in the workplace between Muslim staff and their fellow employees or bosses or in educational institutions between students and/or parents and school or university staff. Often ‘low-level’ discrimination can be a daily occurrence that significantly shapes victims’ everyday lives, especially when there is a gendered dynamic to the abuse and victims are near their abusers (such as workplaces or educational institutions). We will look more closely into how discrimination at impacts such discrimination on those impacted further on.

The process of ‘Othering’

Scholars have suggested that since Muslims have lived as a ‘minority within non-Muslim societies, being Muslim’ has become a topic of politics and identity, where Muslim communities are constructed as ‘suspect’ in the UK and associated with immoral and criminal tendencies. With that, Muslims have been ‘securitised’ post-9/11 and have, therefore, been viewed as potential terrorists or particularly vulnerable to radicalisation. Further scholarly work asserts that the ‘othering’ of Islam vis-a-vis Muslims functions as making them out-groups, as something external to or incompatible with national identity. Thus the nation debates the appropriate ‘nature and boundaries of Islam’ without any Muslim perspective. Moreover, this can manifest, for example, in calls for banning Islamic clothing, halal slaughter or fair access to halal-slaughtered foods and places of worship. Beneath this exists an assumption that un-curbed, without restrictions and curbs on fundamental rights, Islam would naturally become violent, unbearable, and at odds with all aspects of British society. Hall et al. have studied this phenomenon in the UK more closely about news media and political discourse, understanding that social and violent othering of minority groups reflected a national identity crisis where fear of economic decline and growing state intervention grew amidst the turmoil of growing unemployment and a shift away from the traditional social order.

Understanding the Drivers of anti-Muslim Hate

Over the past ten years, Tell MAMA has highlighted many sources of anti-Muslim hatred, many of which continue to drive hate towards Muslim communities today. Most prominently, debates and perceived crises around terrorism, immigration, and economic instability have driven anti-Muslim hatred in the past decade. As we have explored in previous annual reports, many hate crimes can be categorised as ‘defensive’ or ‘retributive’, fuelled by perpetrators feeling that their culture, community, or values are being taken away or threatened by ‘outsiders’. These perceived grievances often materialise the most following terrorist attacks in the UK and abroad, creating spikes in anti-Muslim violence, abuse and harassment. We explored this thoroughly in our 2017 report, ‘Beyond the Incident, Outcomes for Victims of Anti-Muslim Prejudice’. That year, several high-profile domestic terror attacks in the UK occurred, including Westminster, a suicide bombing in Manchester, attacks on London Bridge and Finsbury Park, and
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An attempted bombing on the London Underground tube system. Tell MAMA recorded a 475% increase in offline anti-Muslim cases reported in the week following the UK 2016 EU referendum. However, this spike was dwarfed by the 700% increase recorded in the week following the Manchester Arena attack on 22 May 2017, with 72 reports recorded seven days after the terror attack, compared with nine reports in the previous week.\(^{27}\) Such significant spikes highlight the devastating real-world consequences that these tragedies have towards innocent Muslims, and each year we continue to observe and record spikes in offline and online cases as a result of real-world events. Significantly, in the past three years, we have witnessed significant spikes in the aftermath of the Christchurch terror attacks in 2019, the 2019 General Election, the Covid-19 pandemic, and subsequent lockdowns and rises in caseloads during the summer months.

Perceptions of immigration and how it is communicated in public discourse are other crucial drivers of anti-Muslim prejudice that we have documented over the past decade. Our 2016 report explored the link between the EU referendum, news media coverage, and anti-Muslim narratives.\(^{28}\) As we explored in 2016, despite the significance of general prejudice towards Islam in the UK, evidence indicates that emotional reactions to perceived threats such as terror attacks and economic insecurity may better predict hostility towards out-groups.\(^{29,30}\) These typologies are particularly relevant as they highlight the connections between politically charged events or discussions with the motivations behind a significant proportion of hate crimes.

### Social mobility

The scale of societal discrimination towards Muslims in the UK and its adverse effects on their social mobility is well documented.\(^{31}\) British Muslims have a relatively high rate of education despite the repeated discrimination they face from schools, their teachers, fellow students, and concerns about the misuse of safeguarding policies in education in cases flagged with us – an issue we have documented for several years now, demonstrating the importance of training staff to understand what the policies around safeguarding do and do not state whilst committing to improving ways in which biases (unconscious or otherwise) are eradicated and challenged by management and ongoing training programmes.\(^{32}\)

Furthermore, mention the unfair system of predictive grading in schools that make disadvantaged students even more disadvantaged when applying for higher education.\(^{33}\) Nevertheless, despite overcoming these barriers and attaining strong educational accolades, their transition into full-time employment is still markedly difficult.\(^{34,35}\) British Muslims are one of the most unemployed and underpaid groups in the UK, and while 10% of the general population are in ‘higher managerial, administrative and professional’ roles, only 6% of British Muslims fall into the same employment category.\(^{36}\) As pointed out by Connor and Koenig (2015), discrimination in the workplace takes place at multiple stages for Muslims through both explicit and implicit bias in recruitment and all the way to promotion.\(^{37}\) During recruitment, candidates can
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be overlooked for having Muslim-sounding names or for stating an address within a neighbourhood known for its high ethnic and religious minority population.\(^{38}\) While at the interview stage, candidates can be rejected for their appearance, including religious attire and grooming. More broadly, European studies have found that Muslim names and attire can harm employment outcomes for young Muslims both at the initial application stage and the interview stage.\(^{39, 40}\) The latter study, which was conducted in Germany, concluded that recruitment discrimination was three times as high for a woman with a Turkish name wearing a headscarf compared to a woman with a Turkish name that did not wear a headscarf, suggesting that markers of Muslim identity carry an extra ‘religious penalty’ above an ‘ethnic penalty’ for individuals entering the labour market. Such findings support previous research on the added discrimination of religious penalties for Muslim people beyond the ethnic penalties that many already face.\(^{41, 42}\)

Once overcoming these ethnic and religious barriers to entry into the labour force, Muslims still face unwelcome workplace environments. A recent study by Utopia, which interviewed 2000 individuals in the UK, found that 49% of Black, Asian and minority ethnic respondents felt they had to hide certain parts of their ethnic and religious identities in the workplace based on pressures to fit into a White dominated space.\(^{43}\) This figure was even higher for BIPOC women at 59%. Moreover, 41% of respondents felt their workplace did not create inclusive environments, highlighting a sense of personality suppression amongst minority ethnic people in a workplace culture that prefers and promotes ‘White behaviour’.\(^{44}\) Such an environment suggests success, such as promotion, is achievable only through a narrow set of ‘White behaviours’ and that non-White religious and ethnic identity are merely holding you back. Alongside the microaggressions Muslims encounter in the workplace daily, such hostile workplace environments severely affect Muslim people’s positive social mobility.\(^{45}\)

The systemic discrimination Muslims face in the labour market is particularly acute for women. Although Muslim women in the UK from Pakistani and Bangladeshi backgrounds are more likely to succeed at secondary school and university than ever before, the 2016 Social Mobility Commission found that these women still did not receive positive labour market returns.\(^{46}\) The report highlighted that these women still earn less than their counterparts from other ethnic groups. While they outperform their male counterparts at school and university, Bangladeshi women are less likely to achieve managerial or professional roles than male Bangladeshi graduates.\(^{47}\) A year later, the Social Mobility Commission used focus groups and interviews to get an understanding of the experiences of young Muslims face when entering the labour market.\(^{48}\) The report found that both conscious and unconscious, anti-Muslim discrimination in the workplace was commonplace, especially for women and even more so for women who wore religious clothing. Other reports in the UK have made similar findings, including the House of Commons Women and Equalities Committee report (2016) and the All Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) on Race and Community (2012), with both highlighting
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the increased discrimination Muslim women face on top of their religious and ethnic identities.\textsuperscript{50} Broad research exploring more systemic racism, notably in healthcare,\textsuperscript{51} drew attention to the ways in which conceptions of what passes for the sought-after ‘qualities’ in individuals and groups of workers influence working conditions for minoritised groups. Navigating these differentials means dealing with the weight of stereotyping and navigating misconceptions to enhance employment prospects.\textsuperscript{52} A wide-ranging review of existing literature on employment inequalities found that when factoring in the intersectionality of visible markers (including gender, ethnicity, migration status and religiosity) positioned Black Muslim males at “the lowest hierarchy of outcomes”.\textsuperscript{53}

Returning to our work, Tell MAMA’s 2020 report on Islamophobia and anti-Muslim hatred in North East England highlighted the lived experiences of anti-Muslim discrimination in the workplace, especially for Muslim women. 83.3% of female Muslim respondents stated that Islamophobia in the workplace negatively affected their employment opportunities.\textsuperscript{54} These findings, therefore, highlight the heightened disadvantage Muslim women face in attaining social mobility in the UK. Findings from this annual report will further shed light on these realities for Muslim people in a year full of uncertainties and new challenges.

Systemic discrimination towards Muslims is also evident in housing. The Runnymede Trust noted that while 31% of people in England and Wales owned a home, only 15% of Muslims were homeowners, making them much more likely to live in socially rented accommodation.\textsuperscript{55} Muslim people in the UK are also much more likely to live in overcrowded households (42% likelihood compared to the 12% national average) and more deprived areas.\textsuperscript{56} 46% of the UK’s Muslim population live in 10% of the most deprived local authorities, according to the 2017 Social Mobility Commission report. \textsuperscript{57} These factors, alongside Muslim people’s higher economic inactivity, mean they are more likely to be at risk of poverty.\textsuperscript{58} As we will explore in the next section, these realities have been further brought to light and exacerbated during the Covid-19 pandemic.

How the pandemic exposed existing structural inequalities

Findings from this annual report reveal that Muslims have faced increased discrimination in all aspects of their everyday lives during the Covid-19 pandemic despite the physical barriers of lockdown that were largely in place throughout the year. Our findings, which will be given more attention in our analysis chapter, follow on from a range of evidence for how the pandemic has not only revealed but enhanced the systemic inequalities that exist for Muslims in the UK. Notably, Public Health England released a report in 2020 that displayed the disparities between ethnic groups affected by the pandemic. It revealed that people of Bangladeshi ethnicity were twice as at risk of death after getting Covid-19 compared to people of White British ethnicity, while Indian, Pakistani, Other Asian, and Other Black ethnicity people were...
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between 10% and 50% more at risk than White British people. The report also revealed the disparities among ethnicities within the working-age population (between 20 and 64), with Bangladeshi and Pakistani communities (80% and 50%, respectively), more at risk of death from Covid-19 than White British people. As a BMJ entry noted, however, the report by Public Health England, albeit significant, did little to sufficiently explain the possible reasons why these disparities exist for ethnic minorities to such an extent, such as societal inequalities in health, employment, and housing. Looking more closely at the socioeconomic and geographical inequalities exacerbated due to the pandemic, however, can help us better answer how these systemic inequalities for Muslim and ethnic minorities have been exposed and exacerbated during the pandemic.

For one, Muslims in Britain are concentrated in urban areas, particularly in London and the West Midlands, which were worst hit by the pandemic. In London, Muslims comprise 12.4% of the population, accounting for 37.4% of the national Muslim population. The borough of Brent, which has a Muslim population of 18.6%, was the worst hit of all London boroughs, with a mortality rate of 210.9 deaths per 100,000 people between March and May. Newham, a London borough with a population of 32% Muslims, had the second highest mortality rate in London, with 196.8 deaths per 100,000 people. The West Midlands, where 13.9% of all Muslims in the UK live, was another region in England and Wales badly hit by the pandemic, with a mortality rate of 92.6 deaths per 100,000 people. Across England and Wales, the most deprived areas had a death rate 118% higher than the least deprived areas. Considering that 46% of British Muslims live in England’s ten most deprived areas, and household deprivation has proven to affect health and mental wellbeing negatively; Muslims in the UK are disproportionally affected by Covid-19 based on their disadvantaged household deprivation. The disparities in intergenerational housing have also been exposed during the pandemic. Census data from 2011 shows that while less than 30% of White British people over the age of 70 live with younger people, 80% of South Asian people and 50% of Black African or Caribbean people over the age of 70 live with younger people, which, in turn, makes self-isolation much more complex, and considering the advice given by the NHS that more at-risk over-70’s should self-isolate at home, Black, Asian and minority ethnic individuals, which Muslims make up a substantial number, are disproportionality at additional risk from contracting Covid-19 due to an inability to properly self-isolate. Moreover, 2011 census data shows that Muslim households are the most deprived of any group in the UK, with 35% of Muslim households being overcrowded compared to 13% of the total population. While Bangladeshi households in London had an overcrowding rate four times higher than the regional average, making them the most overcrowded ethnic group in the census. This disparity makes self-isolation nearly impossible for many Muslim households as they are more likely to share the same bathrooms, kitchens, and sleeping spaces, thus making them more susceptible to infection.

In education, the pandemic brought further issues for disadvantaged students from ethnic minority backgrounds. As mentioned previously, research had revealed that before the pandemic, disadvantaged students were being given unfair chances of fulfilling their potential at higher education based on under-
predicted grades given by teachers (which universities use to make conditional offers to students before they sit their exams), and admission applications that are more catered for advantaged students. When the pandemic arrived, schools were forced to abandon summer exams, which students rely on to fulfil their conditional offers into higher education, and instead lean more heavily on predicted grades and mock exam results, neither of which are accurate to true academic potential or performance. Such an approach is unfair since minority ethnic students, many Muslim students, are more likely to receive under-predicted grades than their more advantaged white counterparts.

Relying on these unfair predicted grades to determine students’ futures further negatively affects the social mobility of those from minority ethnic backgrounds, thus reinforcing the discriminatory educational structures that were in place before the pandemic.

The pandemic has also revealed employment disparities that disproportionately affect Muslim people, both in terms of threats to lack of income and overexposure to the virus for key workers. One key factor is that Muslim people are more likely to be self-employed in the UK, with Pakistani and Bangladeshi people 73% more likely to be self-employed than White British people, according to 2018 census data which has made incomes for these individuals particularly uncertain. Muslims are also more likely to work in shut-down industries such as restaurants, which took massive hits during the multiple lockdowns in 2020. Bangladeshi men, for example, are four times as likely to work in these industries compared to White British men, and 40% of Bangladeshi men aged between 30 and 44 work in these industries compared to 14% of White British men. Further, Bangladeshi and Pakistani households are less able to buffer their incomes from potential shocks since employment rates for partners in these households are much lower. For example, 29% of Bangladeshi men who work in shut-down sectors have a partner who is not employed, compared to just 1% of White British men in the same situation. Therefore, this means Bangladeshi household incomes are much more negatively affected by closures from the pandemic than White British households.

The pandemic put much pressure on key workers throughout the UK, and this could not be truer than for Muslims, who account for a disproportionate number of all key workers and are more likely to be on the frontline in fighting the virus. Ethnicity data can be used to highlight such disparities further. For one, Black, Asian and minority communities make up 21% of total NHS staff, yet 63% of NHS healthcare workers who died from Covid-19 were from minority ethnic communities, showing the significant disparities between ethnic minorities, of which many are Muslim, face fighting the pandemic. Moreover, the issue of systemic discrimination and bullying by NHS staff towards Muslim NHS workers has also been brought to light during the pandemic. ITV News ran a study that asked over 2,000 minority ethnic NHS workers about their experiences managing the pandemic. 73% of respondents said they felt overexposed to the virus because of a lack of PPE, while 50% said discrimination or fear of discrimination meant they felt they could not speak out about the dangers they faced fighting the pandemic. Meanwhile, NHS staff survey data revealed that 29% of ethnic minority staff felt bullied, harassed, or abused by other NHS staff within the past 12 months, and a recent study concentrated in Derby and Burton NHS hospitals found that 27% of Black, Asian and minority ethnic staff have been
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bullied, harassed or abused by colleagues within the past 12 months.\textsuperscript{76} \textsuperscript{77} Considering the well-documented discrimination Muslims and ethnic minorities faced in the NHS before the pandemic, with one report highlighting that Muslims were the most discriminated group in the NHS in 2015, it should come as no surprise that the pandemic further exposed these realities.\textsuperscript{78} In our analysis chapter, we will further highlight the widespread discrimination that Muslim key workers faced during the pandemic in 2020 and how such instances indicate a broader culture of Muslim discrimination in the UK.

The fight for racial justice and the intersection of multiple marginalised identities

Beyond the pandemic, 2020 was also an unprecedented year in the fight against racial injustice. The tragic death of George Floyd by Minneapolis police officers created shock and outrage and led millions of people throughout the USA and globally to stand up against racism on their streets and on social media. What was originally about police brutality quickly developed into a broader protest of systemic anti-Black discrimination that infects all aspects of society. The UK is no exception, and in the months of May and June, peaceful protests erupted on streets throughout the country, pointing out the realities of systemic racism that still plague this country today. As with the US, however, the idea of racism towards Black Muslims in the UK is often overlooked, even though 1 in 3 Black and minority ethnic people are Muslim and the experience of being a Black person in the UK is largely intertwined with the experience of being a Muslim, as highlighted by the web resource Everyday Muslim.\textsuperscript{79} There is a broad body of academic research documenting the experiences of Black Muslim communities and their perceptions of policing in the United States\textsuperscript{80} and Canada,\textsuperscript{81} the UK\textsuperscript{82} (including gendered perspectives\textsuperscript{83}), and France.\textsuperscript{84}

It is crucial, therefore, that the lived realities of anti-Black racism and discrimination towards those with intersecting identities are given the full attention they deserve and not left to be erased.\textsuperscript{85} These identities are part of a complex symbiotic socio-political relationship that contributes to a heightened vulnerability to discrimination in every aspect of their lives, including social mobility, health, and within the policing and judicial apparatus. This intersectional discrimination is made even more prominent for those with other potentially vulnerable identity frames. The death in custody of Sheku Bayoh, a Black Muslim who died in police custody after six officers restrained him in 2015, also brought into question institutional racism in the police, as the chair of the inquiry into his death, who is investigating if racism was a motivating factor in his death, welcomed the admission about institutional racism in police Scotland.\textsuperscript{86} Sheku’s family members have also faced abhorrent racist abuse when giving
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evidence to this inquiry, with Lord Bracadale saying that in some instances, the abuse ‘may amount to a hate crime’. 87

As we will explore further in the analysis chapter, of the known ethnicities of victims of anti-Muslim hatred and Islamophobia reported to us in 2020, over 11% were Black. This figure highlights the significant racism Black Muslims face in the UK today and the need for fundamental change at all levels of society. Tell MAMA are fully committed to this change and will continue to support victims of racism.

Post-Pandemic Developments and the ongoing threat of the far-right

As we have explored, the Covid-19 pandemic exposed deep societal inequalities that disproportionately affect Muslim people, not to mention the raft of misinformation targeting Muslims surrounding Covid-19 that we will explore more deeply in this report. Following the pandemic, however, there has been a range of developments that have contributed to enhancing anti-Muslim prejudices and hate crimes towards the Muslim community, both online and offline. For one, the advancement of Brexit provided an opportunity for the progression of anti-immigrant and anti-Muslim sentiment across the country. Recent work by Creighton and Jamal (2022), for example, highlights the normalising effect of Brexit on these hateful sentiments. 88

On top of this, we have noticed an increasing shift towards the normalisation of far-right figures and narratives in mainstream political discourse since 2020. Despite Tell MAMA and other academics in the field have tracked this progression over the past decade, we can confidently say that the regularity of anti-Muslim and anti-immigrant speech and narratives from the far-right has become more mainstream since 2020 to where it is not uncommon to witness the so-called ‘Great Replacement’ conspiracy theory which inspired various acts of white supremacist terrorism, attempted terror attacks or terror plots, from Christchurch in New Zealand to the United States and the UK to parts of Europe. 89 With the ‘memefication’ of these racist conspiracies, academics like Goetz (2021) argue that by weaponising demographics, identitarians and other far-right movements allowed them to address topics of social, family, women’s and reproduction policy, but also to link these with questions of migration and immigration on the one hand and with gender relations on the other hand with the aim of injecting racist discourses into the mainstream debate. 90 The extreme right’s reliance on ‘menacing metaphors’ around death or a fight for survival is a visible light that retains continuity with Nazi population policies. 91 Moreover, this obsession with demographics, they argue, aligns with their ultra-regressive and nativist gender policies that strip women of bodily autonomy and force upon them traditional gender roles (the private sphere of the home). 92 For Miller-Idriss (2020), in their most extreme forms, these violent conspiracies function as ‘dystopian fantasy theories’ in particular geographic spaces – with the ‘great replacement’ operating globally, ‘white genocide’ a conspiracy in North America and in Europe, the anti-Muslim myth of Eurabia. 93 The violent rhetoric of the three conspiracies feeds notions of white victimhood with emotional appeals to protect and take action to preserve territories from external threats and ‘others’ – migrants, refugees, Muslim and
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In a European context, the anti-Muslim conspiracy narrative of ‘Eurabia’, which speaks of the so-called ‘Islamisation’ of societies, echoes other racialised conspiracies in their obsessive interest in birth rates of white women across Europe within a broader cultural decline and tropes about an impending violent conflict. Bracke and Aguilar (2020) argue that the conspiracy narratives around Eurabia evoke ‘different interrelated discourses: the problematisation of Muslims writ large, the idea of Europe waning, and the demographic threat posed by Muslims.’

Variations of the Eurabia myth appeared during the anti-Muslim Reconquista in Spain in the fifteenth century to the genocide of Bosniak Muslims in the Balkans during the 1990s. Larsson has explored Eurabia as an anti-Muslim literary genre which portrays Muslims as non-European and ‘barbaric, uncivilised and incompatible with Western values’ in mainstream media and non-mainstream platforms. Others, like Lee (2016), researched how Islamisation conspiracies united transatlantic networks. Similarly, within the lifespan of Tell MAMA, we noted how an obscure Islamic concept became an obsessive interest for anti-Muslim agitators across social media and, in some cases, gained mainstream credence. Concerning the former, owing to the levels of anti-Muslim vitriol and harassment, we used our expertise to help educate police forces and the justice system about how such conspiracies can and do harm Muslims when done in a way that goes far beyond any legitimate form of legal speech or critique of a person’s Islamic faith.

Muslims broadly continue to be vilified as criminals, particularly sex offenders and paedophiles, and the far-right has weaponised horrific criminal convictions and trials of those involved in group-based criminality and sexual exploitation to demonise Muslim men more broadly as an existential, cultural menace and threat to women and girls. Such stigmatisation had tragic consequences following the racist murder of the Muslim pensioner Mushin Ahmed in Rotherham in August 2015. As we reported following the jailing of Dale Jones and Damien Hunt in February 2016:

[Dale] Jones had reduced Mushin Ahmed to a slur that grows more common in Rotherham – ‘groomer’. A reference to the nightmarish child sexual exploitation scandal in the town. Where criminal gangs exploited vulnerable young girls due in part to a wider culture of indifference and victim blaming.

In various annual reports and news articles, we documented case studies of Muslim men targeted offline with anti-Muslim slurs and threats. For example, one service user was called a ‘beardo paedo’ and the P-word in 2016, as in 2018, after attempting to run them over with their vehicle, a racist perpetrator wound their window down and said, ‘Your beard, you look like a paedophile’ and ‘you must be happy there’s a school up the road’ before driving off (which later resulted in a criminal conviction). Moreover, a consistent theme in the online casework we verify and analyse each year demonstrates how the far-right and more mainstream adjacent figures spread harm in rhetoric that mirrors the above and in more extreme, often racialised forms. For example,
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our 2018 annual report gave an example of how image-based anti-Muslim materials evoke what Weaver (2010) described as ‘liquid racism’, where ambiguous signs and images function in a manner that ‘encourages the development of entrenched socio-discursive positioning when reading these signs’.104 More broadly, academic research explores how Muslim men, in discussions of child abuse and child exploitation, are spoken of within a framework of “dangerous masculinity” (Tufail 2015)105, especially in relation to taxi drivers, and how such sentiments manifest in the online sphere, was expanded upon by Carter (2017).106 Gill and Harrison (2015) analysed 122 news articles from five national newspapers and the overlapping theme that linked religion and culture to the crimes.107 A wide-ranging assessment from Lovett et al. (2018) found that responses to child sexual abuse evolve and change over time whilst taking a critical look at institutional failings and the role of how media frames the issue.108

Syeda and Molkenbur (2023) have explored this in their recent paper, presenting how Muslims in a post-Brexit and post-pandemic UK continue to be scapegoated for socioeconomic issues, which became most evident with the petrol bomb attack by Andrew Leak targeting an asylum-seeker processing centre in Kent last year, which we explored thoroughly.109110 Andrew Leak is one of the various far-right terrorists who did not hide their racist worldviews online, who routinely used violent language, and openly advocated for vigilante violence against refugees – even going as far as to call for the indiscriminate murder of asylum seekers via a spitfire aircraft. On Facebook, Leak built a digital bivouac grounded in various anti-Muslim and far-right propaganda pages. That slow drip of hate crystallised their violent language and worldview into violent, terrorist actions.

The domestic threat of far-right terrorism towards Muslims, of course, pre-dates the pandemic years, noted in the tragic murder of Mohammed Saleem and the attempted bombings of several West Midlands mosques111 to the tragic murder of Makram Ali and the attempted murder of other worshippers at the Muslim Welfare House in Finsbury Park in London during Ramadan in the summer of 2017.112 In the online sphere, our research documented how the glorification of such terrorism, which is often situated within far-right historiographies, is an issue for counter-terrorism police.113 The trend of young men and teenage boys drawn into far-right terror plots and neo-Nazi groups is an ongoing matter of growing concern in 2023 and beyond.114 Our expert analysis of this issue includes how we documented over twenty individuals who took influence or downloaded the Christchurch terror video or screed following their convictions for terrorism offences.115
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Between the years 2012 and 2019, Tell MAMA recorded a total of 5,267 offline cases, where our caseworkers verified 3,812 cases. A total breakdown of the verified offline cases per year can be seen below. It showed similar numbers between 2012 and 2014-15 until a significant jump in cases in 2015 when we began ramping up our reporting capabilities. That year saw an increase of 291 cases. Since 2015 we have steadily watched our verified numbers increase until 2017, when we hit our peak of 839 cases, a year that saw significant terrorist attacks across the UK and an unmistakable shift in anti-Muslim rhetoric in social and political discourse and news media. In 2018 and 2019, cases fell slightly to 745 and 718, respectively, but we continued to monitor increasingly targeted and violent cases across a broader spectrum of categories and locations.

Key Trends in Offline Anti-Muslim Cases

During the pre-pandemic years, we have observed several trends in the offline world. These include trends from our numerical data over the years and more observable qualitative trends, such as event-specific language and narratives used in cases. The most apparent numerical trend from these eight years is the sheer dominance of abusive behaviour cases, making up over half of all cases in the broadest locations. Looking more closely at numerical data, however, we can observe a significant upwards shift in discrimination cases and an increase in severity in vandalism cases. As we will discuss in more depth,
cases of discrimination in the workplace and at schools or other educational institutions have continued to rise in numbers and severity, and we have noticed a growing trend of institutional forms of discrimination. While vandalism cases have not consistently risen, we have noticed a shift in the severity of cases, including those that involve event-specific anti-Muslim language and cases of arson targeting Islamic institutions.

Another significant trend we have monitored over the years is the increase in cases in or around the household. These cases have either increased in numbers or proportionally compared to other location categories. As we will discuss, more of these cases involve neighbours and occur over extended periods than singular events, such as in public areas.

As seen in the graph below, abusive behaviour was by far the most common incident category over the eight years, each year and together as a lump sum, which can take many forms, defined as ‘verbal and non-verbal abuse including comments or gestures’ and distinguishable from assault (unwanted physical contact, including pushing and spitting) and threatening behaviour (verbal or symbolic threats of violent behaviour). In total, when added together across each year, abusive behaviour made up 51% of verified cases (N=1,997), assault with 16% of cases (N=629), discrimination with 9% (N=334), Vandalism and Threatening Behaviour with 8% and 328 and 321 cases, respectively, and Anti-Muslim Literature and Hate Speech with 6% (N=233) and 1% (N=56), respectively.
Abusive Behaviour

A full breakdown of the abusive behaviour numbers over the eight years is displayed above. As we can see, abusive behaviour sharply rose in 2015 and continued to peak at 441 cases in 2017, the year with the most verified cases in the pre-pandemic years. A closer reading of these cases reveals that abusive behaviour was consistently over 50% of verified cases (except for 2019, when it made up 48% of verified cases). There was also never a year where it was not the most common category. It was the most common category in 2013-14 and 2014-15, making up 80% and 70% of cases, respectively. On average, abusive behaviour cases comprised 57% of overall cases for the pre-pandemic years.

Assault

Assaults were the second most common category we recorded between 2012 and 2019. Similar to abusive behaviour, physical violence increased considerably from 2015, when it jumped from 28 to 74 cases, and peaked in 2017 with 149 cases. The proportion of assault cases per year ranged from 13% in 2018 to 27% in 2013-14 and remained relatively similar throughout the years until 2018 and 2019 when they dropped as other categories became more frequent. Despite the slight fall in numbers from 2018, the severity of assault cases remained high throughout the years, and we noted several cases each year that mainly stuck in our memories. For example, in 2018, we noted how a male perpetrator chased after a Muslim woman and spat on her clothes and headscarf. In Birmingham in 2017, a young man was waiting in a public area when he suddenly shouted ‘Fu**ing P**i’ before being punched in the forehead so hard he lost a considerable amount of blood and needed an ambulance to take him to hospital to close the deep wound. The victim found the police to be uninvested in the case and was told he faced disciplinary action for missing work due to his injury, which, a few weeks later, he began to bleed again. The assault was profoundly traumatising for the victim, lasting long after his wound eventually healed.
Threatening Behaviour

We recorded and verified 321 cases of Threatening Behaviour in the pre-pandemic years, making up 8% of total cases. As we can see, threatening behaviour cases gradually rose between 2012 and 2017, reaching 57 cases, then falling considerably in 2018 with 41 cases and spikes and peaks in 2019 with 62 cases. It was proportionally most significant in 2013-14 and 2014-15, with 24% and 20% of cases in those years, respectively, and notably 9% of total cases in 2019. The spike from 41 cases in 2018 and 5% of proportional cases that year to 62 cases and 9% of proportional cases is the most notable trend of Threatening Behaviour in the pre-pandemic years. Threatening behaviour cases, by their nature, are typically linked with violence of some sort, and over the year, we have recorded several cases where Muslims faced the threat of violence from strangers, often in public areas. Notable examples include how a visibly Muslim woman was walking on the pavement in London when two males approached her, asking if she was Muslim, and upon confirming her religious identity, one of the men revealed a large knife before fleeing the scene. In another instance from 2017, a man made a throat-slitting gesture towards a Muslim woman in a public area. While in these instances, a clear threat was made through actions rather than words, verbal threats are the most typical form of the threatening behaviour category and often involve verbal threats to get beaten up, killed, or raped. Also, in 2017, a Muslim male was threatened with violence and called the P-word by a racist cyclist while walking in Manchester.

Discrimination

We verified 334 offline discrimination cases in the pre-pandemic years, making up 9% of total cases in those eight years. Interestingly, discrimination was the only category that increased each year, thus further supporting the trend from 2020 onwards that sees discrimination increase proportionally by most of any category. From 2015 to 2019, when we began recording discrimination cases, numbers increased from 34 to 95 and rising proportionally from 7% in 2015 to 14% in 2019. Although the numbers were as high as abusive behaviour or assault, the increase in cases over those years is the most significant category trend we recorded. As we will explore in more depth in the 2020 and 2021 sections, there are several reasons why discrimination cases are trending upwards so significantly. It appears that the combination of increasing discrimination cases and a better understanding in society and from victims of what constitutes discrimination, such as in the school or workplace, are contributing factors.

By looking at the specific actions involved in discrimination cases over the year, many cases occurred within the victim’s place of work or educational institution. In our 2018 report, for example, we highlighted how much discrimination occurred in the workplace and educational institutions. A long-standing case in 2017 ended with a Black Muslim man taking his employer to a tribunal over racist and anti-Muslim treatment within a ‘relentlessly intimidating and hostile working environment’. For example, in another case, a disabled Muslim teacher was refused permission to pray on Fridays, despite offering to take a pay cut for the time spent praying. After handing his notice in, he found that staff had falsely cited his disability as his reason for leaving.

Discrimination does not exclusively occur in the workplace or educational institutions, however, and over the years, we have recorded several cases in places such as airports and other transport locations, businesses, and by the police. In 2019, we received a shocking case whereby two Muslim males who work as flight attendants boarded a rival airline from Glasgow to London with their other colleagues and decided to change into their uniforms by opening their carry-on luggage at the gate. However, once they boarded the aircraft, police boarded the plane
to question them, which was done in front of their colleagues and passengers. Police informed the men that staff members from this other airline had reported ‘two suspicious Asian men boarding a flight.’ The case left the two males deeply upset, embarrassed, and angry, and they received little to no apology.

In another airport case 2017, a man was stopped at Aberdeen airport by a group of plain-clothed airport security officers. They began to ask him questions such as ‘Why were you here?’, ‘Where do you live?’ and ‘What do you do for a living?’. The officers eventually asked him where he was from, to which he answered, ‘From London, I am a British citizen’ to which the officers replied, ‘No, where are you actually from originally’. While initially confused, he answered that he was born in Iraq. The officers then began to ask even more questions despite no indication of wrongdoing, asking the victim his thoughts on recent political issues in Iraq. Eventually, the officers gave him his passport, boarding pass, and driver’s license back, but they did not explain why he was being stopped and questioned for such a long time. The victim and his friend proceeded to the terminal for their flight but noticed two plain-clothed officers following them for 30 minutes.

**Vandalism**

Vandalism comprised 8% of cases in the pre-pandemic years (n=328). It carried a similar trajectory as the other categories through the years and significantly spiked from 2016 to 2017, going from 43 cases in 2016 to 81 cases in 2017, and a proportional increase from 7% to 10%. As we will explore more thoroughly in the Locations section, vandalism often takes many forms, but most typically involves graffiti, arson, or breaking windows/doors, and most often targets Islamic institutions and households. In 2019, for example, a Muslim family’s home had a swastika etched into their front door, while in 2016, eggs were thrown into a Muslim family’s home by neighbours following ongoing anti-Muslim abuse by them. Vandalism is also very much event-specific, primarily regarding graffiti, where it often uses anti-Muslim language specific to these high-profile events. For example, in 2019, we recorded a case whereby a school in Oxford was attacked with anti-Muslim graffiti that included a Nazi swastika and references to the recent Christchurch terror attacks in New Zealand. Graffiti was sprayed on a building in Manchester that read ‘Islamic State’, while the words ‘Kill Islam before it kills you’ were graffiti sprayed on University of Birmingham property, both in 2015. While only weeks after the EU referendum result in 2016, ‘Muslims are scum’ was painted on the front door of a Muslim family’s home in Cardiff, as well as knives stabbed into the grass of the household’s garden.

In 2017, one town in Herefordshire experienced a spree of Islamophobic graffiti when ‘Muslim rapists out’ and ‘Islam rapists out’ was sprayed around the town, and a pig’s head was left outside an Islamic Community Centre. Cases involving vandalism tap into anti-Muslim language that is consistent with the language used in verbal abuse cases, especially that which relates to child abuse, sexual assault, and terrorism, such as graffiti using the words ‘Paedo’, ‘Rapist’, and ‘Terrorist’ to name a few.

Cases of vandalism, especially those that occur in publicly visible areas or Islamic institutions, are particularly distressing for Muslim communities as they ultimately threaten their sense of safety and community in their places and value.

**Anti-Muslim Literature**

We recorded 233 offline verified cases of anti-Muslim literature in the pre-pandemic years, which amounted to 6% of total cases. These cases are targeted attacks via written or printed means, distributed to or with the intent to cause fear or harm toward individuals and institutions. The most significant spike in cases occurred between 2017 and 2018, when cases jumped from 28 (3%) to 58 (8%) and then significantly dropped the next year to 26 cases (4%). Such a pronounced spike in reports can relate to the self-styled ‘Punish a Muslim Day’ letters distributed in the UK throughout March of 2018, sending shockwaves
throughout Muslim communities created a profound sense of fear and anxiety for their safety.

In total, 23 letters were sent to households, 12 to Muslim institutions, and 11 to the victim’s place of work. Cases of anti-Muslim literature often include direct threats such as threats of violence. In 2019, for example, we received a shocking report whereby an Islamic school in London received a letter with a picture of London Mayor Sadiq Khan drawn with a Muslim prayer cap and a beard, with the caption ‘Prophet Muhammud’ and ‘I hate Ni**ers, Jews, & all of you’, and made reference to ‘Ashraf Al Mursaleen’. The back of the letter contained the words ‘Pissy Girls of England’ and ‘Bi*ches, I will f**k you all! – Suck my c**k’. Earlier in 2018, we received a series of similar reports where anti-Muslim letters and DVDs were sent to 3 different Islamic institutions in London and Yorkshire and included references to paedophilia and used the N-word. Like the case in 2019, the author(s) of each letter uses variations of the spelling Muhammad, which includes Muhammud (misspelt), Mohamed, and Mohammed.

**Hate Speech**

We recorded 56 cases of hate speech in the pre-pandemic years, which made up 1% of total cases. Hate speech calls explicitly for violence against Muslims through highly offensive words and writings intended to make recipients fearful. Although more of a significant factor in the online world, hate speech offline still has an impact, and we recorded 11, 18, and 13 cases in the years 2017, 2018, and 2019, respectively.

**Place Category Trends Breakdown**

When looking at place categories over the years, cases taking place in Public Areas made up the majority with 31%, followed by Transport Networks with 13%, Household or Private Property (12%), Place of Business (11%), Place of Work (9%), Educational Institution (8%), Islamic Institution (6%), Road or Highway (5%), Public Institution (2%), hospital (1%), and ‘Other’ make up 2%. Such analysis, however, was absent when academics externally wrote reports based on our data prior to 2015.
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Public Area

Anti-Muslim attacks in the pre-pandemic years occurred most commonly in public areas, with 1,032 cases. Our data reveal high degrees of street attacks perpetrated by passers-by or people driving past. As seen in the graph above, cases in public areas ranged from 72 in 2012-13 to a peak of 282 cases in 2017. Proportionally, cases in public areas shifted from a peak in 2012-13 of 48% to between 26% and 34% between 2015 and 2019, peaking in those years at 34% in 2017. The most common cases in public areas were abusive behaviour, the most common combination of incident category and place category from our dataset over the eight years. Analysing location and incident categories can further help us evaluate the typologies and motivations behind Islamophobic hate crimes. As we have noted over the years, there is often very little oversight from authority figures within busy public settings, including town centres and other pedestrianised spaces. The relative anonymity perpetrators possess within these types of busy social spaces can strengthen the desire to commit hate crimes relating to a situation, the nature of which is then fuelled by existing prejudices. The physical and psychological impact of experiencing abuse in public spaces from strangers can be significant regardless of whether the abuse is physical or verbal. As discussed in our previous reports, victims often report the deeply troubling isolation they have felt in the aftermath of attacks in public areas and how this has reduced their desire to enter these public spaces again, thus limiting their social mobility.1

Transport Network

Cases in transport networks were the second most common in the pre-pandemic years, with 428 cases. Proportionally it made up 13% of total cases in 2016, 2017, and 2018, and 20% and 10% in 2015 and 2019, respectively. The drop from 2015 to 2016 (7% proportionally and 4 cases), and from 2018 to 2019 (3% proportionally and 25 cases) are the most significant trends for cases at transport networks.

---

Looking more closely, cases at transport networks typically fell under abusive behaviour and assault. Many of the cases we reported in the pre-pandemic years that took place on transport networks involved perpetrators targeting victims with anti-Muslim abuse, often in confined spaces such as buses and other public transport. Therefore, the nature of these locations makes for particularly distressing situations for victims who often cannot escape their attackers, such as during a moving bus or on the London Underground.

In 2016, a Muslim woman wearing a headscarf was in Wembley underground station when a male walked past her, saying ‘Fu**ing Muslims’ to her face, leaving her confused and scared. In the days following the Paris terrorist attacks in 2015, a visibly Muslim woman was verbally abused while sitting on the London Underground when a male shouted anti-Muslim remarks about the attacks and how it was her fault only days after the attack occurred. While in 2017, a Muslim family received anti-Muslim abuse on a train between Leeds and Manchester. Three middle-aged white males were drinking and swearing loudly when one of the victims politely asked them to stop swearing as several young kids sat near them, who instead began shouting abuse at the Muslim family, saying, ‘This is what happens when you let immigrants in here’. In contrast, another said, ‘There is no such thing as a British Muslim’ and ‘I was in the army, I knew how to deal with them’, before ranting about Syria and Somalia. The majority of cases that take place on transport networks target women, particularly visibly Muslim women. Over the years, we have received several reports where Muslim women wearing headscarves have been singled out and targeted. In 2017, for example, a Muslim woman wearing a headscarf was on the Jubilee line when two White males standing behind her touched her head; she moved forward slightly when one of the males pulled off her hijab. She looked back and confronted them when the males shouted at her and told her to get off the train. The attack left her deeply distraught, and she struggled to explain what had happened when she spoke to the police at the next station, fearing that the two perpetrators would attack her.

**Household or Private Property**

Between 2012 and 2019, we recorded 386 cases (12%) in Households or Private Properties. In 2012-13 household cases made up 11%, while in 2015, they made up only 3% with 14 total cases. Notably, household cases skyrocketed in 2016 to 80 cases and 12% of total cases that year, a rise of 471%. While in 2017, it increased further by 26% to 101 cases, and even further to 113 cases in 2018 and 15% of cases that year. In 2019 household cases fell from 113 to 109 but proportionally increased to 17%. As we will continue to see in 2020 and 2021, there is a notable trend of household cases increasing either by raw number, proportionally, or both. Beyond the numbers, we can also observe a rise in household neighbour-related cases, many of which are not isolated but take place over a more extended period with perpetrators known to the victims. These cases are particularly distressing to the victims because of their longevity and the sense of inescapability related to them happening close to home.

Moreover, many cases in the pre-pandemic years that took place in or around households or private properties involved verbal abuse, harassment, and, notably, intimidation. Perpetrators often use persistent intimidation tactics such as loud noises, banging doors and windows, throwing food and excrement at properties, and committing other vandalism. These cases also sometimes result in discrimination from council workers or the police when victims report the cases.

In 2015 we received a long-term case, for example, whereby a Muslim family in Lancashire was constantly abused by their neighbours over four years. The harassment began in 2011 when they were having their garden redesigned when their neighbours, an older-aged white couple, began hurling racist abuse at the workers, throwing stones in their garden and glaring at them from their house. The abuse escalated when the neighbours continuously parked their cars to block the family’s driveway and cars so they could not
get out. It took place over the years despite pleading with the couple to stop, and the harassment caused such severe distress and anxiety to the children that they are seeking psychological help. They contacted the police multiple times over the years but were always told they could do nothing and that it was a council matter, which also failed to help. Later in 2016, the couple used their dog to intimidate the children, letting it off the leash to run around their front garden and bark at them. The perpetrators directed racist and abusive language at them, including ‘P**i b*stards’ and ‘fu**ing Muslims’. Over the pre-pandemic years and into 2020, 2021, and 2022, we have received numerous cases that go far beyond an isolated attack, and we continue to provide as much support as we can for the victims.

**Place of Business**

We recorded 356 cases in places of business during the pre-pandemic years, which amounted to 11% of total cases. In 2015, they accounted for 12% of cases, with 53 cases recorded and increased the most from 2015 to 2016, when they jumped to a peak of 81 cases (13% of cases). In the three years following, there were 77, 73, and 72 cases, respectively. The majority of these cases involved abusive behaviour or assault. However, incidents at privately-owned establishments do not always result in decisive action from businesses.

In our 2017 report, we highlighted a case whereby a Muslim woman and her five children were abused by a woman whilst shopping at the Manchester Trafford Centre. The perpetrator spat in the face of the former’s 11-year-old child and shouted, “Black scumbag”, “people like you shouldn’t be here”, and “look at you with that thing on”, about the victim’s hijab. The victim’s son managed to take a picture of the perpetrator. The victim told Tell MAMA that the incident occurred in a busy shopping centre area and that the victim had screamed for help before approaching staff at a nearby shop. However, the response from staff in the shopping centre was “slow or non-existent”, in her words. Once the police arrived at the scene, the perpetrator was untraceable. While in 2016, we highlighted a case whereby an abusive woman who was blocking a supermarket aisle with her pushchair began to verbally abuse and threaten a Muslim woman when she attempted to pass, saying, ‘What you gonna f***ing do? Hey, I will rip your headscarf off your f***ing head. What you gonna do? Go call your ISIS.’

**Place of Work**

Cases that occurred in places of work accounted for 9% of total cases between 2012 and 2019, with 294 cases. The most significant jump in cases that took place at the workplace occurred between 2015 and 2016, when it increased from 14 cases (3%) to 59 cases (9%). It also increased by 15 cases in 2017 and peaked proportionally in 2018 with 11% of cases (N=80). Certain professions appear more vulnerable to hate crimes than taxi drivers and other jobs related to nighttime economies, such as restaurant staff and owners, security guards, and takeaway drivers. Cases that target Muslims in these professions can often act in groups and involve a form of ‘thrill-seeking’ to impress the rest of their group. In addition to the nighttime economy, other public-facing professions, particularly public transport staff, are also high-risk.

While abusive behaviour is the most common category of hate within the workplace, discrimination is common and often involves fellow employees, bosses, or the broader workplace institution at fault. For example, in 2015 and 2016, we recorded 6 and 10 workplace discrimination cases, respectively, while in 2018, we recorded a peak of 65 workplace discrimination cases. Over the years, this has included several cases of denying Muslims the ability to pray, not inviting Muslims to work events such as Christmas parties, sneaking bacon into Muslim staff’s lunches, or actively preventing Muslims from progressing in their role. Many victims of workplace discrimination have expressed fears of losing their job or harming their careers, and some have felt no choice but to leave their jobs to stop the targeting. Victims of workplace
discrimination have felt ‘frustrated’, ‘isolated’, and ‘miserable’ and have struggled to sleep, find fulfilling work, and regain their confidence.

In 2018 we highlighted a case whereby a group chat with the victim’s colleagues, including their managers, which contained repeated instances of anti-Muslim language, abusive language, threats, and sexual harassment, such as ‘f***ing immigrants’, ‘postbox’, ‘terrorist’, ‘I’ll rip her headscarf off’, and ‘f***ing c***nts, lot of them’. While in 2017, we reported a case in which a Muslim woman had been bullied by a colleague who would, on multiple occasions, refer to her hijab as a “tea towel”. She also reported abusive customer comments, which denigrated her race and Islamic beliefs. However, she felt that if she reported the bullying to her employers, it would affect her job and may cause further negative behaviour towards her, saying, ‘I am afraid to report it within the workplace as it would impact my job and cause too much stress.’ In 2016, we highlighted several

Educational Institution

We recorded 248 (8%) cases that took place in educational institutions in the years 2012-2019. Cases jumped from 23 (5%) in 2015 to 50 (8%) in 2016, a rise of 117%. In the years following, case numbers remained similar until they increased slightly to 64 in 2019, where they made up a proportional peak of 10% of cases. As with workplace cases, cases in educational institutions most commonly involved abusive behaviour but also saw an increasing trend of discrimination cases. Between 2015 and 2016, we recorded a 750% increase in educational discrimination cases, rising from 4 to 34 cases. Discrimination in educational institutions can take many forms and, over the years, has included school pupils being treated with unnecessary suspicion, being isolated and punished in class for no apparent reason, and being referred to safeguarding or Prevent programs which have left the child and their parents with deep anxiety, distress, and confusion. School policies have also been discriminatory towards Muslims, such as prohibiting Muslim attire or halal food, for example.

Pupils and parents facing anti-Muslim cases within their educational institutions can become disengaged with school life and educational achievements. Some pupils felt they needed to change schools, while others took significant time off, putting their studies on hold. Pupils and parents may experience isolation, anxiety, and a lack of self-confidence. In 2018 we highlighted a case in which when a Muslim schoolboy was asked not to be in a class photo, the teacher said, ‘Why, do you have something to hide? You look suspicious.’ The teacher later asked if he had an explosive device on him. Several of the cases over the years have involved Muslim students or staff being called terrorists or linked with terrorism in some way, such as the case just mentioned, as well as dozens of others. In 2017, for example, a Muslim schoolgirl who was called a ‘bomber’ and had bacon thrown on her lunch by her peers and later asked her parents if she could be moved to an Islamic school where she would not be the only student who wears the hijab. Teachers and wider school management can also promote anti-Muslim behaviour.
In our 2017 report, we shone a light on a horrible case we received whereby a GCSE student was made to watch an 18-rated drama based on the ‘honour killing’ of a young Asian girl by her father as an introduction to the topic of ‘Muslim families’ in a Religious Education lesson. As the boy’s parents pointed out, honour killings are a cultural practice among several faith groups in parts of Asia and Africa and have nothing to do with religious practice. The second of these lessons was about ‘Muslim families’ concerned with forced marriage, displaying a concerning level of ignorance and insensitivity in defining Muslim families. In the Q&A section that followed, some children mockingly asked the Muslim boys if their families were the same as these stereotypes, demonstrating the level of prejudice that can be instilled or vindicated amongst young people if taught in this manner. Furthermore, we received several cases of Muslim parents experiencing abusive behaviour from other parents over the years. In 2018, for example, a Muslim woman was threatened by another parent who said, ‘We don’t like people like you’ and threatened to ‘sort you out’ after their children were in a minor altercation at school. Some cases involving university staff and students have involved abusive behaviour, while others comprise unfair treatment. Other examples included Muslim students and staff being called the P-word, terrorists, and having their headscarves pulled off, to more discriminatory cases such as a student being told by their university tutor that they were surprised they were not arrested after leaving their backpack on the bus.

As we will explore in more depth in 2020 and 2021, discrimination cases at the workplace and in educational institutions continue to proliferate and have become more common.

**Islamic Institutions**

Over the pre-pandemic years, we recorded 193 cases that targeted Islamic Institutions, making up 6% of total cases. In those years, cases peaked in 2017 with 54 cases, which comprised 6% of proportional cases that year and rose by 20 cases from the previous year. Since 2017, cases have fallen to 37 and 38 in 2018 and 2019, respectively, but have remained proportionally similar at 5% and 6%. Most cases that target Islamic Institutions are vandalism cases and typically involve graffiti, arson, or other forms of property damage. For example, in 2019, we received several reports of arson that targeted mosques or buildings approved to be converted to mosques, such as in Skegness. Mosque threats following terror attacks were also a common occurrence over the years. Hours after the Westminster Bridge attack in 2017, for example, Christopher Massey, 46, dialled 999 and claimed to have left two kilograms of explosives outside the Southend Mosque and Islamic Trust. Officers attended the scene but found no explosives and traced Mr Massey from the mobile phone used to make the initial phone call. While after the Manchester Arena bombing that same year, a perpetrator shouted outside a mosque that Muslims’ were not welcome’ and that they ‘were terrorists responsible for the Manchester bombing’ before being calmed down by members of the mosque. Following the London Bridge attack, a man left a fake bomb outside Paisley Central Mosque. James Palmer, 31, had been drinking and watching news coverage of the attack, which inspired him to construct a fake bomb with two gas canisters, which were taped together with wire and wood and were accompanied by a handwritten message which read: ‘Youse are next, defo.’

Following the Christchurch terror attacks in 2019, meanwhile, three mosques were attacked with sledgehammers only hours after news broke out, and a Muslim man outside the entrance of his mosque was called a ‘P**i ba**ard’ and assaulted, and a mosque received an anonymous phone call from a man who said, ‘Do you know what has happened in New Zealand?’, followed by ‘go back to your own country’.

Cases of vandalism targeting Islamic institutions such as mosques cause congregations to feel insecure and fearful of further attacks. While these cases do not occur in public areas, they still challenge Muslims’ right to worship freely and in peace. We see that
vandalism intends to target a whole community rather than individuals. Therefore, this means that such cases are more likely to be premeditated, given the

**Road or Highway**

We recorded 150 cases that took place within the category of road or highway, making up 5% of total cases. These numbers increased significantly in 2016 from 13 the previous year to 38 cases and increased further to a peak of 58 cases in 2017 before decreasing to 40 cases in 2018 and 31 cases in 2019, with proportional numbers remaining similar through these years. Most of these cases involved abusive behaviour or assault, with many also being classified as road rage, whereby the perpetrator gets in traffic-related disputes with strangers, often unprovoked by the victim, and verbally abuses the victim using anti-Muslim language and makes threats. In 2019, for example, a man attempted to run over a visibly Muslim mother and her child while they were crossing the road, while also shouting racist language, including the P-word, while other cases have involved drivers throwing liquids and foods at Muslim drivers at traffic lights, calling them terrorists and paedophiles.

**Victim and Perpetrator Breakdown**

As explored throughout our previous annual reports, anti-Muslim cases reported to Tell MAMA are heavily gendered. What stands out in this analysis is that women are the majority of victims, and males are the majority of perpetrators. Victims of Islamophobic abuse are often outnumbered by their abusers. These trends support the theory that perpetrators select victims in a relatively vulnerable position whom they conceive to be less able to defend themselves or seek help from others.

**Victims**

Looking at the graph below, we can see that victims were predominantly females compared to males over the eight years. In the years 2012-13 to 2014-15, numbers were relatively similar, with females still making up the majority of cases, but from 2015 onwards, we can see a significant rise in the proportion of female victims, as well as a general rise in both female and male victim cases due to the rise in cases from 2015 onwards. Proportionally, female victims rose from 33% of cases in 2014-15 (when the victim’s gender was known) to 61% of cases in 2015, while that same year, male victims made up 35% of cases proportionally. From 2015 onwards, we can see that female victims overwhelmingly make up the cases.

When looking at the ethnicity of victims between 2012 and 2019, we can see that Asians dominated the proportion of cases, followed by Arab or North African victims, showing that those perceived to be from a Muslim-majority group face particularly racialised versions of anti-Muslim hate.

The visibility of Muslim victims is also an important factor to consider when recording cases of anti-Muslim hate crimes. ‘Visibly Muslim’ refers to a victim wearing Islamic clothing. The most evident examples of Islamic clothing over the eight years were the hijab, niqab, and abaya. For men, this might include a beard, wearing a thobe or Islamic headwear. Given the popularity of specific Islamic clothing, like the hijab, female victims are more identifiable as Muslims. Perpetrators of Islamophobic abuse often referred to a victim’s Islamic clothing, suggesting they had selected the victim based on their religious markers. For example, in one case in 2018, a young Muslim woman was travelling on a London bus when a man entered, grabbed her possessions and started swearing at her. When she confronted him, he replied, ‘I have no respect for you because you have a hijab on. Shut up, f*ck you.’
As seen in the graph below, the proportion of visibly Muslim victims was consistently over 40% in the pre-pandemic years, peaking at 59% in 2015 and a low of 37% in 2018 and 2019. Visibly Muslim women were also the most common sub-category for each year. In 2015, 46% of all victims were visibly Muslim women (N=215), while in 2016, the proportion was 39% (N=295) and 53% in 2017 (N=353). Notably, in these years, the number of visibly Muslim women victims increased considerably from 215 in 2015 to 353 in 2017, despite a drop in their proportional percentage in their respective years.
Perpetrators

Perpetrators, meanwhile, tell a different story and yet further highlight the gendered nature of anti-Muslim hate crimes. Instead, perpetrators are overwhelmingly male, making up most cases (when the perpetrator’s gender is known) where we recorded the relevant data every year. Similar to victim gender data, however, 2015 marks a significant uptick in cases and a rise in the proportional number of male perpetrators. That year male perpetrators made up an astonishing 76% of cases. While in 2016, 2017, and 2018 they made up 66%, 64%, and 73% of known perpetrators, respectively. Perpetrators often use racist, misogynistic, xenophobic language or threats of sexual violence alongside Islamophobic abuse. In our 2018 report, we highlighted a series of reports that display this, including one where an elderly, visibly Muslim woman was targeted on the street by three men with a dog. They pushed her, threatened her with the dog and verbally abused her, calling her a ‘refugee b*tch’, ‘f***** immigrant’ and threatened to ‘deport’ her. While in another incident that year, a man threatened a visibly Muslim woman with a bottle, saying, ‘I’m going f***** hit you in the c*nt with this’ before throwing the bottle at her. While in 2016, we highlighted a case whereby a male perpetrator targeted a Muslim woman with threats to rape Muslim women and murder Muslim men after the UK left the European Union, leaving her feeling unsafe at the moment. Group dynamics are an essential aspect of anti-Muslim violence, and many perpetrators target Muslim victims when they are in groups, and the victims are either alone or perceived to be vulnerable. For example, in 2016, we highlighted a report whereby a group of men shouted at a woman, ‘ALLAHU AKBAR, BOOM!’. As they got off the bus, they laughed together and continued laughing when looking at the victim as they left the scene.
Perpetrator ethnicity between 2012 and 2019 was also overwhelmingly white, peaking in 2017 with 635 white perpetrators, as seen in the graph below.
Geographic Location

From 2017 onwards, we began a more advanced collection of the geographic locations of cases we receive. The data show higher frequencies of anti-Muslim cases in big cities and urban areas with larger, more prominent Muslim communities. As discussed in our 2015 report, there are regional factors to consider when analysing hate crime trends. Moreover, issues relating to areas of higher population density or high levels of deprivation across the UK significantly affect the potential for social mobility, cultural cohesion, and general happiness and satisfaction. Looking more closely at the geographical locations of cases between 2017 and 2019, we can see that London dominated each year. In 2017 we recorded 274 cases in the capital, 241 in 2018, and 240 in 2019, which is also the case in 2020 and 2022, as we will explore in the respective data analysis chapters. Cases in Greater Manchester, the Midlands, and cities in Yorkshire and Humber, such as Sheffield and Rotherham, are also prominent. Below displays the two maps we published showing the location of cases across the country in 2017 and 2018.

Conclusion – Where Have We Been and Where Are We Going?

Tell MAMA recorded and verified thousands of offline anti-Muslim cases in the pre-pandemic years. These cases have taken place in various places, in workplaces, public areas, on public transport or highways or targeted mosques (or worshippers going to and from places of worship) and have been classified into various categories. The most notable trends from this time have been the persistence of abusive behaviour cases, which has consistently topped our list of incident categories, but also the increasing prevalence of discrimination and vandalism cases, either in numbers or severity. Workplace and school-based discrimination became increasingly frequent from 2015 onwards, a trend that we continue to notice in 2020, 2021, and 2022. These cases are deeply distressing for the individuals and their
families, especially when the perpetrators often do not understand or refuse to understand how their actions or inactions are hateful and further enable institutional Islamophobia. Through these cases over the years, many of which require lengthy correspondence with victims to understand the entire situation, we have better understood how institutional discrimination manifests and how it is allowed to proliferate, and crucially, how we as an organisation can best support victims so they get the best possible outcomes. The nuanced concept of institutional Islamophobia and how it affects Muslims in the real world is something we will look at in more detail in the 2020 and 2021 offline sections.

Over the pre-pandemic years, we have also noticed an uptick in household-related cases. Many of these cases involve altercations with neighbours that are often known to the victims, and they often take place over a more extended time compared to more typically isolated attacks such as abusive behaviour in public areas. As we have briefly explored in this chapter, these cases can be relentless and highly tiring and anxiety-inducing for the victims, many of whom have entire families targeted by the perpetrators. We have noted this trend in 2020, 2021, and 2022, which we continue to monitor heavily and seek to support those impacted.

The unmistakably gendered nature of anti-Muslim hate crimes is another critical aspect to note, and over the years, we have noted how victims are consistently women, and often visibly Muslim women, while perpetrators are overwhelmingly male, mainly white males. Furthermore, this is a trend we have recorded yearly in the pre-pandemic years and continued from 2020 onwards. In particular, the overwhelming number of cases disproportionately targeting visibly Muslim women over the eight years is shocking and consistently occurs in all categories and locations.

Lastly, the pre-pandemic years can be primarily marked by the event-specific nature of anti-Muslim cases and how high-profile events at home and abroad influence the nature of offline cases. Key drivers included how individuals with underlying prejudices sought to weaponise terror attacks, shocking acts of child abuse and related criminality or were emboldened by political events or statements from high-profile figures. Notably, the EU referendum in 2016 changed how we understand trigger events and the scale that they can impact anti-Muslim attacks at home, creating dozens of specifically related cases in all manners of locations and categories. Since then, we have observed several other trigger events that have only increased in scale, namely the Manchester Arena bombing in 2017, the Punish a Muslim Day letters in 2018, and the Christchurch attacks in 2019, which was the worst trigger event in terms of the spike in cases it caused we have ever witnessed since Tell MAMA began operations. Following the pre-pandemic years, we continue to witness how certain global events negatively affect anti-Muslim hate crimes here in the UK.
Anti-Muslim Hate
Post-Pandemic
The Evolving Anti-Muslim Hate Trends 2020

1. Discrimination:

Discrimination was more prevalent in 2020 than in any year previously reported in cases to Tell MAMA, making up 17% of the year’s verified offline cases. Discrimination occurred in various settings: educational institutions, workplaces, places of business, transport networks, hospitals, and engaging with the police. Such variation suggests that anti-Muslim discrimination in the UK cannot be pinned down to one prominent area. These findings uphold the research highlighted in this report’s literature review, which pointed to a reality of anti-Muslim discrimination in the UK in all aspects of society. Our research reveals that the pandemic exacerbated preexisting anti-Muslim discrimination in these settings as schools and workplaces went online following the lockdown. We find that this new dynamic which has forced people to adjust to new settings has allowed certain people to continue to treat Muslim communities in a discriminatory way. In this section, we will explore some notable discrimination cases and call for the need for meaningful changes on a societal level.

a. Educational institutions

Schools are a vital stage for children, teenagers, and young adults to develop themselves and their personal identities and set up their futures. Unfortunately, not everyone in school receives the same treatment, and there are still significant disparities in schools on an institutional level that foster prejudice. For example, the 2017 Social Mobility Commission report interviewed young Muslims in the UK and found that teachers often carried Muslim stereotypes of Muslim pupils and maintained low expectations of them. They also said that not enough Muslim teachers received sufficient encouragement to fulfil their potential, nor were they placed in the correct sets for their ability. Muslim pupils also felt they could not raise these concerns for fear of being further isolated and bullied. Therefore, the above significantly impacts their self-confidence and self-worth, impedes their desire to enter higher education, and prevents Muslim teaching staff from progressing. In fact, the 2017 report highlighted that young Muslims are more likely to drop out of higher education and less likely to achieve higher grades (either 1st or 2:1), and ‘interviewees felt their choices were more constrained because of inequitable access to high-status universities (often because of geography), discrimination at the point of entry or self-limiting choices for fear of being in the minority.’ Guidance from Universities UK in addressing Islamophobia and anti-Muslim hatred presented an intersectional framework. They made wide-ranging recommendations that ranged from promoting religious literacy to involving Muslim
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voices in inclusion initiatives, providing training to staff to reduce bias and foment an understanding of how anti-Muslim hatred operates, understanding that Muslim students have concerns around the Prevent duty, whilst also improving access to third-party support services and improving the handling of harassment complaints.\footnote{Ibid. pp 12-14.}

In 2020 we received 15 in educational institutions that fell under discrimination. Many of the perpetrators of these cases were in roles of responsibility and authority, such as headteachers and classroom teachers. One case we received in March, for example, involved a teacher calling the Prophet Muhammad a ‘paedophile’ in a culture and ethics class and making the class vote on whether they agreed if he was ‘disgusting’, despite efforts from other students to challenge it and providing a deeper historical context. A failure of staff to provide for the Muslim students left them feeling voiceless and mocked. After finding out that some of the pupils reported the teacher to the school, the teacher sent the pupils to detention. Another case we received regarded a school in with a history of systemic racism and anti-Muslim discrimination. The individual who reported the case stated how the school has a culture of racist and anti-Muslim prejudice and microaggressions, and they described how efforts by current and past students to seek redress resulted in further marginalisation. The victim highlighted how the school often denies pupils a voice over these matters. In 2020, senior students sent out an email urging staff and students at the school to report instances of racism and anti-Muslim hate, and in response, the school removed the email and replaced it with a more generic one focusing on how the school has been affected by the pandemic. Consequently, this led current and former pupils to petition the school to address these systemic issues. Notably, beyond the anti-Muslim discrimination that deeply affects pupils in these schools, both cases highlight how school institutions and those appointed in leadership roles within them actively deny some students their voices based on their ethnicity and religion, setting them up exceptionally poorly in a stage of their lives when they should be developing their voices and identities that they will carry for the rest of their lives.

The pandemic proved to be another means of discrimination in educational institutions. For example, a news report was released in September exposing how Edinburgh University gave a Muslim first-year student a ham sandwich while self-isolating in their residence halls.\footnote{Edinburgh Live. (2020). ‘Muslim student self-isolating at Edinburgh University halls served ham sandwiches’. Available at: https://www.edinburghlive.co.uk/news/edinburgh-news/muslim-student-self-isolating-edinburgh-19023527.} In comparison, we received another incident whereby a primary school headteacher sent a letter to parents of Bangladeshi pupils stating that some members of the community were not abiding by the lockdown rules, specifically those working in the taxi and restaurant businesses and those waiting for test results, therefore putting everyone else at risk. As we explored in the literature review, the scapegoating narrative towards Muslim communities became a regularity during the pandemic and exposed how Muslim communities in the UK are treated as ‘problem groups’ that pose a risk to the rest of Britain. Such anti-Muslim narratives have no place in UK society, particularly from those placed in roles grounded by specific standards of responsibility and fairness, such as a headteacher.

\subsection*{Workplaces}

Anti-Muslim discrimination in the workplace is a dominant part of Muslim people’s lives that further diminish their social mobility in society. As we explored in the literature review, discrimination in the workplace takes many forms and ranges from unfair treatment at the recruitment and interview stages, the ability to progress in a role and gain promotions, and being on the receiving end of derogatory Muslim prejudices and hateful anti-Muslim behaviour from colleagues and bosses,
which is often met without repercussions towards the perpetrators. Such biases and behaviours occur both consciously and unconsciously, but regardless, they leave the victim feeling mistreated, undermined and othered based on their ethnicity and religion. In 2020, 28 discrimination cases occurred in the workplace, highlighting the lived reality of systemic discrimination that occur daily in these settings for Muslims. Heath and Martin (2013) asserted that Muslim men and women face a “consistent pattern” of labour market penalisation, which are largest for the economic activity of Muslim women and “large and significant” for the unemployment of Muslim men. An intersectional analytical framework from Miaari, Khattab and Johnston (2019) found a gendered, racialised overlap between ethnic and religious discrimination towards Muslim women in the labour market. Di Stasio et al. (2019) found “substantial gaps” in callbacks from potential employers between majority and minority religious groups across five European countries (including the UK). A BBC News report in 2017 that even in diverse cities like London, Muslim names still secured fewer interviews compared to candidates with Christian-sounding names. More recent research from Sweida-Metwally (2022) further confirmed a ‘Muslim penalty’ and labour market hierarchies around ethnicity and religion/culture and that a ‘country of origin penalty’ may also exist.

Moreover, writing for the Conversation, Sweida-Metwally argued that “discrimination plays an important role in bringing about the Muslim penalty”. Labour market disparities, including the stark reality that Black, Pakistani and Bangladeshi women who suffer lower pay experience a pay gap more extensive than 25 years ago (only slightly less so for Black women). However, the authors stressed caution when seeking explanatory factors.

Many of the reports we receive that fall under workplace discrimination involve derogatory passing comments and microaggressions by colleagues and bosses, as well as unfair treatment towards Muslim employees. In 2020, this included, for example, bosses asking Muslim employees not to wear specific religious clothing and shave their beards, to record their prayer times at work to suggest that they are using up work time or being suspended for raising concerns about another colleague who made Islamophobic remarks in the workplace.

Several cases are worth more attention in this report to emphasise the reality of anti-Muslim workplace discrimination, which we sanitised to protect the identities of those impacted whilst helping readers understand how different forms of discrimination occur. One case, for example, involved a local council worker who was employed at the council for 17 years, being moved into other departments without appropriate notice, being regularly given night shifts more often than her other colleagues, being denied Eid holiday requests or appropriate shift changes for Ramadan, and not being given a voice to raise her concerns to senior members of staff after receiving derogatory Islamophobic comments from colleagues. Despite all these discriminatory practices by the workplace and those in senior positions, the council worker was suspended from her job on unfair grounds. In another case, an Amazon worker who had stated he intended to excel in the company and move up the ranks was told that he would not go far in the company by senior staff and had his contract terminated as his fellow white colleagues in the same role were
promoted, despite working extra hours.

We received a case from multiple South Asian NHS workers who stated they were anti-Muslim discrimination targets at an NHS hospital. The reports highlighted how Muslim staff felt they were treated differently from their white colleagues, intimidated by managers over working hours and what to wear, and that they avoided speaking up about it to more senior members in fear of repercussions since Muslim staff in the ward had been previously suspended for unknown/unfair reasons. These reports corroborate previous research studies that have exposed the systemic discrimination that ethnic minorities face in the NHS and UK healthcare system regularly. As we highlighted in the literature review, a recent King’s Fund survey, for example, revealed that 29% of ethnic minority staff in the NHS felt bullied, harassed, or abused by other NHS staff within the past 12 months.16

Based on these shocking reports and research, it is, therefore, imperative that workplaces make more severe commitments to eliminating systemic discrimination in every aspect of their recruitment stages and working environments.

Household incidents during the pandemic

The year 2020 was unprecedented for everyone’s physical mobility. From the 16 March, the entire country began entering a national lockdown, limiting most of the population to their homes and surrounding area. It put much strain on people’s living conditions as never before had so many people been forced to remain indoors and limit their outdoor activities as much as possible. The increased time spent at home, especially during the day when most people would usually be at work or school, thus increasing the likelihood of interactions with neighbours. Previous research has revealed the importance of neighbours for human wellbeing broadly, as well as the crucial role they can play as a support network during moments of crisis.17 18 During the pandemic, however, Muslims have been subject to a wide range of abuses in and around their homes from neighbours and flatmates to an extent that Tell MAMA has never seen before. As we revealed in the analysis section, 189 reports occurred in the household. Many of the victims were families or groups, and notably, many of the perpetrators were not only white British (in line with perpetrator statistics from 2020 more broadly) but were multiple people, including multiple neighbours. These findings are particularly concerning as it shows that household neighbour incidents were based on multiple targeting from a group of people over a sustained period, creating an extremely stressful living dynamic for the victims. Many cases did not start during the lockdown but were exacerbated by it and worsened during this time as people were concentrated in and around their homes far more. Below we will look more closely at some notable incidents in households during the lockdown to highlight the severity of this trend.

In the first few days of lockdown, we received 4 cases regarding abusive or threatening behaviour from neighbours. One case, for example, involved a hostile neighbour threatening to “smash their head in” with a hammer, calling the victim the P-word, and playing loud music at unsociable hours. In another, a Muslim household living at the property for 30 years began regularly throwing pork products at its front door. Many of the incidents we received from people during the lockdown left them and their families extremely distressed and worried about leaving their properties. In one incident, a Muslim household in Manchester had been regularly abused, threatened, and intimidated by four different households in the neighbourhood. An example of this threatening behaviour involved having aggressive dogs set

on them and foul in their garden, their driveway blocked, and being constantly followed and racist abuse shouted at them. Their young children were shouted at and accused of learning how to make bombs at the mosque and called terrorists when they were playing in the garden. The family were even threatened to have their heads smashed in at one point. When speaking with the victims, we were told that such hostile behaviour has had an immeasurable effect on their mental wellbeing, and they feel they must always remain indoors and close their curtains to avoid contact with the perpetrators.

In another incident, a woman in shared accommodation was the victim of repeated microaggressions from her flatmate during lockdown. Examples included making Islamophobic remarks in the communal areas, physically intimidating the victim, and even saying she wished to see the victim hanged. Such shocking behaviour has traumatised the victim physically and mentally, leaving them feeling unable even to leave their room.

Since the first national lockdown in March, particular value has been placed on mental and physical wellbeing and the importance of a healthy living environment. Seemingly endless articles and written pieces came out during this time, emphasising the importance of living spaces and the outdoors as a coping mechanism for the harsh dynamics of the lockdown. Spending an hour outdoors daily during lockdown became a significant part of people’s lives and their emotional wellbeing.19 These cases, however, and numerous others where victims have said they feel they cannot leave their homes because of the abuse and assault they receive, highlights the devastating reality of anti-Muslim hate and Islamophobia during the pandemic. As these cases show, it is not even possible for many Muslims to leave their homes or even their rooms, in a time when physical mobility has never had such an immense impact on mental wellbeing.

Another notable trend that frequently reoccurred when analysing the data on household incidents during the pandemic was the victim’s feeling of a lack of care or duty from police forces when dealing with anti-Muslim hate and Islamophobia. Many of the cases that were reported to us involved police involvement, usually with the victim rightly calling the police after an incident occurred with a hostile neighbour. Unfortunately, many of the victims who reported to us stated that they felt the police services, whether a single/group of officers investigating the case or the broader police system, did not take their cases seriously. Alternatively, in some cases, it involved taking the perpetrator’s side, making inappropriate comments about the situation, and showing a lack of concern or empathy for the victim and the traumatic events they have gone through.

Such behaviour is a significant problem more broadly in the police that previous research has exposed, and one that the seminal MacPherson Report revealed was institutional rather than just individual following the murder of Stephen Lawrence and its subsequent investigation.20 The Centre for Hate Studies at Leicester University, for example, did a project that revealed 76% of hate crime victims in the study did not report the hate crime to the police, with 30% doing so because they believed the police would not take it seriously, while 20% believed the police could not do anything.21 Although the study was not limited to the Muslim community, it demonstrates the distinct lack of trust amongst minority communities in the UK towards the effectiveness of police services in dealing with hate crimes. The Sussex Hate Crime Report made similar findings that point to a significant issue within British police forces and its knock-on effects on victims of anti-Muslim hate crimes and the wider Muslim community.22 Notably, the report, based on 20 individual studies conducted as part of the project revealed more negative perceptions of the police after Muslim victims had contacted

them regarding an incident. Some did not contact the police because they felt it would not help the situation, or they feared they would experience secondary victimisation by the police.  

Lack of trust in police forces affects not only the victims of anti-Muslim hate crime and their willingness to report future cases but also those close to the victims and the wider Muslim community. When hate crimes are not handled with the respect and compassion they deserve, it sends a terrible message to these victims and the wider community. The Long Goodbye, a recent hard-hitting short film directed by Aneil Karia and featuring esteemed artist Riz Ahmed, highlights such a sense of victimisation and alienation. The film depicts a British South Asian community being violently targeted in their homes by a group of racist white nationalists and involves a scene where the police take the side of the perpetrators and allow such hate crimes to continue in plain sight. Although a dramatisation of the future, the film is grounded on a lived reality of anxiety and fear within this community, which is made only worse by institutional issues in the police.

It is crucial, therefore, that police forces approach anti-Muslim hate crimes with a consistent degree of empathy, respect, and professionalism. We feel it is vital to shine a light on some of the cases reported to Tell MAMA to show how such actions, or lack thereof, from the police, can leave victims of anti-Muslim hate feeling even more victimised and marginalised.

One notable case, for example, involved an individual in shared accommodation being the victim of anti-Muslim abuse and physical assault by their other housemates. The victim, who was previously assaulted, which left her with physical injuries, was called a “terrorist” and a “f**king b**ch” and told that women who wear religious clothing are “bad inside”. The victim was also regularly harassed and bullied, such as being pushed in the corridor, making comments about cooking pork in the kitchen and having her water turned off when using it. These continuous microaggressions made the victim feel scared and worried about leaving her room when the perpetrators were in the communal areas, fearing further abuse. The victim notified the police, and on arrival, they said that the perpetrators seemed like friendly people and were not targeting her, despite all the examples of abuse and physical assault that the victim told them. When the victim notified the housing council about the incidents, they were told that they could not progress with the case and possibly move her to a new property because the police had not logged anything. Such discrimination and lack of empathy from the police left the victim feeling completely isolated.

In another case, we received a report from a single mother of three children who was the victim of repeated abuse over the past two years, which became much worse during the lockdown. One incident involved the victim’s sister coming to the front door of the house to drop items off during lockdown when a neighbour began hurling racist abuse at the victim and her sister and telling them to go back to their own country. The main perpetrator involved other neighbours and incited even more abuse at the victim and her sister. After police arrived at the scene, the officers took little notice of the victims and said that the perpetrators had not committed any crimes, despite video evidence of the abuse taking place. The victim felt that the officers did not even consider her opinion over the incident and immediately sided with the perpetrators, making her feel even more victimised and unwelcome in the community. When a new police officer was assigned to the case after more abuse occurred, the victim felt the new officer did not take her seriously and treated the case with little concern, despite the victim stating she felt she and her kids could not go into their own garden in fear of confrontation with the neighbours.

Based on these findings and the shocking case studies that have been brought to light, more robust safeguarding measures must be in place to support victims who report anti-Muslim and Islamophobic hate from neighbours in the household environment.

---
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Police forces also need to be more equipped and aware of the varied nature of anti-Muslim and Islamophobic hate crimes and be better prepared to deal with these instances in a way that prioritises and supports the victims. People’s homes are spaces of comfort and safety, particularly during the pandemic, and they have the absolute right to live there in peace without fear of abuse, assault, and intimidation. It is, therefore, crucial that appropriate measures are taken to support Muslim victims and prevent perpetrators from getting away with these crimes and doing them in the first place. We go into more detail regarding how we think housing services and police forces can better approach these concerning trends in the recommendations section.

Measures victims can take:

There are several essential steps that individuals and families can take following an incident in and around the household which will help prevent escalation and better ensure appropriate action is taken towards the perpetrator(s).
A. Actions to be taken during or immediately after an incident
   - Victims should avoid direct retaliation with perpetrators during or after an incident has occurred to prevent further escalation. This includes both verbal and physical retaliation.
   - Victims should move away from the incident and the perpetrators as soon as possible to avoid further targeting and unnecessary confrontation.
   - If possible and safe to do so, victims should also try to get video or photographic evidence of the incident. This will help build a case that can lead to appropriate legal action taken against the perpetrators. It should be stressed, however, that this action should only be taken when safety is guaranteed. Filming perpetrators in plain sight or up-close, especially when they have been verbally or physically aggressive, can further antagonise them.
   - Gather as much evidence of the incident/s as possible in the form of specific details, audio and video recordings, and photographs.
   - Report the incident/s to the relevant housing body and police service.
   - Speak with a solicitor if possible.

B. Make a complaint
   - It is important that victims of various offences within the household setting, such as abusive behaviour, physical assault, intimidation, stalking, and vandalism, make formal complaints to the relevant housing body and/or police service. Making a complaint relatively quickly after the incident has occurred is also ideal for action to be taken more swiftly.
   - If matters do not improve after three or more incidents within a six-month period, victims are entitled to a Community Trigger (ASB Case Review) via your local authority. This involves multiple agencies, such as your local housing body, reviewing the case and determining what further actions need to be taken to ensure no more incidents occur.

C. Summary of steps

D. If matters are not improving

E. Additional advice

   - Refer to your tenancy agreement. Tenancy agreements often contain information regarding difficulty in or around the household with housemates or neighbours, so we advise that you check your agreement and whether further action can be taken.
   - Refer to your local authority website for policy around hate crime and anti-social behaviour, and whether appropriate action has or should have been taken.
   - Tell MAMA can help provide noise recording and CCTV equipment that can be placed in or around the household that will act as a deterrent and help record incidents as they occur.

Key workers

During the pandemic, key workers became essential to maintaining some form of normality. These individuals, which range from NHS staff, taxi drivers, delivery drivers, depot workers, restaurant staff, and supermarket staff, to name a few, have highlighted how much society depends on them to keep things running when everything else comes to a standstill. Muslims make up a large proportion of this workforce.

As we raised in the literature review, a Muslim Census study involving 1000 Muslims found 35% of respondents were key workers, compared to the 22% national average, with this figure rising for Muslims over 40 to 40%. In London specifically, Black, Asian and minority ethnic communities, a large proportion Muslim, make up 44% of the city’s transport workers and 54% of food production, process, and sale
workers. Our data has revealed a concerning trend of anti-Muslim and Islamophobic hate directed towards Muslim key workers. From the first national lockdown in March onwards, we received 49 incidents targeting Muslim key workers. Of these incidents, 28 fell under the category of abusive behaviour (58%), seven under threatening behaviour (14%), six under assault (12%), six under discrimination (12%), and two under hate speech (4%). Twenty of these incidents targeted key workers who worked in the transport industry, 10 in health and social care, ten who worked for essential shops such as supermarkets and petrol stations, 5 in food sales and delivery, and 4 in the police service.

During the pandemic, one of the most striking aspects of this trend was the overwhelming targeting of Muslim taxi drivers, private hire drivers, and Uber drivers. In total, we received 19 incidents targeting these drivers from the start of the first lockdown. Examples ranged from passengers refusing to wear masks when in the vehicle, hurling Islamophobic abuse, and even physically assaulting the driver. In one case that was reported to us, passengers that entered a taxi refused to wear a mask despite the driver reminding them of the government rules in place that made it a requirement. Upon refusal, one of the passengers started shouting abuse at the driver, saying, ‘Oh you f**king Muslim, go back to your own country’.

In another case, a Muslim taxi driver was waiting to pick up passengers when an acquaintance of the passengers began shouting at the driver, asking ‘Why you f***** wearing that mask for?’ when the driver drove off to avoid confrontation, the individual hurled alcohol at the driver’s window, some of which hit the driver. Another shocking case during the pandemic involved a Muslim taxi driver in the West Midlands being called a P**i ba**ard and punched in the face with a knuckle duster, leaving the driver to require hospital treatment. These findings come in light of a culture of Islamophobic abuse and assault targeted towards Muslim drivers. Our recent report on Islamophobia and anti-Muslim hate in northeast England, which interviewed victims of hate crimes in that area, revealed such a reality for these drivers.

Based on these cases and our numbers more broadly, more robust safeguarding measures are necessary to provide safety and security for Muslim taxi, private hire, and Uber drivers who are vulnerable to such hateful attacks. Local initiatives such as the recent Safety, Security & Beyond initiative in Derbyshire and Chesterfield that Tell MAMA is a partnership with, which is designed to protect taxi drivers and passengers better, is a step in the right direction, and we encourage the launch of similar initiatives throughout the UK.

The emergence of ‘Zoombombing’

A fourth trend that we have noticed during the pandemic in 2020 is the emergence of ‘Zoombombing’. The term refers to a new form of online trolling and harassment that involves hacking into Zoom meetings to cause disruption and offence. The phenomenon emerged around March, when national lockdowns began to be imposed globally and schools, businesses, and organisations were forced to communicate using online video conferencing platforms. As in-person meetings went online, hateful individuals and groups saw an opportunity to target certain minority groups with harassment, intimidation, and threats. In one case, for example, an online synagogue service attended by over 200 people was hijacked with antisemitic messages in the chat room. In comparison, the antisemitism watchdog in the UK, the Community Security Trust, revealed in 2020 that they received 19 reports of video conferences being hijacked with antisemitic content.

Tell MAMA also received a small number of reports of this new phenomenon that targeted events held by the Muslim community. In July, for example, we received a report of a conference focusing on interfaith solidarity being hijacked by a group of individuals. The perpetrators began hurling racist and Islamophobic abuse over their microphones, making Nazi propaganda phrases, shouting ‘kill all Muslims’, and repeatedly using the N-word. Such vile behaviour left the individuals on the call shocked and horrified.

With few signs of online video meetings losing popularity, more concrete measures must be taken by the companies who run these platforms to protect their users better. More awareness about how potential victims of ‘Zoombombing’ can approach and prevent it from happening to them is also essential. In the recommendations section, we go into more detail about how we think this can be done.

Summary and analysis of data

In 2020 Tell MAMA received 906 offline reports. Of these cases, 726 were verified by our caseworkers. This section of the report will summarise and evaluate Tell MAMA’s data from verified offline anti-Muslim cases between 1 January and 31 December 2020, where we aim to highlight the key data trends from the year and notable comparisons from the previous year. Islamophobic attacks often include multiple types of abuse. For example, a victim may experience a verbal attack followed by threats of violence and/or a physical attack. In cases involving multiple types of abuse, we would categorise the incident based on the most prominent or most serious component of the attack according to the victim’s testimony.

Abusive behaviour was the most common, with 49% (N=354) of verified cases; this can take many forms, defined as ‘verbal and non-verbal abuse including comments or gestures’ and distinguishable from assault (unwanted physical contact, including pushing and spitting) and threatening behaviour (verbal or symbolic threats of violent behaviour). Abusive behaviour was followed by discrimination at 15% (N=106), assault at 12% (N=91), threatening behaviour at 9% (N=63), and vandalism at 7% (N=48). A full breakdown of the results by incident category is displayed below.

Notably, discrimination cases comprised 15% of total cases, the most we have ever recorded (N=106) and the most proportionally for a given year, the second being 2019, with 14% of cases (N=95). It is crucial to note that this marks a significant upward trend in discrimination that we have noted for several years and one that we highlighted in the 2019 section to show that it was the only incident category that has consistently increased yearly.

Compared to 2019, cases of abusive behaviour increased from 302 to 354, an increase of 17%, while cases of discrimination increased from 95 cases to 106. Cases of assault decreased slightly from 94 to 91 cases, and threatening behaviour increased from 62 to 63 cases. Cases of vandalism decreased from 60 to 48. Anti-Muslim literature increased slightly from 26 to 33, while hate speech increased significantly by 138% from 13 cases in 2019 to 31 cases in 2020, the most significant increase in 2020 in terms of percentage.

Most commonly, verified cases in 2020 took place in households or private properties (N=189), which marks the most cases we have ever recorded in this location, going from 109 cases to 189, an increase of 73% and a proportional increase of 9%. Verified cases in public areas totalled 138 cases, which included high instances of attacks on streets and pavements, either perpetrated by passers-by or people driving past. Other public areas include parks, public squares, high streets, and shopping locations. Next most common were places of work with 89 cases (12%), places of business (N=59), road or highway (N=44), transport networks (N=39), educational institutions (N=36), Islamic institutions (N=29), and public institutions (N=25). A full breakdown of the place categories for 2020 appears below.
As we will explore in more detail, the most significant element is the rise and majority number of household-related cases. While this can include a range of locations beyond just the household, such as other forms of private property locations, many cases refer to cases in and around the household, including areas of the property that are the most visible and lead to the most interaction with passers-by and neighbours such as the front garden or porch, the driveway, and the rear garden. Many of these cases involve conflict with neighbours and often include ongoing ‘low-level’ harassment, such as abusive comments, social exclusion, or repeated inconveniences, such as parking in front of driveways, emptying bins in front of the victim’s house, or playing loud music late at night. These instances regularly escalate to more severe vandalism, threats, or physical violence. Experiencing abuse in and around their home can have serious physical and psychological implications for victims as they often cannot avoid their perpetrators. As discussed in the Trends section, the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic and ensuing lockdown triggered an unmistakable rise in household-related cases to a level we have never seen before since we began recording cases in 2012.

Cases in public areas have always dominated the proportion of total cases each year. In the pre-pandemic years (2012-2019), cases in public areas comprised 31% of cases. In 2020 this proportion fell to 19% of cases. Compared to 2019, cases in public areas fell by 28 cases from 166 to 138 and decreased in proportion by 7%. It can prove challenging to achieve satisfactory criminal justice outcomes for victims of anti-Muslim prejudice in public areas, as police may struggle to identify suspects due to the high density of pedestrians. Victims reporting to Tell MAMA often express that cases were not worth reporting due to this fact or because the police had told them that this was the case when they did report. However, due to the prevalence of CCTV in public spaces, smartphones, and the potential for witnesses to come forward, it is always worth reporting a case to raise awareness and prevent further victimisation.

The significant decrease in cases in public areas is indicative of the unique year 2020 but also the
emergence of new location trends in anti-Muslim hate. For one, the pandemic caused a nationwide lockdown, severely limiting people’s time outside in public areas. Cases in public areas are typically the most common location category because of the ease of movement and the frequency of one-time interactions whereby perpetrators that hold anti-Muslim and xenophobic prejudices come across people they may not do so in their personal lives, thus increasing the likelihood of hateful interaction on the street, for example. With a severely limited ability to access these public spaces in 2020, these hateful interactions were far less likely. Secondly, supported by the significant rise in household cases, this marks a shift towards other locations becoming more frequent places for anti-Muslim hatred, which we continued to monitor and confirm in 2021 and 2022.

Cases occurring at the victim’s place of work have risen considerably by 51% (N=59 to 89) over the previous year, while cases in places of business have fallen by 13 cases from 72 to 59. A total of 44 cases took place on roads or highways, an increase of 13 cases from 2019, while 39 cases took place in transport networks, such as buses, trains, and train stations; this is a decrease of 22 cases and a percentage decrease of 36%. Cases in educational institutions fell from 64 to 36 cases, while we recorded 29 cases targeting Muslim institutions, a fall of 9 cases over the previous year. These include attacks on mosques, Islamic schools, and Islamic cultural centres, often as vandalism, threatening letters, or symbolic attacks using pork products or alcohol. Cases in public institutions, meanwhile, increased from 19 in 2019 to 25 in 2020, while cases in hospitals remained the same at 13 cases. A complete comparison of the cases by place category between 2019 and 2020 appears below.

Analysing location and incident categories can further help us evaluate the typologies and motivations behind Islamophobic hate crimes. The most common combination was abusive behaviour cases in the household area or dwellings (N=143), followed by abuse in public areas (N=69). A full breakdown appears below.
Emerging Data Trends

The year 2020 brought unprecedented new normalities for the British public. As we can see in our data, this had a significant knock-on effect on anti-Muslim hatred and Islamophobia opened the door for new trends to prosper.

Discrimination

We have continued to monitor the steady rise of discrimination cases since 2015. Our figures over the years demonstrate an evident rise in the raw numbers of discrimination cases and the percentage of the total reports, highlighting a total increase in anti-Muslim discrimination each year. Previously, verified reports of discrimination increased by 111.76% in just two years, with 34 verified reports of discrimination in 2015 rising to 72. In 2018 we recorded 87 verified cases, which makes up 12.5% of the total cases, whereas, in 2017, discrimination cases amounted to 8.5% of the total (N=839). In 2019 this rose to 95 cases and made up 14% of cases that year, while in 2020, it rose further to 106 cases and 15% of total cases. Some instances of discrimination also involve abusive behaviour or assault and would, therefore, be categorised differently. By looking at the specific actions involved in each case, many cases within the victim’s place of work or educational institution involved discriminatory or unfair treatment. In 2020, 28 cases of verified discrimination cases took place at the workplace, while 32 number of cases at educational institutions such as schools, colleges, and universities.

Many of the cases that took place at the workplace involved forms of microaggressions and unfair treatment. In 2020, this included, for example, bosses asking Muslim employees not to wear specific religious clothing and shave their beards, to record their prayer times at work to suggest that they are using up work time or being suspended for raising concerns
about another colleague who made Islamophobic remarks in the workplace, as well as putting bacon in a Muslim colleague’s sandwich, making comments about Osama Bin Laden, and being mocked about not drinking alcohol at a work-related event. Within educational institutions, we verified 15 discrimination cases in 2020. As we explored in the Trends section, these cases involve pupils and parents, but it should be noted that they exclude educational staff as that falls under workplace discrimination.

Vandalism

Cases of vandalism decreased in 2020 from 60 in 2019 to 48 in 2020. Although a substantial decrease, the severity of cases continues to rise each year and is worth looking at further. Cases typically target households or private property, mainly front and rear gardens, as well as places of business such as Muslim-owned restaurants and Islamic institutions. In one case, a Muslim woman reported to us that her car on her private drive was scratched and lashed at with a knife and other parts of the car were damaged, such as the wing mirror and aerial broken. An eye was also drawn on the passenger side window, which the victim feels was related to a similar case in which her neighbour’s letterbox was daubed with harmful statements. While this was the latest attack she had received, abuse from the neighbour had been ongoing for years.

In another series of cases, several mosques were targeted with racist anti-Muslim graffiti in Stockton, including the letters KKK and other symbols sprayed onto the walls of Farooq E Azam Mosque & Islamic Centre and Jamia Al-Bilal Mosque, referring to the white supremacist hate group. While in Norwich, a building planned to be converted into an Islamic centre was the target of an arson attack in July 2020. Planning permission was granted for the mosque at the former pub in December 2017, but the site had remained boarded up until months before the attack when work got underway on the redevelopment. The plan was not to demolish the former pub but to repurpose it for the growing Muslim population in the area. Police confirmed that a man was seen starting the fire before leaving the scene.

Household cases

Cases in or around the household were arguably the most significant trend in 2020, with a rise of 73% from the previous year and a proportional rise from 17% in 2019 to 26% in 2020. A complete breakdown appears below. As mentioned, cases of abusive behaviour were the most common category within the household and typically involved neighbours - it dominated the proportion of household cases with 67%.
## Locations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotherham</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeds</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheffield</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nottingham</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glasgow</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newcastle</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Victims and Perpetrators

### Victims

In total, we recorded the details of 710 victims, of which 330 were female and 318 were male, the rest being institutions or private properties or unknown. Looking more closely at how the gender of victims varies across incident categories and locations helps us better understand the dynamics of gendered anti-Muslim hatred. Below we can see that cases of abusive behaviour and assault predominantly target females, while males were more often the victims of discrimination. While for gender and place category, females were victims in public areas and places of business much more than males. Males were victims more often in the workplace. Other categories were relatively similar.
Regarding the victims’ ethnicities, Pakistanis comprised the majority of reported cases with 42% (N=204), with Arab and Asian next with 11% and 10%, respectively (N=51 and N=49). Other ethnicities that were commonplace included Asian (Indian) with 6%, African (Somali) with 6%, and Asian (Bangladeshi) with 5% of cases.
We can also look more closely at the religious visibility of victims of anti-Muslim hatred reported to us. In total, we recorded 288 cases where victims were visibly Muslim. Of the known visibility markers of victims, 53% wore a headscarf (hijab) (N=126), 30% were wearing a beard (N=72), and 3% were wearing a face veil (niqab) (N=7). Such a high prevalence of cases targeting visibly Muslim women highlight the unmistakable gendered nature of anti-Muslim hate crimes and the broader reality that visibly Muslim people are more at risk from targeting than non-visible Muslims.

* Hijab – a headscarf covering the head and hair

### Visibility of Victims of Anti-Muslim Attacks 2020

- Hijab 53%
- Beard 30%
- Abaya 6%
- Hijab, Abaya 3%
- Niqab 1%
- Jilbab 1%
- Other Male Islamic Attire 1%
- Other Head Covering/Veiling 1%

**Abaya** – a long, loose garment worn from head/shoulders to toe

**Niqab** – a veil which covers the head, hair and face

**Thobe** – a long, loose robe worn primarily by men

**Salwar Kameez** – a tunic paired with loose trousers

**Turban to: Topi** - a prayer cap

The highest proportion of known victims ages was 36-45 with 132 cases, then 26-35 with 122, followed by 46-55 with 88 cases. A full breakdown can appear below.
Perpetrators

We recorded the details of 623 perpetrators, of whom 401 were male, 137 were female, and 85 were either other or unknown. Many perpetrators that fell under other/unknown were reported to us as a group where the genders were not disclosed. Like in previous years, by far, the most common perpetrator known to us in 2020 were white British males, with 263 perpetrators, followed by 66 white British female perpetrators.

The most common perpetrator age was 36-45 with 118 known cases, followed by 26-35 with 97 cases. A full breakdown appears below.
Timeline

When broadly looking at 2020 holistically, the lockdown greatly did influence the varieties of anti-Muslim hatred, and following the easing of restrictions in some areas, we did see a significant uptick in cases in September when Covid-19 rules were relaxed, and more face-to-face interactions were taking place in public, creating more opportunities for perpetrators to target Muslim communities.
The Normalised New Trends of Anti-Muslim Hate 2021

In 2020 the most significant trends we observed were the rise in the proportion of discrimination cases and cases taking place in households or private properties, which has continued from 2021 onwards.

Firstly, discrimination cases continued to make up over 15% of total cases, rising to 17% in 2021 and still the second most frequent type of case we received, after abusive behaviour. Many of the cases in 2021 took place in either schools or places of work and often highlight institutional issues where they occur.

Secondly, cases in households and private properties rose even further in 2021, making up 35% of total cases, a proportional rise of 7%. As with 2020, many of these cases involved neighbour disputes and proved particularly stressful for the victims as they were often recurrent rather than isolated cases that occur more typically in public areas with strangers, for example. Many of these cases took place over several weeks, months, and sometimes even years, creating a sense of inescapability for many victims. Many cases in households or private properties fell under the category of abusive behaviour (69%), second to assault (11%).

Discrimination

Tell MAMA has observed a steady rise in discrimination cases since 2015. Although the statistical rise of these cases is worth examining, the numbers do not tell the whole story, and it is necessary to shed further light on the shocking nature of how anti-Muslim discrimination takes place and how heavily it affects Muslim victims.

As we explored in depth in the 2020 section, discrimination cases typically occur in the workplace and educational institutions. In one case, we supported a Muslim employee who was on a Zoom meeting when one of his colleagues remarked about the end of Ramadan, saying, ‘We don’t deal with that Shawadywady business’ before other colleagues began laughing. The Muslim employee complained to his workplace but was told that the perpetrator was just old and ‘did not know they could not say things like that’. The victim eventually left the job after the workplace did not respond to the complaint accordingly and denied it even happened.

Anti-Muslim discrimination can manifest within educational institutions in several ways. One such way is abuse directed towards Muslim pupils or staff. In a few cases reported to Tell MAMA, Muslim students will be called ‘terrorists’ and would be asked ‘what are they hiding in their backpacks?’.

In the Newcastle area, we supported a family with ongoing school-related matters after their daughter began wearing the headscarf. Despite claims it was ‘banned’ in uniform, we advocated for them in writing, demonstrating how it was not whilst challenging cultural assumptions that one of the parents was ‘aggressive’ towards staff by simply gesticulating with their hands as they spoke.

Our advocacy within schools also extended to writing to schools to offer advice, training to staff and students, and to help mediate between schools and parents.
Discrimination in educational institutions also occur in higher education environments and target both university students and staff, the latter of which we classify as workplace cases.

**Household cases**

Cases in or around the household have continued to rise since 2020, highlighting that it was not just a lockdown phenomenon but an emerging trend that we have been observing since then. As highlighted in the 2020 section, many of these are not isolated attacks that we more typically record in other locations such as public areas and transport networks but take place over extended periods and involve multiple attacks. These cases also typically involve neighbours; the victims are often families whom one or more neighbours individually and collectively target.

In previous reports, we have highlighted the shocking nature of household-related cases, which often involve verbal abuse, vandalism, and assault. However, since 2020 we have observed particularly shocking cases on a more consistent basis, many of which occur throughout the year and cause a level of distress to the victims and their families that we have not witnessed before. Although the numbers from 2020 and 2021 suggest the prevalence of household cases is here to stay, nothing quite prepares for their severity, particularly longstanding cases involving families and vulnerable people such as children and older communities. While the 2020 covid-induced lockdowns certainly caused a unique phenomenon where everyone had to stay home, it certainly jump-started the prevalence of these cases. We are deeply concerned by the nature of household cases in 2021 and the rate at which they are occurring, and we hope that detailing the following cases help shed light on the devastating realities Muslim people face in the places they call home.

The proximity of households means that victims of anti-Muslim attacks often struggle to escape their perpetrators, either in the moment or over a prolonged period. Many cases we receive involve clear instigation from the perpetrators in the form of abusive behaviour, often verbal. Many perpetrators seem to relish confrontations with victims and seek them out.

In one case, a Muslim family was repeatedly subjected to racist abuse and assaulted by a female perpetrator in London. The victim got in touch with us saying the abuse had been ongoing for months and involved the perpetrator calling them ‘F****** P**i’s’, spitting on them when they walk past each other, and complaining to the local housing association that their food ‘smells’, after which she began calling them ‘Smelly P**i’s’ regularly, both to the parent and their children. The perpetrator was also constantly recording the victim and their children, including when they were on their property, and even put nails under their car’s tires so they would get punctured. Unfortunately, in these situations, there is often no secure evidence that the police can use to prosecute, making the situation extremely frustrating, scary, and isolating for the victims, especially when they know the perpetrator can continue abusing as usual with no immediate repercussions from the police. Fortunately, we supported and by working with anti-social behaviour officers this case went to court and the perpetrator was charged.

Many of the household-related cases we receive involve some form of vandalism alongside abusive behaviour, and this often includes food or other items being thrown at the house, windows, parts of the garden or vehicles being vandalised, such as in the case just mentioned, and graffiti being sprayed on the house or private property. In one case from 2021, a family’s home in London was graffitied with the words ‘ISIS’ and ‘P***’ on their front door. The council at the time refused to take down the graffiti leaving the family feeling disheartened and unsupported. This incident was one of many that the family has endured over the last 3 years, the recent of which was a graffiti of a swastika on their door and labelling the family as ‘terrorists’. We have supported the family and worked with other agencies to relocate them to a safer and better property where they will not be subjected to this
ongoing harassment and abuse that had detrimental effects on them.

Alongside abusive behaviour and vandalism at households, we received several cases involving threatening behaviour. In one shocking case, for example, a Muslim family was subjected to brutal, abusive behaviour from neighbours and was threatened with several deadly weapons, including an axe and a box cutter knife. Several videos were recorded by the victims showing the group of perpetrators coming up to the victim’s property with weapons and threatening them. When the police arrived, the victim felt they did not treat the threats seriously despite showing them the videos of the threats. English was also not the victim’s first language which they felt led to the police officer’s treated them in a patronising way when explaining things. The police then attempted to close the case prematurely due to a lack of evidence despite the videos being presented, we supported the family and followed up on the case with the police and ensured that this case is re-opened, and actions taken accordingly.

Spike in cases following Israel-Palestine

We also received a notable spike in cases in May during the increased political tensions in Israel and Palestine. Since early May, we received a rise in online and offline reports. From 8 May to the end of the month, we received 56 cases online and offline., marking a sharp rise of 430% compared to the seven days before 8 May, where we recorded 13 reports. While many of these cases took place in public areas, often in busy high streets for example, we received several offline cases in educational institutions, especially schools. The most prominent location of these cases was in London, followed by Yorkshire and Greater Manchester.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident Categories</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abusive Behaviour</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Muslim Literature</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assault</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrimination</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hate Speech</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threatening Behaviour</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vandalism</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In late June, a member of the public contacted us to flag racist and anti-Muslim graffiti in two locations that dehumanised and disparaged Arabs, Palestinians, and the Prophet Muhammad. Examples included “F*** Palestine”, and “F*** Arabs”, “F*** the Prophet Muhammad”. 1

Tell MAMA reported the racist graffiti to the Metropolitan Police and the local council to investigate and remove.

Condemnation was widespread, with many across Jewish communities and communal groups condemning the racism and calling for the police to prosecute those responsible on social media following our publication of the story.

The above example showcases the importance of not ignoring racism and hate when individuals find it and knowing where to report it, or with the above, allowing Tell MAMA to flag it with the relevant authorities, and the importance of Muslim-Jewish solidarity when racism seeks to divide communities.

The importance of accountability does have tangible impacts for those impacted, as a news story in Norwich highlighted, as the bus company First suspended a driver alleged to have made racist comments to a child and denied them service after she attended a protest in support of Palestine. She told the Norwich Evening News, “Yes, I am satisfied as I was not sure if they would go with it, but I am still really annoyed with what happened at the time.” 2


Months later, in November, a Muslim family contacted our service after they described how a man in an army uniform targeted them with abuse in a lengthy anti-Muslim rant where he accused their father of ‘oppressing women’ and that “Palestine isn’t real”.

With their informed consent, we wrote to Sainsbury’s on the family’s behalf and further highlighted the case on our website, and got a response from their press office, who told us: “Sainsbury’s is an inclusive retailer and does not tolerate any abusive, discriminatory, or threatening behaviour in our stores. If a customer experiences anything of this nature, we will support them to report the incident to the police and help with investigation in any way that we can.”

Britain First

We also continued to monitor a series of agitations from the far-right group Britain First, who in 2021, as they have done in previous years and since, made many of attempts to target and intimidate refugees housed in temporary living conditions across the UK, as well as leafletting child sexual exploitation (CSE) concerns specifically minority-run businesses in certain areas.

In October of 2021, Britain First ramped up their attempts to intimidate refugees being housed in temporary accommodation, many of whom were Afghan refugees fleeing the fallout of Afghanistan and the Taliban’s takeover earlier in the year. According to Britain First’s website, they claimed to have undertaken these xenophobia-driven protests over a dozen times in September and October, including unsolicited visits within the hotels where the refugees were temporarily housed, for which Tell MAMA continued to monitor. These locations included Telford, Stoke-on-Trent, and Colchester, to name a few, and involved group members approaching refugees and asking where they came from alongside other questions. The group uploaded upwards of 75 videos in 2021 of these protests and subsequent accosting of refugees in the hotels and their vicinities. Despite their loose attempts of appearing as journalists in these videos and doing ‘innocent’ work, their xenophobic intentions are clear for everyone to see and have been so since their conception, as we have covered as far back as 2013 and continued to do so since. Crucially, one of Britain First’s primary focuses is the expulsion of immigrants from the UK, particularly those perceived to be from Muslim countries.

More broadly, the infamous racist so-called “Great Replacement” conspiracy theory primarily drives their campaign. They use Islamophobic narratives about Muslims being killers, rapists, and paedophiles, to ‘justify’ their harassment of refugees at these housing locations for the sake of intimidation and social media content. While the videos they upload to social media are edited, allowing them to finely pick their look and appear to come across as softer; their actual opinions are far more evident on their social media channels such as Telegram, where the anti-Muslim language used by their members is similar to the language we record in our offline and online cases, including remarks linking Muslims and refugees to sexual criminals and violence, as well as broader racist narratives related to an ‘invasion’.

In a similar tone, we noted several videos uploaded by Britain First in 2021 where they approach Muslim-owned businesses, such as takeaway restaurants and taxi ranks, with CSE-related leaflets to both intimidate these innocent individuals as well as speak to their audiences that they suspect these groups are to blame for historical CSE issues in their respective towns and cities. The leafletting is driven mainly by a combination of CSE conspiracy theories that put the entire blame on South Asian communities as well as

---

the Great Replacement conspiracy theory to hijack genuine CSE concerns that have taken place over the years and leave no doubt in their supporters and potential supporters minds that all Muslims and refugees are sexual criminals. They leafletted locations included Derby, Preston, Burton-upon-Trent, Gloucester, Rotherham, and many others. While groups and individuals have every right to spread awareness about genuine concerns with CSE-related issues, especially considering the long history of police failings in many towns and cities across the country, we feel there is no place for such behaviour from Britain First. The hyper-specific focus on Muslim-owned businesses for the sake of internet content does nothing but further highlight the group’s unmistakable anti-Muslim and anti-immigrant agenda, one that is more plainly clear on their social media channels.

Another aspect of Britain First’s social media content from 2021 was videos they uploaded of their members entering police stations across the country with the same CSE leaflets. In these highly edited videos, the group attempt to laugh and have a friendly discussion with police staff to highlight their cordial relationship with the police. Of course, this is all just forceful PR from the group to both mask their real racist agenda and to show that the police are on board with the group, as if to show they have a working relationship in CSE matters. While many of the videos still show the police’s reluctance to engage with the far-right group, Britain First’s ability to edit the videos means that the police must be aware of how their behaviour with the group reflects on them in future interactions.

Offline Anti-Muslim Cases Reported to Tell MAMA in 2021

Summary and analysis of data

In 2021 Tell MAMA received 1107 offline reports, of these cases 781 were verified by our caseworkers. This section of the report will summarise and evaluate Tell MAMA’s data from verified offline anti-Muslim cases between January 1st and December 31st, 2021, where we aim to highlight the key data trends from the year and notable comparisons from the previous year.

Looking at the incident categories we can see that abusive behaviour dominates the number and percentage of cases, as they did in 2020. This was followed by 121 cases of discrimination, 87 of assault, 79 of threatening behaviour, 36 of hate speech and anti-Muslim literature, respectively, and 33 cases of vandalism. A full breakdown of cases by incident category can be seen below.
When comparing with 2020 cases of abusive behaviour are of similar numbers (N=354 for 2020 and N=359 for 2021). Cases of discrimination increased by 15 cases over the previous year and proportionally by 2%, from 106 in 2020 to 121 in 2021. Assault decreased by 4 cases and remained the same proportionally, while threatening behaviour increased by 16 cases and proportionally from 9% to 11%. Hate speech has increased even further from 2020 to 45 cases total in 2021, from 4% to 6% while anti-Muslim literature increased by 16 cases from 33 to 49 in 2021, from 4% to 6% respectively. Finally, cases of vandalism decreased from 48 in 2020 to 41 in 2021.

Anti-Muslim attacks in 2021 most commonly took place in households or private properties (N=193), followed by public area with 117 cases, and place of business with 71 cases, and place of work and educational institution with 67 cases, respectively. A full breakdown can be seen below.

The most significant trend from the place categories was the continued prevalence of household cases following 2020. That year we recorded the most household cases in our 10 years of data recording with 203 verified cases. The fact this has increased slightly to 203 verified household cases shows therefore that the conditions created from the pandemic in 2020 were not an isolated phenomenon but potentially a catalyst for anti-Muslim hate crimes in and around the household to become the norm. Like last year, many of the household cases involved neighbours and were not isolated attacks but rather longer-term cases with a long series of hateful interactions that often included a combination of abusive behaviour, vandalism, and assault.
The prevalence of cases in the workplace and educational institutions is also worth noting and is a trend that has continued from 2020. Cases in educational institutions have changed quite significantly from 36 cases and 5% of proportional cases in 2020 to 67 cases and 9% proportionally in 2021. As we explored in the trends section, discrimination at the workplace and within educational institutions was commonplace in 2021 and is a growing trend since 2020.

Cases in or targeting Islamic institutions increased significantly from 2020 to 2021, rising from 29 cases the previous year to 69 cases in 2021. Crucially, 28 of these cases involved vandalism, whereas last year 8 cases involved vandalism. While cases that took place in places of business significantly increased from 59 to 81. The increase in foot traffic in 2021 compared to 2020 due to the relaxing of lockdown restrictions may help explain for the increase in these cases, especially when in-person shopping was back into full-swing in 2021 after a down year in 2020. That being said, cases in public areas have slightly decreased from 138 in 2020 to 117 in 2021.

A full comparison of cases by place category between 2020 and 2021 can be seen below.

When looking at incident categories alongside place categories, we can see that abusive behaviour in or around the household was the most common combination (N= 201), followed by public spaces.

**Victims and Perpetrators**

**Victims**

In total we recorded the genders of 771 victims, with 331 being female, 309 males, and 101 classified themselves as either a group or family, the rest being institutions or private properties or unknown. For the latter, the specific genders were not disclosed but the details of the cases were considered more insightful for our analysis than if we classified the victim’s genders as ‘unknown’.

We recorded 381 cases of victims that were visibly
Muslim. This is an increase of 93 cases from the previous year. Of these cases, 41% number were women wearing the headscarf.

Like last year, the highest proportion of known victim ages were 36-45 with 205 cases, an increase of 87 cases from last year, followed by 26-35 with 185 cases and increase of 63 cases and 46-55 with 142 cases, an increase of 54 cases from 2020.

**Perpetrators**

In 2021 we recorded the details of 673 perpetrators. Of which, 351 were male, 151 were female, and 171 were a group. Similar to the victim gender data, we feel that including the group number even when the specific genders were not clarified is important to show how much of an influence group dynamic have on targeting and perpetrating anti-Muslim hate.

In comparison to our 2020 data, we have identified an increase in numbers across all age ranges with the most common perpetrator age being 46-55 (N=91), followed by 36-45 (N=187) and 26-35 with (N=121).
Location

The highest proportion of anti-Muslim cases occurred in London (40%, N=313) where location was available followed by Yorkshire and Humber (18%, N=140), North West (13%, N=101) and West Midlands, (11%, N= 85).

It could be argued that a higher number of anti-Muslim cases occur in areas with a higher population of Muslims. However, there may also be regional factors to consider when analysing hate crime trends. These may include issues relating to areas of high level of deprivation, these areas may also be impacted by local policing and may relate to some areas of high levels of community tensions.

Timeline

The most significant spike in cases that we recorded in 2021 occurred in May following the rise in tensions in Israel Palestine. In total, we recorded 88 cases that month, the most of any month through 2021. As we explored in the trends chapter, from 8th May to the end of the month we received a total of 56 offline cases, marking a sharp rise of 430% compared to the 7 days prior to the 8th of May, where we recorded 13 reports.

21).
Manifestations of Anti-Muslim Hate Online
To help readers navigate the online discourses and rhetoric throughout the decade of our work, we created two distinct word clouds (dated between 2015 to 2018 and 2019 to 2021, respectively) to capture how anti-Muslim and Islamophobic sentiments appeared in our work. Due to the sheer volume, we attempted to present a non-exhaustive way of demonstrating how people talk about Muslims or their religious identities – ranging from overt racist language, racialised slurs and dehumanising terms to calls to action (including for mass deportations, violence or calling for the destruction or damage towards mosques). Through the pandemic years, examples of such language expressly and overtly spoke of Muslim communities (often overwhelmingly discussed by ethnicity, e.g., Pakistani) as either “unclean” or “backward” or likely to spread the coronavirus. At the height of those advocating for social change during major Black Lives Matter protests, various tweets included rhetoric like “tear down” or “remove” mosques due to their apparent historical links to slavery, hence its more prominent presence in the latter word cloud. The report will explore further how racist language, especially the P-word, prominently appears in both word clouds, but we want to draw attention to it alongside other racist terms like “go back to your own country,” another consistent form of abuse. Equally consistent was how various harmful social media commentaries linked Muslims broadly to terrorism and criminality, especially following major tragedies and trigger events – from domestic terror attacks like Manchester to international attacks such as on the offices of Charlie Hebdo to the Paris terror attacks in November 2015. Again, this section does not intend to provide such analysis, which is found further into the report, as with the role of conspiracy theories and disinformation. However, when considering the above, Evolvi (2017) identified that whilst discussions of the racialisation of Muslims on Twitter about discussions around terrorism and cultural identity, overtly anti-Muslim attitudes proved intimately connected to discussions of ethnicity, politics and gendered forms of intergroup antagonisms, even when they reject any association to racism, reducing their Islamic beliefs to an “ideology” reduced them to cultural “others”. Moreover, as the latter word cloud demonstrates, legitimate criticism of politicians morphs into outright bigotry, hence why Naz Shah MP and London Mayor Sadiq Khan appear clearly, often in tweets reported to us, that target or speak of both politicians in ways no political figure should face. Another consideration to consider when observing both word clouds is the influence of the far-right, from individual agitators and ideologues to groups and political entities; their social media activity before bans or account restrictions occurred did influence what members of the public reported to us, and what the platforms did or did not do to stymie the flow of anti-Muslim rhetoric and their lackadaisical approach to content moderation.

However, before we delve further into our online analysis, we want to briefly note the methodologies we use to categorise anti-Muslim materials flagged with us in the online world.

Definitions of Online Incident Categories

- **‘Abusive behaviour’** – Verbal and non-verbal abuse, including comments or gestures targeting an individual due to their perceived Muslim identity or beliefs.

- **‘Threatening behaviour’** – Direct and indirect threats of harm or violence motivated by anti-Muslim prejudice.

- **‘Hate Speech’** – Verbal communication, often (but not always) non-targeted, delivered to an audience to spread racialised and religiously motivated forms of hatred and incitement to violence and broadly promote dehumanising and degrading stereotypes about Muslims and their Islamic faith.

- **‘Anti-Muslim literature’** – visual forms of digital hate content which use images, videos, or text to propagate Islamophobic tropes or disinformation.

How we verify cases in the online mirrors that in the offline – as we would, for example, disregard a non-UK account holder spreading hate materials if no individuals targeted directly were UK-based. Part of the verification work also extends to validating URLs and ensuring that, where possible, our caseworkers are confident that those responsible are UK-based whilst not losing sight of the global and transnational forms of anti-Muslim hate and Islamophobia in other parts of the world. Moreover, as with the offline world, we continue to revise and improve our methodologies in how we measure and monitor online materials as it helps us identify trends whilst also potentially limiting the reach of those who intend real-world harm and those who may act on such rhetoric and seek to harm Muslims or their places of worship.
In the lifespan of Tell MAMA, overt, violent, and dehumanising forms of racist language formed a small yet noticeable minority of online reports from 2013 to 2021. To understand this further, our researchers took a holistic look at the data from these years. For example, almost 5% of online reports (verified or otherwise) in 2013 (n=30) used the P-word and often incorporated other dehumanising terms like ‘dirty’ or ‘smelly’ or ‘scum’; with further examples using other racist languages like the N-word in conjunction. Subsequently, during the early years of Tell MAMA (2013, 2014 and 2015, respectively), the use of the P-word explicitly appeared in seventeen reports the following year and twenty-two cases in 2015.

Equally, through the early years and beyond, a clear minority of reports concern two overt forms of dehumanising language: mechanistic (the denial of humanity and human traits comparable to machines) and animalistic dehumanisation (comparing the out-group to animals and denying human traits).2 Nevertheless, several far-reaching studies draw links between conscious, overt forms of out-group dehumanisation and predictors of support for policies that harm such out-groups3 to endorsing4 violence and behaviours (identified as signing petitions against
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the identified out-group or withholding charitable donations). For example, tell MAMA recorded 65 overt examples of the dehumanising term ‘Musrat’ (and variations, including ‘muzzle’ and ‘muzrat’) in 2013 (n=30), 2014 (n=15), and 2015 (n=20).

Academic research into the harms of digital hate speech on social media and the real-world risks it poses in creating the conditions of group-based violence as observed in Burma (Myanmar) and the genocide of its Rohingya Muslim minority. From Sri Lanka and the role of anti-Muslim disinformation on Facebook, which helped facilitate group-based violence, to the limitations of shutting such platforms to stem the flow of hate speech amidst calls for violence, the role of technology and their potential liability or complicity in the incitement of genocide on their platforms remains a subject of legal scholarly work. From Nazi Germany to Rwanda, technologies of the time helped to accelerate the dehumanisation of out-groups – from Jewish communities or the Tutsi minority through animalistic dehumanisation. Detecting hate speech on internet platforms has focused on English, Arabic, Chinese and other European languages as others, like, Ibrohim & Budi (2019), deployed ways to detect hate speech in Indonesia and automated hate speech detection in Bengali (owing to a lack of studies on the issue) point to a global problem, mainly when far-right agitators would help push violence-inducing language or calls for the stripping of the fundamental rights of others. Ethnographic research about Holocaust denial and anti-Jewish racism on Twitter notes its broad importance as a place of importance as a “political archive of contemporary racism, extreme speech, and lies as aspirational and actionable truths”, which other academics highlight how these platforms do and do not uphold egalitarian ideals.

Moreover, during this era of Tell MAMA existence, Twitter would not implement policies around harmful content that dealt explicitly with dehumanisation until 2018, Holocaust denial until 2020 and Srebrenica genocide denial one year later. However, the issues existed before and endured on the platforms to different degrees, not just in English. In the 2016 reporting cycle, we recorded at least fifteen overt examples of the dehumanising slur “Muzzie”, with some of the most extreme calls for genocide towards Muslims invoked the gas chambers of Nazi Germany. Calls for violence towards Muslims online targeted not just individuals or Muslims broadly but their places of worship – with at least ten overt references to calling for, encouraging others, or expressing a desire to burn mosques. Encouraging others to acts of violence and potential terror against Muslim communities nationally is beyond the scope of this section, and we remind readers of our extensive research about how those emboldened by trigger events often hold pre-existing racialised hostilities and seek to push others towards potential violence and criminality. Examples
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of extreme speech logged by Tell MAMA appear in
our yearly annual reports, but for now, beyond the
scope of this report, it is critical to express that in the
2017 reporting cycle, of over 560 individual keywords,
we found eighty-five examples of social media posts
using the racist P-word epithet. In short, 15% of
all online keywords throughout 2017 used overtly
racist language towards Muslims or about Muslims,
irrespective of their ethnic identity.

Furthermore, the overlap between racism and
misogyny appeared in the dataset, including phrases
like “P*** slag” and referring to someone as a “f******
P*** b*tch” whilst disparaging their religious clothing.
Racialised anti-Muslim animus and misogyny
appeared in statements like “Muslim terrorist b*tch”
to “brown b*tch” who wears an “ugly hijab” or other
broader racialised remarks telling Muslim women
online to “get out of our country” or similar interactions.
A small minority of gendered, fatphobic comments
included remarks like “P***, fat cow”. Comparatively
speaking, gendered racist language towards Muslim
men overwhelmingly blamed them for the crimes and
terrorism of others, especially with examples using
language alongside the P-word like paedophile, nonce
or groomer. Some of the most disturbing, egregious,
and violent language captured in a minority of verified
cases for 2017 saw those exploiting the various
tragedies that unfolded after different acts of terrorism
to call for the genocide, internment, or mass removal
of Muslims from across the UK. Compared to the
following dataset for 2018, we did observe a decline
in overtly racist language, including the P-word, but it,
like other racist languages, never went away entirely.
Some articulations of Islamophobic animus online used
overt homophobic language – for example, referring
to Allah as a “c*cksucker” to inflict more profound
harm to Muslims who read such comments online.
Conversely, some social media accounts took horrific
homophobic violence and killings abroad to tarnish
Muslims broadly, evoking what Puar (2007) identifies
as homonationalism, which other academics would
use as a framework when discussing Indigenous rights
in North America and within a European framework
around anti-Muslim abuse and Islamophobia and
consequently, the experiences of LGBT+ Muslims in
countries like the Netherlands.

Genocidal language did also appear in a select number
of 2018 reports online. Some related language,
however, invoked the racist conspiracy of the so-
called “great replacement” and “white genocide”.
Moreover, other examples would deploy racist and
racialised terms that overlap with animalistic and non-
animalistic forms of dehumanisation of Muslims, such
as harmful far-right rhetoric like musrat or muzrat would
appear alongside neologisms like “Englandistan” and
“Sh*tholeistan”. Such linguistic examples permeate
across racialised conspiracies about Muslims in
Europe, including the theory of “Eurabia”.

Much of the gendered anti-Muslim language on social
media in 2018 reflected the language echoed by
certain politicians, but again, those comments made
by Boris Johnson when the foreign secretary appeared
in the 2018 annual report, Normalising hatred. Various
online comments about Muslim women and the niqab
included comparisons to letterboxes, postboxes,
curtains, the Ku Klux Klan, patio umbrellas and finally,
bank robbers. Ethnographic research has previously
explored how such language impacts veiled Muslim

women in places like Finland. However, before crossing the threshold of political normalisation, examples of dehumanising anti-Muslim graffiti comparing veiled Muslim women to postboxes did, on occasion, appear in the UK.

Noteworthy in the 2019 reporting cycle included social media accounts glorifying the white supremacist terror of the terrorist responsible for the murder of 51 Muslims in Christchurch, New Zealand – actions that fall into anti-legislation, not just the realm of hate crime. Such examples appear in the special Tell MAMA report on the anti-Muslim terror attacks in Christchurch.

Whether at the embryonic phase, its early years or the years leading us towards the tenth anniversary of Tell MAMA, the overlap between the criminalising, stigmatising, dehumanising and racialising narratives about Muslims (whether targeted individually or collectively) cuts across the offline and online spheres – including, as one study highlighted, within education.

Indeed, the issues are not limited to the UK or the English language – especially in the overlapping hostilities of misogyny and anti-Muslim hostility.

Moreover, through the pandemic years, the dizzying volume of conspiracist narratives and disinformation campaigns was unlike much we had observed in the decade of our work. Combined with the failures and shortcomings of social media platforms to get on top of the issue, it fell upon the police and civil society to invest time and resources into debunking content, especially on Twitter. In addition, platforms must engage with trusted third-party groups, minoritised communities and broader civil society in finding meaningful ways to ensure users feel safe and supported, mentally and physically, from racism and hate. To return to a broader point: as demonisation on social media, especially on platforms like Instagram, the abuse of fundamental rights like freedom of expression is instrumentalised to target Muslims, further propagates forms of social exclusion. The process of social exclusion, the researchers add, is a process that denies the satisfaction of the basic needs of fundamental needs in society, exposing the targeted group to forms of social imbalance (undermining their fundamental rights).

The intersections between how Muslims, especially women, navigate the dangers of the offline and online spheres as identifiable Muslims in spaces can (but not always) build resilience in both spaces. The real-world impacts of online hate are well-documented – for individuals and minoritised communities more broadly. Other studies examined the online implications of anti-Black and anti-Muslim racist violence at a street-level and anti-LGBT+ violence to the threat of far-right violence on UK streets. Academics have long researched how the weaponisation of the tragedy of terror attacks often does trigger higher levels of hate online. As Professor Williams (2019) observed, digital hate...
speech remains a pernicious social ill when acting in tandem with a street-level hate crime. He argued that whilst the most vicious, pernicious and harmful digital hate speech spikes for the first 24-48 hours after trigger events, including terror attacks (within the UK or abroad), adding that the consequences are twofold: the baseline of digital hate remains elevated months later, and the tipping point means seeing it translate into street-level hate crime. Other academics contest that the normalisation of far-right and radical-right politics shifted the “Overton window” about what rhetoric once deemed harmful and hateful find acceptability in more mainstream political discourse. To return to ideas of motivated thinking and the interconnectivity of legitimising myth-making and concepts of social hierarchies and dominations, Eftedal & Thomsen (2021) argue that individuals hold two forms of judgement (an “official” one that is presented outwardly to others and a “true” preference that remains hidden below the surface)— adding that to publicly endorse a position that bridges the compromising interests of various groups when it comes to discussions of curving or not curving fundamental speech rights. Fundamentally, their concluding arguments put focus on how the Overton window that judgements for both sides of an issue can vanish if the conditions are right or meet particular ideological confirmations, as people across all six studies supported restricting the violent, criminal views of specific groups who harm minorities, women and children.

We ask that readers focus on the harmful nature of the online rhetoric, especially when prior research on digital hate on Twitter had a tangible impact on racially and religiously aggravated hate crimes in London. Other academic research focuses on the mood and empathy levels (and lack thereof) of those who inflict hate speech online as factors beyond the social media platforms themselves. The voices of those who impact anti-Muslim hatred and Islamophobia online must always continue to inform how individuals, communities, civil society, and governments respond to hate speech and digital hate and when the boundaries blur and overlap into street-level harm and harassment, groundbreaking research that our data has previously and continues to highlight.

The Covid-19 pandemic and subsequent lockdowns understandably had an exponential impact on the nature of online reports throughout 2020, 2021 and 2022. To make sense of this and to allow room to explore the themes in greater depth in the future, the focus of this section begins with a numerical breakdown of the yearly reporting cycles.

The online caseload for the pandemic years for this report occurs from 2020 to 2022, divided between verified and non-verified cases below by each year, with attention to the category codes used by Tell MAMA. In 2020, online cases totalled 650, with 592 cases meeting the verification standards. Of that 592 figure, 16% fell under the category of Abusive Behaviour (n=95), 10.64% fell under Anti-Muslim Literature (n=63), and Threats fell under a small...
minority of cases (n=14,2,36%). Overwhelmingly, commensurate with previous Tell MAMA annual reports and research, most verified cases fell into the category of Hate Speech (70.94%, n=420). The figures for the following year marked a downturn compared to the spike the previous year, owing to the gradual reduction of national and local lockdowns, with an overall verified caseload of 449 cases, verified at 431 verified cases. From that figure, 128 verified cases represented almost one in 3 reports (n=128, 29.76%), as over half of the verified cases fell under Hate Speech (n=228, 53%) as just over 11% fell under Anti-Muslim Literature (n=47), with Threats constituting 5% (n=22). To conclude the pandemic years, the total caseload for the online sphere in 2022 totalled 395 cases, where Hate Speech represents over 50% of the verified cases (n=266, 67.5%).

Therefore, in broad terms, if we take the verified cases across all online platforms from March 23 (when the national lockdown began) until the end of June (as initial restrictions continued to ease), the figure stands at 290 reports, representing almost half all reports to our service in just one hundred days.

Given the scale of the challenge such figures present and do justice to the topics at hand, the following sections will provide audiences with a detailed, not exhaustive thematic exploration of topics ranging from conspiracy theories, racialisation, media framing, responses to Black Lives Matter and the intersections between anti-Muslim hatred and Islamophobia.

To conclude this section, Tell MAMA will present positive case studies of how public bodies should use social media to challenge anti-Muslim falsehoods and provide recommendations for social media platforms moving forward in 2023 and beyond.

The most expansive sections will include broad literature reviews that help define, contextualise, and understand the mechanics of conspiracy theories—tracing their origins, how they flourish (pre-internet and in digital forms) and how some conspiracies gain traction from mainstream popular culture and politics. Moreover, we emphasise how racialised forms of conspiracist thinking target ethnic and religious minorities in historical and contemporary forms to help audiences better understand how such ideas do not exist in vacuums. Therefore, we begin with attention to how contemporary anti-Muslim conspiracy theories to the historical and modern forms of racialisation in parts of Europe, demonstrating how colonial powers like Spain constructed Muslims as a politically expedient racialised group. Such constructions, along with the eventual expulsion of Muslims, would inspire Catholic nationalists centuries later; even if the Reconquista mythologised and sanctified specific individuals, the marginalisation, forced conversions, dehumanisation, and discrimination (as with Spain’s Jewish population centuries earlier[50]), was very real. The traumas left deep impressions on their collective memories of Jewish[51] and Muslim communities since sacred sites “shape the trajectory of historical experiences”[52] as such spaces become contested as forms of collective memories for Catholics and Muslims in Spain today[53].

With that in mind, it also remains essential to display how, from the extreme to more mainstream iterations of the far and radical right, the power of myth, racialisation, and historiography functions to marginalise religious and ethnic minorities today. Gross (2009) argues that race is not an objective biological fact but instead arose as a powerful ideology during particular historical moments – a product of socioeconomic and psychological conditions.[54] In their review of Gross’s book, Salyer (2010) argues that the idea of race concerns the “social and political constructions that establish and perpetuate hierarchies of power.”[55] Gotanda (2011) contends that racialisation is an “inscription of an ascribed subordination on a raced
body linked to a racial category,” which has three categories: bodily, categorisation, and ascribed subordination. This formulation, they argue, allows harmful stereotypes and tropes like the “Muslim terrorist” to be imposed more broadly upon Muslims irrespective of their “subjective wishes” amidst broader political implications in a post-9/11 context.

Nor is the racialisation of religion a new idea amongst academics, given how it fuses concepts around “phenotypical and cultural characteristics that are deemed unchanging and hereditary.” For Goldberg (2006), the configuration of Muslim and Jewish identities in historical Europe to anti-blackness connects Elizabethan England to the Enlightenment racial hierarchies, adding that the constructions of Muslims’ embodied the death’ of European values and history. This sentiment is echoed by those who link racialisation to conspiracy thinking and posits that conspiracies complement the above forms of racialisation and function as the final stage of the racialisation process.

Conceptualising conspiracy theories, history and concepts of racialisation, a literature review

There is an abundance of conspiracy theories, misinformation, and hyper-partisanship in political life. In 2018, polling revealed that 60% of Britons believe in at least one conspiracy theory. Researchers at Cambridge University partnered with the polling firm YouGov to survey nine countries over six years and defined a conspiracy theory as “a theory that some actors have conspired to do something covertly, usually something dysfunctional or evil.” This characterisation mirrors existing definitions, which posit that conspiracy theories help explain the causes of significant social and political events and their circumstances and connect the secretive machinations of two or more powerful actors. Others contend that the rhetoric around conspiracists and conspiracy theories are forms of orthodoxy that seek to curtail the space for “acceptable opinions.” For van Prooijen (2016), the appeal of conspiracy theories stems from the validation some conspiracy theories gained when acknowledged. According to experimental research, its appeal reflects a search for meaning (although endorsing conspiracy theories may reflect an exaggerated form of such desires). Alternatively, it demonstrates a sense of powerlessness resulting from low socioeconomic status and disadvantage, or those on the ‘losing’ side of politics may be more likely to endorse conspiracy theories. Others explore the role of collective narcissism and group superiority.
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from groups who feel marginalised and victimised by ‘powerful’ out-groups71 to those seeking to reassert individualism.72 Other forms of conspiracy theories, deemed as ‘bottom-up’ and directed towards the state,73 reflect what Miller (2002) argues are “coded social critiques” – the means to create a space to question the legitimacy of institutions and facts74 that may improve governmental transparency75 or, as a cultural practice to map the trajectories of power.76 In the pursuit of answers, some find resonance in the simplicity of the machinations that explain away complexities connected to what Marchlewksa et al. (2018) conceptualise as the necessity of “cognitive closure”.77 Pursuing such closures can, in some ways, build positive associations with conspiracy theories at a time of national or global tragedy, where the causes of such events are yet fully known in contrast to those in higher need of cognitive closure reject conspiracies.78 Ultimately, however, the authors stressed that conspiracy theories might help some navigate meaning from those motivated enough to get an answer in complex and uncertain situations.79 Studies have also linked conspiracy theories to adverse health and civic outcomes, including a “significant negative relationship between anti-vaccine conspiracy beliefs and vaccination intentions.”80 More broadly, a widely-cited literature review of health-related misinformation on social media highlighted the need for a comprehensive approach in response, highlighting the importance of health and media literacy to engage with the credibility of information online critically.81 Equally, there is a growing body of research on Covid conspiracies and Twitter, more specifically, on polarisation82, the role of negative emotions in intergroup language and how it correlates to exposure and engagement with conspiracies,83 to the role of alternative narrative and ecosystems on the platform following mass shootings.84 Significant social media platforms like YouTube (representing a small number of yearly Tell MAMA verified cases) were fertile ground for vaccine misinformation.85 For example, one study found that 27.5% of the most popular Covid-19 videos featured misinformation whilst reaching millions globally.86 Away from medical disinformation, previous research has explored antisemitic conspiracies,87 anti-Muslim conspiracies in YouTube user comments following neo-Nazi terror attacks in Norway,88 or how the platform’s recommendations algorithm risks exposing users to radicalising content.

Furthermore, other researchers explored YouTube’s efforts to limit their reach through de-platforming or de-scaling the most harmful content.
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demonetisation methods, adding that conspiracy channels proved twice as likely to implement offsite monetisation methods⁹⁸ - as research published by Srba et al. (2023) found that users did not automatically enter filter bubbles on YouTube despite watching conspiracy content.⁹⁹ Still, they found that a filter bubble effect did occur.⁹¹ Finally, the research around hate speech on platforms like YouTube includes anti-LGBT+ user comments,⁹² misogyny,⁹³ and anti-refugee hate speech⁹⁴ to the effectivenes⁹⁶ and limitations of counter-speech efforts and the contexts in which both emerge.⁹⁷ Additional research explores the automated methods of counter-speech detection in efforts to reduce harm whilst protecting fundamental speech rights.⁹⁸ Also relevant to this report is the work of Inwood and Zappavigna (2023) and their look at how white supremacists use YouTube comments to legitimise their violent, racist worldviews through the delegitimisation of experts and the media, by, for example, pushing anti-Muslim conspiracies about the Notre Dame fire alongside phrases like “We will never know the truth”.⁹⁹

Moreover, previous research identified how individuals could adopt such thinking, irrespective of political affiliations or demographic traits,¹⁰⁰ as to endorse a particular conspiracy is often contingent on an individual’s belief in other conspiracy theories.¹⁰¹ More generally, to support a conspiracy theory, Miller, Saunders, and Farhart (2015) equate it to a unique and ultimately extreme form of motivated reasoning,¹⁰² of which people default to when presented with facts contradicting their biases (including how new information is analysed).¹⁰³ Some academics argue that partisan forms of motivated reasoning are pervasive,¹⁰⁴ conditional,¹⁰⁵ or to maintain the desire to maintain “accurate goals or motivations.”¹⁰⁶ Furthermore, some experimental research identified a “tipping point” where sufficient challenges to pre-existing worldviews force some to ditch such motivated reasoning.¹⁰⁷

Scholars have also argued, given the fluidity in which individuals adopt a variety of conspiracy theories, with a tendency towards “conspiracy thinking,”
“conspiracy ideation,” “conspiracy ideology,” and “conspiracy mindsets,” which may prove indicative of a preference towards conspiracy explanations due to a dislike or bias towards official accounts. The terminology around conspiracy theories is not without controversy and weaponisation from politicians to ‘other’ and scapegoat minorities, including Muslims, during major political events like the EU Referendum in 2016. Others have critiqued the idea of conspiracism, arguing that ‘Particularism’ about conspiracy theories is preferable terminology.

Conspiracy theories also have a social aspect, especially in reinforcing in-group dynamics and out-group stigmatisation and dehumanisation. For example, racialised conspiracies of minority groups, including Muslim and Jewish communities in Norway, are situated within the “conspiracy stereotypes” framework, which Kofta and Sedek (2005) explored in harmful antisemitism in Poland. They focused upon “conspiracy stereotypes” – defined as “permanent conspiracies”, indicating more robust predictions of anti-Jewish animus as it served to reinforce antisemitic canards about dual-loyalty and accusations of ‘loyalty’ to external ‘enemy groups’ and adapted to look strictly at anti-Muslim conspiracies in Germany and the United Kingdom.

For Barkun (2006), however, conspiracism is, in essence, a way to understand politics with claims of locating and exposing the “true loci of power” and decision-making. Moreover, due to its association with “stigmatised knowledge” and strong links with antisemitic individuals, neo-Nazis, and anti-government militias, it would not gain mass acceptance. Nevertheless, conversely, conspiracy mainstreaming (even in unserious forms) may force some driven by stigmatised knowledge deeper in their pursuits of ‘truths’. Academics have noted how the rise of new media has helped conspiracism evolve further as a subculture. However, not all conspiracy theories focus on deceptive leaders. Indeed, historical and contemporary racist, antisemitic conspiracy theories showed a trajectory in the latter half of the nineteenth century when interest in the Illuminati and the Freemasons waned, and Jewish communities became the figureheads of alleged global conspiracies. The Simonini letter of 1806 is an infamous antisemitic conspiracy that later influenced the notorious antisemitic forgery, the Protocols of the
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Elders of Zion. Further academic research details in greater length Christian and secular forms of secular antisemitism in England and France as case studies in what bridged medieval Christian antisemitism with secular, post-Enlightenment forms of antisemitism, which extended to other countries, including Spain and Germany.

Kadish (1992) argued that rising nationalism and nationalistic chauvinism during WWI and the Russian Revolution helped mainstream antisemitism and scapegoating in British society. By 1920, translations of the Protocols of the Elders of Zion surfaced in England, France, Poland, the United States and Germany (with various other translations appearing in the years ahead). Academics have explored the tensions sections of the British press had with mainstreaming and condemning the text. Even before the translations of the Protocols traversed Europe and North America, antisemitic authors and conspiracists obsessed over the Talmud, bridging medieval forms of antisemitism with the belief that the Jewish holy text hid secrets that revealed plans of global influence and domination. Selective quotations, mistranslations, and de-contextualisation were political tactics to externalise Jewish communities as a societal threat, which required reducing Judaism to essentialist, Orientalist, and racist frameworks to “prove” “that evil was at the very root of Judaism”.

In the lifespan of Tell MAMA, varying degrees of essentialism towards Islam and the Quran populate extreme far-right and more contemporary mainstream radical right political spaces and movements. To better understand such essentialism, researchers and academics explore the impacts of cultural essentialism and cultural racism as the latter attaches cultural signifiers to define groups by ‘immutable and insurmountable differences’, given its use of othering and interiorisation in discourse and practice. Concerning the former, Gardell (2010) argues that Islamophobia (where the suffix of “phobia” moves away from psychological forms of fear but rather a means to explain political acts of prejudice, aversions, and discrimination) is rooted in a manner where religion, and indeed culture, are hollowed out and reduced to monolithic entities with innate qualities and ideas that define the essence and being of a person.
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The above tweets reported to Tell MAMA in early April demonstrate this essentialist and racialised thinking. It perpetuates a logic that coalesces around a singular Muslim identity which commands the collapsing of different faiths, languages, and cultures to arrive at its harmful and dehumanising conclusion. Therefore, what is a ‘Muslim shop’? What are the parameters that define a “Muslim-run shop”? As Cole (1998) notes, the P-word, a scabrous racist epithet, became a placeholder for cultural racists who marginalised and targeted individuals – reducing their identities and beliefs on cultural markers (e.g., food and clothing). During the first coronavirus lockdown, which began in England on March 23 and ended with a gradual reduction of restrictions from May 13 onwards, Tell MAMA debunked numerous examples of far-right users weaponising decontextualised videos. More broadly, verified cases on Twitter echoed conspiracist language with complaints about imagined privileges afforded to Muslims over falsified claims of lockdown breaches. An example of this rhetoric, posted three days after the lockdown began (which all mosques complied with – with some closing before March 23), opined that ‘if mosques opened for Friday prayers’ would individuals continue to ‘eat from their takeaways’ or ‘get in their taxis’?

To return to an earlier discussion point, the modern racialisation of non-Christian groups, more broadly, is, as Joshi (2006) argues, an eraser of the diversity of belief which makes them illegitimate compared to the ‘righteousness’ and ‘goodness’ of Christianity (racialised as white). Consequently, Islam, Sikhism, and Hinduism become “invisible, illegitimate, and unworthy of attention” beyond crude stereotypes. Moreover, by adopting Pharr’s framework of oppression (1998), the dynamics of in-groups and out-groups create the conditions for this cultural-religious hegemony to rationalise and, in turn, perpetuate forms of exclusion towards those belonging (or perceived to) ‘othered’ faiths and, is rooted within European colonialism, which later became woven into popularised thinking that associate a given religion with other social traits that undergo a ‘radical forms of othering’. It also bridges historical and contemporary perceptions of whom Europeans deem ‘non-European’. For Goldberg (1993), the Western concept of race has, since at least the turn of the fifteenth century, used racialised expression to fix subjects, irrespective of their location, which presents opportunities to some at the expense of racialised groups.

Centuries later, racialised or ‘scripted forms’ of racism preceded biological determinism and racial pseudo-science as pretexts for colonial expansion in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Thomas (2010) posits how anti-Blackness became a tool to signify territorial and cultural differences between those within the same geographic spaces. As whiteness defaulted towards positive associations, blackness was ‘othered’ as a ‘deficiency’. In plays in France and England, racialised depictions of Muslims and Jews positioned them as “physically Black” or with other identifiable physical differences to demarcate...
and signify differences for Christian audiences, demonstrating “a repetition of older com-parisons of color with faith and a shift in their deployment.”

In the metropole, Spanish rule obsessed over blood purity (Limpieza de Sangre), which concerned the status of those “unsullied” and “Old Christian” ancestry - free from the apparent ‘taint’ of Muslim, Jewish, or other ‘heretical’ groups. In the sixteenth century, the relatives of those burned for heresy on this blood principle (second-generation for men and first-generation for women) could not hold office or practice professions like medicine, as violations could result in property confiscation. Moreover, deploying the blood purity concept beyond the metropole was a tool to police its colonial populations as it associated Black communities with disloyalty to the Spanish crown and Catholicism. It was underlying anti-Jewish anti-Muslim prejudice and forced conversions as ‘New Christians’, which threatened anti-Jewish anti-Muslim prejudice and forced Spanish ‘pure-blood’ notions of race and nation, as the Holy Office institutionalised ethnic prejudices by demanding that suspects list their “stock and origin” during trials. Consequently, religious persecution and ethnic prejudice became mutually reinforcing as the sixteenth century drew closer. In colonial Spain, the idea of genealogy, which differed from Iberian caste systems, assumed that cultural

traits, including religious identities, passed onward for four generations. Thus, Spanish authorities sought to erase the cultural identity of Moriscos and force acceptance of a culture different from their own, nor was the rejection of Islam enough, with total assimilation the end goal, given the crown’s paranoia about crypto-Muslims and crypto-Jewish communities practising their faiths in private spheres, or with the former operating as a “fifth column” for the Ottomans amidst Spanish imperialist expansion. The Spanish crown expelled its Jewish communities in 1492 and, centuries later, with the forced displacement of 300,000 Morisco Muslims after more than a century of discrimination and marginalisation. The traumas left a deep, indelible impression in the collective memories of both faith groups.

In broad terms, conspiracies about Muslims and Islam have a distinct political function: with some modern examples welded to respective historiographies. For example, the enduring myth of the so-called ‘Islamification’ of demographics allowed neo-fascist political parties to justify policies like the mass removal by painting all Muslims as a cultural and civic threat. In contrast, Lee (2017) argued that the self-styled “counter-jihad” movement is a “broad template for an Islamisation conspiracy of which Eurabia is the only one interpretation”, even if others in the movement adopt other conspiracist arguments. Moreover,
they argue that Islamisation theory is fundamental to the movement and is, in actuality, a “collection of conspiracy beliefs for adherents to draw on and assemble in their own fashion,” not a singular theory, which, in turn, views Islam as a “totalitarian, hostile and homogenised political force.”\footnote{174} Colloquially, a literary genre named the ‘Eurabian genre’ places a heavy focus on ‘dhimmitude’ (which concerns the apparent ‘submission’ of non-Muslims to ‘Islamic domination’) that some consider an ahistorical neologism.\footnote{175} The Norwegian far-right terrorist Anders Breivik, who murdered 77 people, primarily left-wing activists, at a Labour Party retreat, took much inspiration from such literature.\footnote{176} Carr (2016) argues that by removing the Islamophobic content, the central premise of ideas like ‘Eurabia’ echoes back to antisemitic conspiracies of the early twentieth century, which functions much like a convenient political, paranoid fantasy.\footnote{177} Moreover, the conspiracy, they argue, is a ‘fever dream’ in the European imagination, as the ‘spectre of a new Islamic invasion’ taps into older anxieties and confrontations and discards Muslim life and Islamic contributions to European society, presenting it instead as an ‘alien’ entity and threat.\footnote{178}

More broadly, Uenal (2016) sought to understand conspiracy stereotypes about Muslims and Islam in Germany, bringing together 355 respondents in a study that found a ‘positive link’ between such conspiracist thinking as an “intergroup outcome” which is “directly related to symbolic threat perceptions and the perception of a conflict involving a clash of civilisations.”\footnote{179} It mirrors similar research which warned that exposure to intergroup conspiracy theories increases prejudice and discrimination towards the targeted group and risks spreading to multiple out-groups.\footnote{180} Moreover, to test this, three studies took place. The first group dealt (n=166) with conspiracies about terrorism, immigration, and myths of ‘Islamisation’.\footnote{181} The experimental study found far higher levels of prejudice in the pro-conspiracy group, confirming a causal relationship.\footnote{182} A second study group (n=173) explored antisemitic attitudes and racist anti-Jewish conspiracies, where increased bias had a tangible, discriminatory outcome: an increased reluctance to vote for a Jewish candidate.\footnote{183} The academics added, ‘Conspiracy theories can change how we feel – and potentially behave – towards implicated out-groups.’\footnote{184} The final study revealed that exposure to antisemitic conspiracies expanded prejudice to secondary out-groups (from Asians to Arabs to disabled people to Irish communities and the elderly).\footnote{185}

Even in moments of collective grief, as many paused to lament the profound loss of many Muslim doctors, nurses, and health workers, some reported content designed to hijack such conversations with malicious and harmful falsehoods in a perverse form of victim-blaming, claiming that they caught the virus from the mosques’ remaining open’ as ‘Islam gets special treatment. Such examples, it must be stressed, did not go unchallenged. Twitter, however, did not remove it. In some reports, the rhetorical examples shifted to the everyday mobility of Muslims, who, like others, could be outside for a limited number of reasons – including health, exercise, or grocery shopping. Nevertheless, in notable far-right spaces, adjacent accounts posited that Muslims wanted ‘special treatment’ since social distancing measures are ‘not in their culture’. The function was to further the idea that Muslims were non-compliant, criminalising communities.
The evolving, growing trends of anti-Muslim hatred and conspiracist thinking on social media

Various Tell MAMA annual reports revealed that the role of the far-right and radical right – in mainstream politics and on British streets influenced significant trends in our yearly reports. Racist discourses – of ethnonationalist, exclusionary politics drove much of the rhetoric,\(^{186}\) including those who sought to exploit tragic and despicable acts of terrorism to push harmful anti-Muslim narratives. As our research shows, as early as 2014 (and indeed beforehand),\(^{187}\) the far-right had weaponised the heinous crimes of sexual exploitation of children to push racialised, stigmatised narratives about Muslims more broadly. In short, these narratives held communities directly and collectively responsible – including caustic arguments about Islam itself. However, the sharp end of this rhetoric included documented calls for violence and destruction or the targeting of Islamic institutions.

Sadly, the role of anti-Muslim and Islamophobic disinformation on social media is nothing new. Our researchers continue to debunk falsehoods about Covid-19. However, false reports of Muslim communities “breaching lockdowns” emerged from political manipulation and weaponisation pushed by the far-right – who used similar tactics following terror attacks. Such examples demonstrated the fault lines of how abuse of algorithms helped such disinformation and falsehoods find to gain more traction than the realities or debunking that followed. For example, as our 2017 Annual Report highlighted – Stephen Yaxley-Lennon (aka Tommy Robinson) went viral after falsely claiming that then Chief Constable of Greater Manchester Police, Ian Hopkins, had posed with a copy of the Holy Quran shortly after the terrorist Salman Abdi had murdered twenty-seven people. The original photo, however, appeared the previous summer.\(^{188}\)

Many far-right agitators, extremists and adjacent social media influencers also benefited from how platforms did not remove their pages (despite multiple breaches of their community guidelines).\(^{189}\) In dealing with harmful, racist, and extremist ideological content from such groups, platforms are slow to remove content\(^{190}\) or avoid banning accounts for repeated purposes of policy breaches. In 2021, The Times revealed how Facebook disbanded an internal data team which disclosed how the far-right outperforms other users for audience reach.\(^{191}\)

Due regard for the wellbeing of minority groups appears in the slow, gradual policy changes around hate speech, dehumanisation, and how individuals can game algorithms with image-based memes to push racism and other forms of bigotry and hatred. Far-right influencers and agitators remain banned from Facebook but remain free to reap the benefits of verified status on the Facebook-owned platform Instagram. Our Annual Report for 2018 made clear that “The growth of hyperpartisan alternative news platforms, saturated in pro-Tommy Robinson content, gained notable attention in 2018 and 2019, creating a bivouac of ideological content, which, according to an investigation in Politico, generates more interactions on Facebook than traditional media outlets”

---


A Decade of Anti-Muslim Hate Tell MAMA Report
As we stressed in 2016, a fast-changing digital landscape (as users retreat from mainstream platforms due to account violations) allows “users a measure of ideological fluidity,” given that many groups operate without formal membership structures. As a result, social media presents new avenues to engage with extreme politics without ever attending political rallies,”1 with many individuals and groups drawing ideological succour and support from anti-Muslim groups across Europe, North America, Australia, and India.

There are areas beyond the scope of hate crime, with some examples reported to Tell MAMA following despicable acts of far-right terrorism targeting Muslims drew support that could breach anti-terror laws. Examples emerged following the attacks2 on Muslims in Finsbury Park at the Muslim Welfare House in 2017.3 The alarming rise of attacks and incidents, both on our streets and digitally (including glorifying the white supremacist terrorist responsible for the murder of 51 Muslims in Christchurch, New Zealand, in 2019).4

Tell MAMA recommends online platforms and significant search engines like Google in every annual report. For example, as far back as 2016, we have called on Google to “review how far-right websites are cheating its search algorithm through Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) to improve their rankings on stories related to crime, sexual exploitation, and terrorism” with mixed results.

The last few years saw policy and ownership changes across some of the biggest platforms. What happens in 2023 online will fall on the shoulders of policymakers and platform owners in making these spaces safe for all minoritised groups.

Understanding disinformation and campaigns of disruption

The following section explores the flow of disinformation during the initial lockdown period (March 23 to May 10) from far-right and far-right adjacent sources related to mosques and false claims of lockdown breaches. However, before providing such case studies, it is vital to define the problem of misinformation more broadly. Academics have long explored the dangers of misinformation campaigns in elections, arguing that it undermines objective decision-making5 as polarising language and alienates individuals from the electoral process.6 From the EU Referendum in 2016,7 the Presidential Elections in France in 2017,8 or the German parliamentary elections in 20179 to the Catalan independence referendum that same year,10 there is much to learn about misinformation online in Europe. During the 2019 elections,11 the European Commission (which raised concerns previously) sponsored a fact-checking resource for voters.

---

7 Howard, Philip N., and Bence Kollanyi. “Bots, # strongerin, and # brexit: Computational propaganda during the uk-eu referendum.” Available at SSRN 2798311 (2016).
Beyond Europe, various academics analysed the role of misinformation on social media and digital platforms during the electoral campaigns of far-right figures like Jair Bolsonaro in Brazil.\textsuperscript{13,14} Equally, there are multiple research reports concerning this issue throughout the 2016 Elections in the United States.\textsuperscript{15,16,17,18} Beyond politics, concerns around misinformation extend to climate change and public health issues, especially with the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic\textsuperscript{19} and vaccine hesitancy.\textsuperscript{20}

Having established background readings on the dangers online disinformation poses, Bennett and Livingston (2018) give a helpful definition of misinformation which they identify as the intentional spreading of falsehoods to further political goals.\textsuperscript{21} Disinformation is a disruptive and deceptive tactic that undermines traditional media and information flows.\textsuperscript{22} Furthermore, they argue against using the term “fake news” as it risks situating such events as aberrations and not symptomatic of a deeper malaise, which outweighs the usefulness of fact-checking (which conversely risks amplifying harmful falsehoods), compared to the need to repair the cracks in “political institutions and democratic values”.\textsuperscript{23} In response to disinformation come growing calls for using the SIFT method\textsuperscript{24} to increase critical thinking skills. To SIFT is to stop (S) and investigate (I) its source, find (F) trusted coverage from reputable outlets and finally, trace (T) claims to their original context.\textsuperscript{25}

Moreover, such disruptive tactics were present in several major far-right Twitter accounts identified in verified cases to Tell MAMA during the first lockdown in harmful content about Muslims. The content style mixed attention hacking tactics\textsuperscript{26} and hyperpartisan language – defined by its opposition to traditional journalistic language (of course, sensationalist and ‘yellow journalistic’ forms of news are pre-internet phenomena).\textsuperscript{27} By indulging exaggerated language or inflammatory tone and decontextualised content to grow an audience, they undermine trust in mainstream news outlets by presenting themselves as viable alternatives,\textsuperscript{28} thanks to the rapid spread of misinformation on Twitter.\textsuperscript{29}

For example, Twitter did not permanently suspend Katie Hopkins until mid-June (despite a short-term ban in January).\textsuperscript{30} As a result, various tweets from the @KTHopkins appear in the data set, including racist comments about London Mayor Sadiq Khan “going back” to Pakistan (despite him being born in Tooting in south London) and having to apologise following successful legal action against her publicly.\textsuperscript{31}
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Black Lives Matter, anti-Muslim hate, and social media

Tell MAMA coded twenty-six reports related to Black Lives Matter, with most tweets linking Muslims to the slave trade or calling for the tearing down of mosques.

A notorious and inflammatory tweet from a now-suspended account called for the destruction of mosques. The racialised tone included caustic statements like, “People come to Britain and are offended by us so we start dismantling statues? I was born here and Mosques offend me.” They ended the statement with a harmful call to action: “When do we start leveling them?” Other tweets, written in reply to this tweet, and verified by Tell MAMA, included a user who encouraged the listing of mosques on a crowdfunded website that maps statues nationwide of individuals linked to the transatlantic slave trade.

On June 11, the petition website Change removed an Islamophobic petition calling for the destruction of mosques in response to the toppling and removal of statues of the slave traders Edward Colston and Robert Milligan in Bristol and London. Tell MAMA investigated the petition following several concerning reports from the public. An article published that day revealed that many 500 signatories had locations outside the UK. Change confirmed that the content had breached its rules on hate speech, and on Twitter, some UK-based users had expressed broadly anti-Muslim or Islamophobic hostility when sharing the petition or replying to those who had, including a user who advocated the use of bulldozers.

Variations of other tweets included a reference to ‘enslaved people owned by the Prophet Muhammad’ or weaponised viral memes – including a post on Facebook, shared on Facebook (and later removed) over six-thousand times that included the caption, “Mosques should be taken down after all we can’t have buildings that glorify slave traders can we?” Again, as with the Change petition highlighted above, this example appeared online on June 11.

Some tweets reported during this period also used selective quotations from a more extensive BBC educational resource titled ‘Slavery in Islam’ (a resource archived since September 2009). A resource that does not seek to justify what is monstrously unjustified, as it presents a range of perspectives and sources, noting that slavery had existed in many other ancient legal systems in pre-Islamic times and highlights the differing conditions – from the freeing of enslaved people and regulating their treatment, whilst acknowledging fundamental breaches of human rights. It sought to contextualise them within the societal and political conditions from where they arose, not judging centuries of complex history by modern standards. The BBC resource also details how he elevated Bilal, a formerly enslaved person, to Islam’s first muezzin, who became an essential companion in the Prophet’s time, which many were selectively quoting this resource ignored. Nor is he the only example, as others have documented Black male and female companions from that era (and beyond).
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including Umm Ayman, also known as Barakah. The Oxford Islamic Dictionary adds that manumission (the freeing of enslaved people) was a practice encouraged as a “meritorious act” as early Islam “mitigated the conditions of human bondage.”

Moreover, the BBC resource exists within a broader body of works dedicated to philosophy and ethics, with examples of philosophers from Aristotle to Thomas Aquinas favouring slavery, secular arguments favouring slavery, and the rise of abolitionism and Christian thought on both topics. Stripped of the nuances the article intended to present, the bad faith attacks highlighted in the dataset took selective screenshots from the introductory section, which circulated from more mainstream Twitter accounts. The tactic serves to delegitimise Muslims from all ethnic backgrounds from protesting and calling for racial equity, justice, and accountability from the police and highlighting injustices from history – broadening discussions about the legacies of slavery and colonialism.

From several far-right and ideologically adjacent and motivated accounts, calls for the destruction and toppling of mosques nationwide appeared on Twitter, with the platform removing some, but not all, examples reported – including the screenshot below.

Similar tactics about the history of Muslims in Europe, notably in countries like Spain, mythologises and cultivate racialised historiographies that function as a ‘radical form’ of ‘othering’, which ties into what Wodak and Forchtner (2014) identify as a narrow, chauvinistic form of identity politics that speaks to “group-specific collective memories” without fully addressing them. It is a call back to the fictionalisation of politics – blurring the politics of reality and fiction political entertainment thus, making the study of images, comics, and memes of continued relevance when seeking to understand how idealised, utopian, and exclusionary political bivouacs emerge online. Pictures that delineate authority and intimacy function in multivalent ambiguity instead of written text, creating a space for irony and claims of authenticity. Therefore, reflecting a desire to compress history into binaries that ‘sanitise and purify’ the in-group in opposition to
the out-group. Part of this appeal, within prejudice and in/out groups dynamics, concerns the influence of emotion within the context of the Intergroup Emotion Theory – where individuals forge ideas of being exemplars of said group and not individuals, as emotion is a powerful tool when responding to perceived threats or situations that impact the in-group. Further research found that individuals can feel the group’s emotions (or group members) even when not directly affected. According to the study, anger did not always tilt toward violence or discriminatory practices towards out-groups - as it can result in disengagement or avoidance to prevent escalations.

However, they add danger when an individual moves towards group-thought in response to perceived emotional wounding. Therefore, content for diffuse but interconnected groups on social media, for example, may feel motivated to act on statements calling for vandalism and targeting mosques. Therefore, social media companies must also consider the context where such inflammatory comments risk offline harm. Again, take this case study as an example: a Facebook post that began “get the mosques pulled down across Britain” also on June 11 did not breach Community Guidelines. Nevertheless, again, the post took selective quotes on resources about the issue, and further, in the comments below, the user appended their remarks by stating that Germany “was the best” for killing enslaved people and replacing them with more.

On July 31, Tell MAMA verified a Facebook meme from a popular account (with over seventeen-thousand likes) that promotes user-generated content for locals in Dorset who had shared an image of a fake street sign named after El-Hajj Malik El-Shabazz, the name Malcolm X adopted after completing his pilgrimage to Mecca. The caption posted this leading question: “Road names are being changed to show how diverse the country is. Would you welcome your road being renamed?” The image is fake and a product of far-right propaganda, as an investigation of its origin points to an inflammatory fake street renaming in Swansea, Wales, one day earlier. This stunt followed weeks of other agitations against local councillors who supported a motion to “examine Swansea’s geography and institutions to see whether any names or images should be removed, amended or displayed differently - but not to eradicate the past.” Another motion objective was to include minority groups, women, disabled people, and those from working-class backgrounds in plaques and public memorials across the city. Weeks later, and further coverage highlighted the ‘limited’ scope of the inquiry (which would make recommendations in October) as another councillor challenged some falsehoods circulating online, stating: “We have not made a decision. So, do you know what the first thing is - make that clear, and counter these vile, racist bigots.”

Nor had this been the first example of such a page purporting to focus on ‘local’ issues but sharing unrelated national news about Muslims; as in previous years, a search of its content revealed how it shared national stories related to opinion polls on burqa bans or about refugees in the English Channel. Some Facebook users condemned the post, accusing the page of promoting ‘fake news’ and fuelling racism. However, Facebook did not remove the content either.

---
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A Facebook post reported to Tell MAMA on June 9 read: “I don’t like mosques they represent terrorism, sexism, paedophilia how’s up for tearing them down??”. That day also marked the removal of a statue of John Milligan, a Scottish slave owner who owned two sugar plantations and 526 enslaved people in Jamaica and had also been, at one point, chairman of the West India Company. A Museum of London spokesperson noted how Milligan’s statue had “stood uncomfortably” outside the Museum of London Docklands – one of just three museums across the UK that address the transatlantic slave trade.

At the height of protests nationwide, calling for racial justice, accountability for police violence and deaths in custody, structural and systemic racism and discrimination, various news articles identified various councillors suspended or resigned for their inflammatory remarks about Black Lives Matter. The section below does not intend to be exhaustive. However, it focuses on the failures of various councils when implementing their codes of conduct when councillors share harmful, racist, bigoted material that risks bringing the council into disrepute and undermines the public trust that racist behaviours will face adequate redress. Moreover, the failures point to structural issues, given the deep under-representation of Black, Asian, and minority ethnic councillors. For example, the mother of Lee Rigby, Lynn, writing on behalf of the foundation named to honour his legacy, asked people to stop sharing her son’s photo and details of his murder “in a divisive way to fuel arguments against the Black Lives Matter protests.”

The statement added: “Seeing his image used to cause hate of any kind, especially for those exercising their freedoms in protest against this issue, hurts.” Katie Hopkins tweeted (before her account suspension), “Treat every day like Sept 1 1939. The sands of time are moving fast against white people in the UK” on June 5, 2020, after quote-tweeting content that equated ‘taking the knee’ – a symbolic gesture related to the Black Lives Matter movement to Nazism. However, this brazen disinformation did not show Jewish communities in Austria “taking a knee” in front of their Nazi oppressors. Instead, as the Jewish Telegraph Agency reported on March 18, 1938 (in a broader context of antisemitic purging, violence, and discrimination): “Groups of Jews, including two prominent rabbis, were forced to scrub streets under the eyes of stormtroopers in the Jewish quarter.” Moreover, Getty Images noted that a refugee smuggled the image out of Vienna at significant personal risk, as he was “a victim of this great persecution.” Furthermore, after Tell MAMA challenged this disinformation, a member of the public reported a tweet that read: “Perhaps Muslims should kneel after the next Islamist terrorist attack and when the report on child grooming is published???” written in reply from a now-suspended account holder.

Some outcomes scrutinise how councils oversee complaints of harmful content and conduct from councillors and where the lines between professional
Far-right misuse of child sexual exploitation crimes and broader anti-Muslim stigmatisation

Tell MAMA coded almost one hundred verified cases (n=97) that posited racialised, harmful, and stigmatising comments that linked Muslims to paedophilia, rape, child abuse, and child sexual exploitation (CSE). The examples below include sanitised examples demonstrating how such content, whilst often identified by users with overt far-right proclivities (or far-right adjacent fellow travellers), to account holders with no clear ideological identity, demonstrating how mainstreamed and normalised such talking points became online that often went far beyond legitimate discussions and condemnations that such despicable crimes warrant, into broader anti-Muslim narratives that held communities or their entire faith responsible. More broadly, the continued mainstreaming and normalising of anti-Muslim and Islamophobic sentiment (a theme explored in previous Tell MAMA annual reports) in the UK harms Muslims across public life - be it political figures, athletes, business owners, students, and Muslims who use platforms like Twitter and Facebook in their daily lives. Throughout this section (and indeed others), case study examples seek to demonstrate how users targeted Muslims with racial microaggressions in their three most common forms: microassault, microinsult, and microinvalidation to the spiritual microaggressions.
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(based on religious identity), which some academics contend are analogous to racial microaggressions.\textsuperscript{70} Taxonomies related to religious microaggressions include endorsing religious stereotypes, exotification, religious homogeneity assumptions, pathologising different faith groups, and denying faith-based and religious prejudice.\textsuperscript{71} Critiques of the terminology are varied.\textsuperscript{72} Others have devised scales to measure racial microaggressions, given the high correlations with existing ways racism is measured, \textsuperscript{73} to scales that measure microaggressions against non-religious people in the United States.\textsuperscript{74} Williams (2020) argued that microaggressions are “connected to pathological stereotypes, power structures, structural racism, and multiple forms of racial prejudice,”\textsuperscript{75} connecting it to everyday forms of racism and discrimination\textsuperscript{76} and the manifold ways that racial microaggressions harm the physical and mental health of those targeted.\textsuperscript{77,78}

However, understanding how the routine nature of such harmful language is a conscious deed designed to malign, harm, or spread misinformation, whether directed towards Muslims or not, social media platforms have a duty of care to ensure platforms remain open to all. It must include taking steps to remedy harmful and abusive content beyond symbolic acts to help reserve the risk of normalising harmful, stigmatising tropes and language whilst protecting fundamental speech rights to ensure discussions of such criminality do not target Muslims or their faith in a stigmatising manner.

Commensurate with previous Tell MAMA research, and in each section category for the online world, case studies provided will include examples of (where the data was available) how social media platforms responded to flagged content. Moreover, we will give examples of exclusionary invalidations that sought to negate, undermine, and nullify Muslims’ thoughts and experiential reality \textsuperscript{79} in everyday discussions to link them or blame their Islamic faith for CSE. In a noteworthy example, a Facebook post reported in June, whilst not directed at Humza Yousaf MSP directly, the example below with its violent overtures included statements like “Its your kind that are systematically raping and abusing young white girls, it’s your religion that blow up behead and knife white people on our streets.” The user further expressed violent desires to harm Yousaf and other Muslims with the dehumanising term “your kind”. Newspaper reports and Yousaf continue highlighting the extreme racism received online, including over 6,000 racist social media posts within a week of his speech about Black Lives Matter in the Scottish Parliament.\textsuperscript{80} From the article, we learn of the impacts online racism has on Yousaf and his family, including his mother, for whom the social media experience became so upsetting that he asked her to stop using it.\textsuperscript{81} The racist targeting of Yousaf on Twitter has also resulted in criminal convictions.\textsuperscript{82}

The othering of Muslim political figures in the UK touches on what Udah and Singh (2019) described as the “othering process”, which positions the ‘Other’ in
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opposition to the dominant white ‘Self’. Furthermore, and most importantly, they posit that the ‘Self-Other’ false-binary is a racialised construct that defines oneself in opposition through the frequent vilification and projecting upon the targeted ‘Other’ all negative attitudes held on that particular group. Moreover, when exploring the daily experiences of Muslims in Edinburgh, Bonino (2015) studied how the distinctive markers of religiosity and ‘Muslimness’ (ranging from the beard to traditional clothing and the hijab) risked placing Muslims within a stigmatised group. The public display of negative cultural diversity also risked categorising Muslims as “‘discredited’ individuals through mere visual contact.” They argue that a consequence of this concerns how essentialist readings of their Muslim identity made it harder for Muslims to use their multiple identities to navigate various socio-cultural hurdles and better define their social positionality on more equal grounds. The study echoes existing research by Hopkins (2004) and Kyriakides, Virdee and Modood (2009) on how signifiers of Muslim religiosity place them outside ‘acceptable cultural boundaries’ due to the symbolic power race and religious identity hold over them as markers of social difference.

Moreover, pre-existing socio-political and socio-cultural inequalities profoundly impact participation in online cultures. For example, in the online sphere, Törnberg and Törnberg (2016) argue that social media, unlike traditional media, turns passive audiences into content creators, which, in turn, is the dynamic of digital hate cultures, characterised by efforts to inflame public opinion against minorities. Therefore, reproducing societal discourses pose various problems, including how we conceptualise top-down dominant relations of the mass media and how it works in conjunction with dominance in the shift towards social media.

Such essentialist and dehumanising statements about Muslims even sought to blame Muslim women. In one verified tweet, a user blamed them for not wearing ‘sexy clothes’ instead of ‘sheets and face veils’ and looking like ‘ghosts’ so their husbands would not “look elsewhere”. Twitter did not remove this example, but it did remove content from a far-right sympathiser calling for a ban on the face veil, the closing of mosques, and the halting of ‘Islamist immigration’. There are two notable exceptions of Twitter failing to remove content from far-right and far-right adjacent accounts which used the language around CSE to target Muslims more broadly - including linking them to terrorism. The other example came from an account called the Labour Party, a “Muslim paedophile protection team”.

In one case, a Twitter account identified by its white supremacist ‘Groyper’ username and avatar (which academics identified as anonymised far-right accounts which tweet exclusively about race, politics, and religion) wrote: “Maybe you could kindly ask fellow adherents of the mohamedian faith to leave vulnerable young children alone?”

More broadly, constructions of aggressive Muslim men preoccupied with criminality, violently enforcing patriarchal norms, and other problematising behaviours...
are nothing new in the public consciousness,\textsuperscript{96} ushering in notions of the ‘ultimate other’\textsuperscript{97} and ‘Asian folk devils’\textsuperscript{98} which intensified in a post-9/11 and post-7/7 context, which Hopkins (2006) argues, crystallised ideas that linked Muslim men to violence, aggression, and terrorism.\textsuperscript{99} Moreover, as Hopkins showed in his research, drawing upon various focus groups (mainly of Pakistani Muslim men), constructions of their masculinity operated in contradictory terms (be it conforming to, subverting, or challenging stereotypes) and demonstrated the limitations of stereotyped thinking.\textsuperscript{100} Drawing upon the theories of Alexander (1996), who argued that the creation of identities exists at the site of “culture” in a broader struggle over meaning meant negotiating and contesting constructions of power within an ongoing search for meaning and the imagining of such identities are potent tools that challenge essentialist tropes about race and culture,\textsuperscript{101} appeared in Archer’s research. She asserted that those in their study drew upon Black, Asian, and Muslim masculinities in numerous ways: solidarity against racism, resistance to whiteness, and the forging of such masculinities.\textsuperscript{102}

The horrific criminal abuse scandals in cities like Rochdale and Rotherham in recent years though not disputed nor denied, have seen more critical commentary from various academics and scholars, including Tufail (2015),\textsuperscript{103} Cockbain (2013),\textsuperscript{104} Patel (2017),\textsuperscript{105} and Miah (2015),\textsuperscript{106} about the lasting harms racialising the crimes present. Moreover, Patel argued that dominant narratives around Rochdale put the onus on ‘cultural deviance and ethnic difference’ rather than the gendered power dynamics perpetrators hold over victims.\textsuperscript{107}

The Jay Report shone a harsh light on the institutional failures to protect children irrespective of their background, as a culture of victim-blaming or a failure to listen to warnings from parents and teachers went unnoticed, as police officers failed to investigate rapes and acts of sexual violence. Until 2007, police had arrested young female victims for being drunk and disorderly or threatened them with arrest for “wasting police time”.\textsuperscript{108}\textsuperscript{109} The report further reiterates that there is no ‘simple link’ between race and child sexual exploitation, as, across the UK, the highest numbers of those convicted for these crimes were white men.\textsuperscript{110} Moreover, the Jay Report did include non-white victims of child sexual exploitation\textsuperscript{111}, as Zlakha Ahmed, the founder and director of Rotherham-based Apna Huq who is a survivor of sexual violence and abuse, pointed out in an interview in November 2019 that more than 100 girls from minority ethnic backgrounds were amongst the 1,400 figure identified in the Jay Report.\textsuperscript{112} Academic research on survivors
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of sexual exploitation and abuse in South Asian communities identified how the burdens of silence to protect bodily and family honour carried traumas beyond the abuse they experienced, notably on their mental health and wellbeing. Almost a decade earlier, research from Gilligan and Akhtar (2004), in interviews with Asian women in Bradford, described their fear about disclosing abuse due to how agencies and professionals will respond, which, in turn, was compounded by cultural imperatives, with examples like wanting to avoid shame and family and community honour. Other research shows the failures of institutional racism, cultural stereotyping, and a lack of cultural diversity to help child survivors from Black, Asian, and minority ethnic backgrounds.

Concerning the long-term impacts on Muslims in areas like Rotherham, Britton (2019) interviewed various Muslim men, foregrounding their experiences and disrupting discourses around the failures of integration, “Muslim self-segregation”, and their positioning as ‘outsiders’. Furthermore, they argue the understandable emotive nature of the crimes and how they legitimised Muslim men as targets of social stigma and contempt for Muslims more broadly. Of those interviewed, they spoke of acts of resilience (from protesting the far-right) to concerns about discrimination from the local council and a failure from the police to protect Muslim communities (or the misappropriation of public space when facilitating protests which one participant felt discriminated against Muslims as it prevented them from accessing the town centre). Moreover, one participant, Umar, also brought up the racist murder of Muslim pensioner Mushin Ahmed and the lack of public condemnation and adequate media coverage. Subsequent research from Britton (2019) outlined further consequences of the racialisation of Muslim masculinities: Muslim men are often not portrayed as vulnerable or capable of displaying healthy emotions, and, consequently, for the Muslim men who face violence, it generates less media interest.

Verified reports which made explicit reference to Rotherham appeared in this reporting cycle, including the targeting of a Muslim woman on Twitter whom some tagged into a MailOnline article from 2014 and generated hundreds of retweets and replies, risking a pile-on stemming from an earlier exchange where she had challenged their anti-Muslim rhetoric. Nor did Twitter remove the offending tweet, and despite help from users supporting her and challenging the targeted tweet, it speaks more broadly about the harmful and racialised targeting of Muslims on social media from those with far-right or adjacent far-right views.

For Pascale (2019), weaponised language consists of four components: censorship, propaganda, disinformation, and mundane discourse. For the above example, we shall situate how Pascale describes how it enters mainstream discourse by normalising hatred through “purportedly ordinary language”. In a broader sense, Pascale posits that a systematic form of manipulation intensifies and amplifies resentments, as it “deepens social divisions and destroys the integrity of public information spaces.” Weaponised language, they add, is a symbolic tool that creates the groundwork for racist physical violence and terrorism to occur.
A Decade of Anti-Muslim Hate Tell MAMA Report

(2020) considers how weaponisation functions as a metaphor for the deliberate calcification of “affective economies of white grievance and rage” (often about white culture and protecting the virtue of white women) for political and cultural capital online – produced as white thymos. By challenging the flows of affirmation (of white victimisation), the process of its legitimisation, and its mutual reinforcement of rectitude (often through visual content and memes). Together, they serve as emotive sleights of hand for audiences and, more importantly, connect far-right networks on Twitter to produce and recirculate these narratives amongst themselves and connective bridges to the more mainstream rhetoric of the populist radical and far-right. As Ghidina (2019) argues, victim-blaming, dehumanisation, and othering are related concepts since an empathy gap creates the conditions for dehumanisation to grow.

An earlier literature review conducted by the Home Office and published in October came to similar conclusions, noting, “It is not possible to draw any conclusions as to whether some ethnicities have a greater involvement in group-based offending compared with others.” The Home Office literature review also draws attention to studies that point to a potential over-representation of minority ethnic offenders as it challenged other reports which helped popularise the model of Asian offenders and white victims. Other studies cited in the literature review found no over-representation of minority ethnic offenders (where data was available), or, in a central review carried out by the Children’s Commissioner for England, critical perpetrator information was missing in 90% of submissions and applicable, white offenders were in the majority (as 21% of perpetrator data lacked ethnicity). Other factors include bias in data collection to the conflation of ethnicity with nationality. Such biases risks skewing the data towards certain ethnic groups due to the high-profile cases in the media, as a racialised framing of the issue also skews law enforcement data to one type of offence category.

Reflecting on the Home Office report, Ian Dean, from the Centre of Expertise on child sexual abuse, praised the government’s laudable ambition of preventing, tackling, and responding to all forms of sexual abuse. Regarding the gaps in data and media framing (and beyond), he acknowledged the disproportionate impact high-profile cases have on societal understanding and perceptions of these heinous crimes. However, the risk, he added, of focusing on one type of offence and perpetrator ethnicity risks a failure to “recognise abuse and exploitation that does not conform to these perceptions of both victims and perpetrators.”

Gendered anti-Muslim hate online

One of the most enduring, racist, and harmful memes that dehumanise Muslim women and their unborn babies depicts a Muslim woman wearing the burqa and pregnant with a bomb (first published in 2006), which appeared in the 2020 dataset in late November, and on Twitter did not remove it. Despite a tiny minority of Muslim women wearing the face veil, there is an abundance of examples of it preoccupying more
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mainstream discussions, as, unlike in some European countries, the British government has resisted calls for a public ban on the face veil. Nevertheless, as documented by Tell MAMA, inflammatory rhetoric from politicians in major newspapers emboldened some to target Muslim women on British streets, in public areas, and when accessing public services. Moreover, the 2018 spike in reports sits within a growing number of case studies documented by Tell MAMA that show the disproportionate targeting of Muslim women who wear the niqab with violence, abuse, or discrimination.

Covid-19, stigma, and media framing

We had 17 verified cases related to how newspapers used images of Muslims (often, but not exclusively, women in Islamic clothing, especially headscarves) in generalised covid coverage during the height of the pandemic and subsequent lockdowns, raising concerns that some, for ideological reasons, sought to single Muslims out as non-compliant with lockdowns or restrictions, or seen as “spreaders” of the virus. To help audiences make sense of these concerns, we have divided this section into two key sections: a literature review about how media frames can influence public perceptions, especially regarding the stigma towards minority groups (drawing from historical and contemporary case studies), felt most notably in East Asian and Southeast Asian and Asian-American (ESEA) and Pacific Island communities (AAPI) in the UK, parts of Europe and the United States and Canada. The other section will draw attention to such public complaints, how some newspapers got them wrong, and finally, how one stock image of two Muslim women became a popular choice for general covid coverage domestically and abroad.

Definitions of stigma include the loss of status, stereotyping, labelling, and discrimination in contexts where the exercise of power persists. It operates between individuals (including hate crime) and structural forms, triggering bias and unequal healthcare access. For example, stigma in the context of Covid-19 explored the stigma of attaching the virus to ethnicity and nationality, namely Chinese and other East Asian and Southeast Asian (ESEA) communities, resulting in rising racist violence, discrimination, social avoidance, denial of services or healthcare or unequal healthcare service. A stigmatised cultural identity relates to assumptions of inferiority, curtailing societal inclusion; it flattens complex identities.

138 With the consent of those impacted, Tell MAMA provides a range of news articles related to the abuse, violence, and discrimination Muslim women have faced found under the website tag niqab. Available from: Tell MAMA. “Niqab Archives.” TELL MAMA. Accessed February 16, 2021. https://tellmamauk.org/tag/niqab/.
and produces economic and interpersonal forms of discrimination. There are implications for the workplace and when seeking employment. History shows how minority ethnic groups, from Jewish communities to Chinese communities in San Francisco and Black communities, faced blame, dehumanisation, stigmatisation and marginalisation in the United States during certain epidemics. In another example, in 1993, when a deadly viral outbreak wrongly assumed to pass from human to human claimed twenty lives and had been framed in some major media outlets as the “Navajo flu” and “Najavo epidemic” in the United States. The mainstream framing brought overt discrimination, stigmatisation, and racism toward the Navajo Nation and other Native American groups. Some media outlets even violated the four-day mourning period, resulting in ‘no media’ signs on reservation roads, further eroding institutional trust, as some refused to engage with medical investigators.

Bayer (2008) argues that stigma is a crucial tool in producing and reproducing power and control relations and is, therefore, intrinsically welded to the workings of social inequality, as pre-existing hostilities when factored in with the social construction of diseases and illness (including moral judgements and the conditions in which the virus emerged from). It can also increase social risk and stigma levels and influence those at risk of contracting it. Moreover, history again shows how linking some diseases to geographic areas emboldens discriminatory practices and stigma. In 2015, the World Health Organisation issued best practice guidance about naming diseases to “avoid causing offence to any cultural, social, national, regional, professional or ethnic groups”.

An experimental study in the United States that explored the role of stigmatising language argued that frames that emphasised the profound health implications and risks of Covid-19 did not increase racism or xenophobia. In contrast, frames that discussed the virus in geography and its severe economic impactrisked reinforcing harmful and negative beliefs about Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders (AAPI) - emboldening racist beliefs around economic wellbeing and status. Factors considered include the Resource Scarcity Theory, which can negatively influence the inclusivity of in-group/...
out-group dynamics" and potentially exacerbate discrimination. In addition, AAPI communities face far greater economic hardships. For example, in New York, unemployment claims from Asian Americans increased by 6,900%, with racism being a significant factor.

On social media, studies of public sentiment on Twitter related to Covid-19, for example, included a study of English-language tweets where tweets related to the theme of racism totalled 4.14% and over 500,000 tweets from a sample of over 13 million contained racist content. A study of racist hashtags and mapping its growth on Twitter as Covid-19 became a global pandemic coincided with a rise of racist hashtags following Donald Trump’s racist phrasing about the pandemic and its origins. Studies have examined how the unintended consequences of images juxtaposed next to defamatory text in the United States. Further analyses explored how the potential bias in images could distort audience perceptions of the news presented and how the influence of the dual-coding theory, and how text and image are firmly interconnected but soon dominated by image information later. Whereas Messaris and Abraham (2001) describe the power of images as “direct pointers” as, unlike words, they are not “constructed representations of reality” since images can convey “unverbalised meanings, but also because awareness of those meanings may be particularly elusive.” Hall et al. (1978) argued that unconscious ‘maps’ help to form the basis of any cultural knowledge, as media representations exist within a framework of understanding centred around it, and where responses related to moral panics fail to conform to societal expectation, the press looks to mainstream institutions to reassert certain cultural imperatives.

In preparation for this report, we took one stock image reported to our service in October and used various reverse image search platforms, including Google Images, TinEye, and Yandex, to see how prevalent this image appeared in Covid-19-related headlines. The image in question concerns a syndicated Reuters image of two Muslim women, one of whom wears the niqab as the other wears the hijab - both are walking past an illustration of a virus outside the Regional Science Centre in Oldham, Lancashire, taken on August 3, 2020. Now, this is not a call for censorship but instead for understanding and consideration on news desks about how images convey information to audiences that, in isolation, when a stand-alone photo of a minoritised community risks stigmatising that group by associating them directly with the pandemic. Moreover, this proved especially true in the racist targeting, discrimination, and violence towards ESEA communities across the UK, United States.
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Canada, 181 France, 182 Chile, 183 Australia, 184 India, 185 and the Netherlands - as Wong (2021) situates the overwhelming harm of the model minority myth in racist discrimination and violence towards ESEA communities which did not begin nor will end with Covid-19. 186 Other research explored similar impacts on minority ethnic groups across Europe. 187

We now return to the stock image of the two Muslim women mentioned above. Before elaborating on the dip sample exercise, which we stressed is non-exhaustive given the constraints given that it is one part of a more extensive report, we may return to this issue more rigorously. Moreover, of the twenty-nine examples we verified, our researchers had to view the active URL or archived link to confirm that the stock image remained, including examples of live blogs. Of the twenty-nine links, eight concern stories from Reuters (one example derives from an archived link owing to an image change), four from the BBC and three from Voice of America. Concerning the latter, two of these examples appeared online in October 2020, including an educational resource to counter covid misinformation and to help communities improve their English language skills with a quiz about the virus. 189

One example published by Reuters on August 13 headlined “What you need to know about the coronavirus right now” in an image slideshow with just two photos – one image of the two Muslim women, the other is of a Chinese woman at a supermarket in Beijing. 190

The syndicated nature of the image meant that it appeared in a range of news outlets globally. Examples include The Sun (which included a map of the UK with Covid levels) 191, the Guardian, 192 Al Jazeera, 193 CNBC, 194 The Metro (the headline concerned Covid-19 levels in Birmingham despite the image’s origins again being in Oldham), 195 The Metro US (via Reuters), 196 News18 (via Yahoo News Canada), 197 to news outlets in the Philippines (syndicated from Reuters) and Colombia. 199

---

194 CNBC later replaced the story image with that of PM Boris Johnson, but the original stock image of the Muslim women appears on social media still. Example: CNBC. Twitter post. December 19, 2020. 7:19 pm. https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1343076641508413841.

A Decade of Anti-Muslim Hate Tell MAMA Report
The images below show examples of how the stock image of two Muslim women appeared in news content in the UK and internationally.
News is, after all, a popular medium that claims to describe reality to the public, as most of what individuals understand about the world goes through mediated processes (Bird 2010), as journalism functions not just to inform, mobilise, and entertain but provide information for the management of daily and political life. Gürel (2009) asserts that journalistic narratives anticipate some emotional responses from audiences - despite contradictory ideas about the role of emotion and objectivity. As Spitulnik (1996) argues, this common point of reference is for producing shared knowledge that, in turn, contributes to and helps recreate existing narratives.

Assorted studies on the representation of Muslims and Islam in the British press range describes the process of ‘othering’ and a more subtle, ambivalent picture that indirectly helped negative stereotypes grow in coverage from 1998 to 2009. Similar discussions of problematising narratives about Muslims and Islam vastly associated them with “threats, problems or in opposition to dominant British values”. Richardson (2004) explored stigmatising frameworks in the press in a pre-9/11 context, as Poole (2002) primarily detailed negative coverage and Orientalist discourses in reporting Islam and Muslims in the mid-nineties.

A study of social hierarchies from Bleich et al. (2018) studied headlines from the New York Times (United States) and The Guardian (UK) from 1985 to 2014, concluding that whilst portrayals of Muslims, Jews, and Catholics remained relatively stable, Muslims were “associated with more negativity”. More work is needed to ascertain how the media constructs and reinforces status hierarchies, especially its evolution over time, manifesting across groups and geographies.

An earlier study from Bleich et al. (2015) analysed 685 newspaper headlines from 2001 to 2012, which they argued (citing analytical drawbacks they saw in previous major studies) painted a more nuanced picture. The conclusion made clear that some years provided more net negative coverage, adding that there were “more years where they were net positive”, but, having adjusted for the reach and circulation of the newspapers sampled, “the weighted headline tone was net negative than net positive”.

A Reuters-syndicated article which appeared on Yahoo News UK on December 22, under the headline “WHO members to meet on Wednesday on new virus variant” re-used the image of the Muslim women and included the caption “The coronavirus disease (COVID-19) outbreak in Oldham”.

More broadly, stereotypes about specific groups or social categories develop and guide how others act as the automatic operation as it lays the foundations for implicit stereotyping. De Vreese (2005) argued that communication is a dynamic process, not a static process where frames emerge, frame setting (defined by its interplay between audience predispositions and the frames themselves). Furthermore, they offer a typology of news frames - from conflict and economics to human interest stories (episodic) to
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societal trends. The oft-cited Entman (1993) argued that frames in the news media concern the presence (and indeed absence) of stock phrases, keywords, stereotyped images, and sources of information that “provide thematically reinforcing clusters of facts of judgments”. Cacciatore et al. (2016) provide a more critical analysis, focusing on the misuse of the concept in some studies, as a strictly sociological analysis risks overstating its influence and reach, undermining new ways of thinking about framing more broadly. Instead, they push for an expanded way to understand equivalence frames (including shifting away from text-based to visual cues, for example). Lecheler and De Vreese (2019) share this critique, noting that journalistic news frames are primarily products of journalistic agency and, more often than not generic, are not bound to any particular issue but do not ‘strict sense’ satisfy the equivalence frame issue. Finally, D’Angelo (2017) has looked at the limited analysis of visual media frames, as analysis from Matthes (2009) and Lecheler, Bos and Vliegenthart (2015) show how an overwhelming amount of research focuses on text over image-based content.

The media, and its coverage, exist not in a vacuum but within social norms and cultures that present stories in a manner conducive to the interests of their intended audience. Geise and Baden (2015) present a different way to analyse multimodal visual frames from images in the news since visuals in this context, as suggested above, are rarely perceived in isolation as multimodality can, they argue, address the communicative interactions between modalities – be it text, image, or sound. Their analysis defined pictures as intentional, two-dimensional visual representations in individual or temporal contexts. A general framing theory allowed the authors to argue that text, as with an image, goes through similar if distinct processes where the structuring of information and its subsequent decoding to its construction and integration into a coherent meaning which ultimately taps into where legible meanings emerge.

Early and influential definitions of stigma include how it corresponds with bodily signs outwardly displaying something terrible about a person (Goffman 1963), as Dovidio, Major, and Crocker (2000) defined it by the construction of devaluation and difference in social contexts. It can occur in overt forms (ranging from avoidance to dehumanisation) to subtle forms (non-verbal interactions like avoiding eye contact). Within the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, those stigmatised become viewed as societal risks, blamed, discriminated against, scapegoated, and
held responsible for the pandemic’s risk,
more so given how specific media frames on health issues risk
furthering stigma. Furthermore, the power of image
also lies in its potential for audiences to imbibe non-
verbal meanings over textual examples.

Media representation and frames on other health
issues like obesity hold an influence. Fatphobic
framing, for example, heightens weight-based
discrimination, as image-based content can
negatively influence weight-based stigma. Even
when news articles present content in a neutral tone,
stereotypical images of obese individuals can influence
stigma. Conversely, analysing positive images
could reduce this stigma if media outlets changed the
image content to less negative to counteract harmful
stereotypes.

On October 30, a Muslim man reported a BBC
article for its stock image choice days earlier, writing,
“Another hijabi fronting covid news”. The story,
published on October 16, contained the headline:
“Fortnight Covid ‘fire-break’ lockdown within days in
Wales”. In a bizarre and needless inversion of an
issue we highlighted earlier, the article’s original image
was of a sign, which changed to a Muslim woman
walking down the street wearing a hijab and face
mask. Tell MAMA highlighted this change on Twitter
on the day of publication, noting that the original
image of a makeshift sign that read “Wales is Closed
Covid-19” and we double-checked the actual URL
for this annual report, and that same image appears
on previews on social media (see below). Moreover,
the image caption “Wales appears to be heading for
another lockdown” reflects the original image choice
and is more confusing in its changed form. Context
is essential. The original Getty Images photo, taken
on June 2, shows members of the public walking past a series of closed shops, a fact lost on those
who had not performed a reverse image search.
However, removed from that context, the choice
to foreground a Muslim woman in a generalised
story about a localised lockdown demonstrates the
abovementioned concerns.

Image caption: This first image shows the original
image for the fire-break story published on October 16, 2020, with a generic sign about the virus. The
second image shows how the article later used an
image of a Muslim woman in a headscarf after that for
a brief time.
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Targeting refugees and anti-Muslim hate and misinformation

The influence of the far-right on verified cases in 2021 and 2022 continued in our data analysis – we categorised 197 cases that we could say espoused, propagated or pushed far-right talking points, imagery, disinformation, or propaganda, which accounts for 46.13% of the verified caseload for the online sphere in those years (n=427). Examples include white supremacist conspiracies, including the so-called “Great Replacement” to stigmatise content holding Muslims responsible for crime and terrorism. On the other hand, a small minority of cases came from account holders demonstrating Hindutva beliefs and propagating similar ideological conspiracies about Muslim communities. The focus of this section, given the threat to refugee communities on a street level and when in temporary accommodation (and those perceived as such), will draw attention to how anti-refugee rhetoric online derives in our data, at least from far-right sources and more mainstream figures and outlets.

Throughout the pandemic years and after that, various far-right groups continued to target, harass, and intimidate refugees and asylum seekers in temporary hotel accommodations offline to spread their propaganda online. Britain First is perhaps the most high-profile far-right group that continued to target hotels nationwide, intending to use their offline provocations for inflammatory social media clout and drawing political condemnation. In the years ahead, news headlines included how a member of the street defence movement received a criminal conviction for assaulting a security guard at a hotel to the far-right group making headlines for being tricked into targeting hotels without refugees. Groups like HOPE not Hate documented at least 79 examples of the far-right group targeting refugees at hotels. Additionally, they conducted “54 of the 125 anti-migrant hotel visits recorded in 2021 and 25 of the 69 from January to June 2022”.

Verified cases online link refugees in temporary accommodation to racist conspiracies, dehumanised as “invaders” and linked to terrorism, language academics explored

---
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from different European perspectives, particularly from the far-right.\textsuperscript{251,252} Moreover, other research looks at how the European far-right deploys hate speech, disinformation and attacks on minorities and their political opponents to strengthen echo chambers, sow enmity and strengthen their antagonistic narratives.\textsuperscript{253} The strengthening of these bonds cuts between the offline and online worlds, especially in places like Slovakia, where academics looked at how both feed into the actions of anti-refugee digital and real-world vigilantism (albeit drawing from small samples).\textsuperscript{254}

Governmental responses to the far-right campaigns included the Home Office offering targeted hotels (or those concerned about potential targeting) barriers, fences and other protective measures.\textsuperscript{255} Political and community solidarity with refugees also made headlines, with wide condemnation of the far-right.\textsuperscript{256} In the Midlands, a refugee told the press how the targeting was traumatic, and, in response, over one hundred councils, faith groups, and unions signed a statement of solidarity and condemned Britain First.\textsuperscript{257} In further testimony, coverage in the Liverpool Echo highlighted the fears of asylum seekers, as when members of Britain First banged on doors, came prepared to run – unsure who was responsible or if it was the enforcement team from the Home Office.\textsuperscript{258} Moreover, the far-right harassment drew further attention to the ‘prison-like’ conditions in the accommodation, poor-quality food, and issues accessing healthcare services. A Home Office spokesperson said they demand the highest standards and take the well-being of asylum seekers seriously.

It also must be stressed that various media outlets debunked viral claims about refugees and asylum seekers during this time. In one noteworthy example, the Independent debunked several of the assertions put forward in the ten-minute video, including that, of the 48,000 seeking asylum in the UK system (as of March 2020), “the population of those housed in hotels averages out at a figure closer to 1,000,” drawing on data from National Audit Office.\textsuperscript{259} The Reuters Fact Check team also confirmed this figure in an article headlined: “Fact check: The UK is not housing 48,000 illegal immigrants in hotels each night”, published on
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August 23.  Following Nigel Farage’s viral, inflammatory video, which clip gained over two million views on Twitter, the Home Office announced that an ‘error’ occurred when asylum seekers were placed in the constituency of the home secretary Priti Patel, citing an “operation error” at the hotel in Witham, Essex. The hotel’s director, Mark Venkatasami, told the local press of the profound suffering the 40 asylum seekers faced and how their re-location devasted staff and those asylum seekers, “They were crying, the asylum seekers and the staff because they were losing them and possibly their jobs.” He added: “We treated them as hotel guests; we treated them as human beings.”

Moreover, the far-right also took to Twitter. As the news unfolded, Tell MAMA received a flurry of online reports, verifying four that referenced the attack. Twitter later suspended an account holder who targeted refugees in their city – the original tweet had over sixteen hundred retweets before removal. The family of Badreddin Abadlla Adam apologised and wished for a quick recovery for the victims. His brother Adam stated that Badreddin had been anxious, wanting to return home, and alleged poor treatment at the hotel; he says, combined with the killing of relatives in the Darfur genocide, contributed to his deteriorating mental state. The Home Office launched an urgent review of housing asylum seekers in hotels.

Refugees housed in other temporary accommodations, including the notorious former army barracks in Folkestone, Kent, which inspectors condemned over several visits, became focal points for the far-right to target. For example, an Iranian refugee interviewed by Vice News, given the pseudonym Reza*, described being called a rapist by a far-right agitator filming and photographing the young refugee – a common Islamophobic trope discussed in previous report sections, and indeed, in earlier Tell MAMA case studies. Moreover, She’s been forced to step down for threatening her employees and should no longer be quoted - so you can just start with “Moreover, the far-right
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harassment” the far-right harassment and intimidation extended to centre staff, volunteers, and refugees, adding that even if only a handful arrived, their use of online platforms proved very organised. The Napier barracks have been a place of protest, from asylum seekers inside and those outside protesting the conditions of the barracks (the latter resulted in an arrest for criminal damage), as Kent Police took no further action against a photojournalist detained after photographing a protest in February 2021.

In 2022, high-profile media examples saw how the far-right continued to target refugees, and disseminated inflammatory leaflets to spread disinformation in local communities about asylum seekers and told them to bin such racist material. Moreover, police forces did investigate these leaflets in areas like Lancaster, Plymouth, Belfast, Lanarkshire, and Dis.

In 2022, high-profile media examples saw how the far-right continued to target refugees, and disseminated inflammatory leaflets to spread disinformation in local communities about asylum seekers and told them to bin such racist material. Moreover, police forces did investigate these leaflets in areas like Lancaster, Plymouth, Belfast, Lanarkshire, and Dis.
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31 Wahlström, Mattias, Anton Tomberg, and Hans Ekbrand. “Dynamics of violent and dehumanizing rhetoric in far-right social media.” Social media headlines demonstrated how white supremacist groups used platforms like Telegram to promote and inform their offline agitations - of significant concern in 2022 included a growing awareness of how the far-right targets children online. For Wahlström et al. (2021), the role of digital recruitment and the legitimisation of far-right violence offline are intrinsically tied to the reach and distribution of overtly violent and dehumanising language to understand better the “direct causal role of social media activity for political violence”, feelings that are crystallised by what academics call “moral shocks”. Moreover, subjectivity influences how individuals react to such events, but with our focus on the far-right, they may also use moral panics to exploit sentiment. The danger of racist, violent, and far-right language or desires for violence.
A significant source of anti-Muslim and racist statements flagged in Tell MAMA cases in late 2021 (and in the months ahead) related to the individual impacts of institutional racism scandals engulfing English cricket. However, before we arrive at the case analysis, we must first give sufficient context of where they emerged from and the subsequent fallout into 2023. Therefore, the analysis follows is bookended by two major reports in 2022 and 2023 concerning institutional racism in English and Scottish cricket. Azeem Rafiq, whose shameful experiences of racism at Yorkshire County Cricket Club, wanted the focus on institutional, not individuals as in a statement said, “Cricket needs to understand the extent of its problems and address them. Hopefully, the structures of the game can now be rebuilt and institutionalised racism ended for good.” Throughout 2021, many examples were flagged with us related to Azeem Rafiq, especially when he gave parliamentary evidence in a watershed moment for the sport (examples of which will appear below). The timeline of the racism scandal in Yorkshire, however, is worth giving further context as it did include an apology in August 2021 but did not admit to institutional racism before apologizing a month later to Rafiq, who they admitted had experienced “racial harassment and bullying” but did not provide a copy of the report to Rafiq or the wider public and in the months ahead, the cricket club went through significant staffing changes. Calls to clean up the game followed as in the summer of 2022, the England Cricket Board announced charges against Yorkshire and seven individuals – six of whom had, according to the investigation, used racist language. However, some refused to pay fines and maintained their innocence. Now, having given some contemporary context, it remains imperative to draw on the works of academics when discussing the roots of cricket, as they have long challenged the notion that the ‘home’ of cricket falls within the geographic boundaries of England, notably under the yolk of British coloniality in India, as Muslims have played cricket in England as early as 1902.

During Azeem Rafiq’s testimony in parliament, streamed live on various platforms, Tell MAMA received various reports – resulting in a mixed response regarding what content did and did not breach guidelines on racist hate speech. Examples of content not removed during our initial 2021 audit included, “If I lived in a country in which they despised my race, GUESS WHAT!! I WOULD MOVE TO A COUNTRY THAT DIDN’T HATE ME!!! Just saying!!!” and...
scabrous language about Muslims from McKenzie, as in 2016, we criticised his comments about the Channel 4 journalist Fatima Manji who wears the headscarf, and his use of that holds Muslims collectively responsible for terrorism.36

As Rafiq spoke, an unrelated image of two indoor cricketers from Australia wearing shirts that read ‘P*** Power’ – the Melbourne-based team existed in relative obscurity beyond the local league until one photo from 2017 went viral in 2021. A small number of verified cases included racist tweets even falsely claimed that Rafiq, by shared ethnicity, was a member and, therefore, a proven ‘hypocrite’ and demonstrated

Twitter suspended the racist account holder who, on the morning of November 17, tweeted, “So it’s ok to use the word p*** when it involves a pay cheque.” Those seeking to undermine Rafiq by invalidating his experiences of racism re-purposed this image, using the P-word without due care for those impacted by such racist language.

Tell MAMA verified ten reports which contained the P-word in 2021, over half of which (60%) referred to Azeem Rafiq. We recorded similar numbers of the

P-word in the 2020 reporting cycle (as discussed earlier) – much of that racist discourse welded to discussions that demonised and dehumanised Muslim men as rapists, as others made racist expressions wishing that Muslims succumb to Covid-19.

Returning to the targeted tweets at Azeem Rafiq (or about him), Twitter did not remove an example of the above image edited to include a crude caption, “But it’s okay when it suits”. Furthermore, this image appeared from an account holder who retroactively removed their account; therefore, we cannot say with certainty that Twitter actioned this example. However, upon further analysis of this account holder, we found myriad examples of racist content – including towards Jewish communities – namely, the use of the Y-word. Moreover, the same account holder had shared the above image, suggesting that Rafiq’s motivations were cynical, motivated by monetary gain, tweeting “money money money” accompanied by a cash emoji. When confronted with Rafiq’s testimony, a far-right account holder replied, “Rotherham”. Twitter took no action.

More broadly, we must situate these experiences in something more profound – for they exist not in a vacuum. As Burdsey (2010) argues, racism toward British-Pakistani and Muslim communities faced marginalising practices and pejorative-driven discourses that function as forms of othering – an exclusion from cricket not without historical examples, exacerbated in a post-7/7 climate.37 They argue that such othering meant that Muslims became overwhelmingly viewed not as teammates at the county cricket level or residents in towns or cities but as ‘belonging’ or ‘being’ in Pakistan.38

English cricket infamously maintained ties to Apartheid South Africa – with the most infamous ‘rebels’ tour occurring when Nelson Mandela left prison in 1990.39 Other nations also took part in such unofficial tours.40 Many noted an absence of Black cricket-

ers representing England, and by 1995, legal action began against an article so infamous for its racism; the Guardian mentioned the author’s support for the neo-fascist British National Party.\textsuperscript{41} It claimed that Black and South Asian players, “wherever born or raised, can never be ‘culturally’ English and never feel a deep, “unquestioning commitment to England”\textsuperscript{42}. The editor of Wisden Cricket Monthly issued an apology,\textsuperscript{43} as Phillip DeFreitas and other prominent Black cricketers mentioned in the article successfully sued and received out-of-court settlements.\textsuperscript{44} Years later, DeFreitas reflected on the insult of being called an “interloper”.\textsuperscript{45} It was not until 2004 that Ajmal Shahzad became the first British-born Asian to play for Yorkshire Cricket Club.\textsuperscript{46} Yorkshire CCC has, for many years, faced accusations of institutional racism (Searle 1996).\textsuperscript{47} Accusations of institutional racism were levelled against the cricket club in parliament in 2004, with the club accused by a local MP of “deep-rooted, embedded racism.”\textsuperscript{48} The club demanded an apology.\textsuperscript{49} Shahzad reflected positively during his tenure at the cricket club.\textsuperscript{50} Rafiq made headlines after abhorrent antisemitic statements in 2011 resurfaced\textsuperscript{51} – he apologised, spoke of his shame, and later met with a survivor of the Holocaust in London.\textsuperscript{52}

Many tweets reported to Tell MAMA used dehumanising, anti-Muslim, and racialised language towards Muslim politicians and even children about Israel-Palestine. For example, Twitter did not remove a tweet called Muslim children “Jihadis in the making”. Twitter did, however, suspend the account of a notorious white supremacist who used a decontextualised video of Muslim students advocating for Palestinian rights to push racist conspiracies about demographic change. The original tweet began, “White British children are set to become a minority in classrooms by 2037. 2037 is merely 16 years away, imagine having to send your child to a school like this...”.

On Facebook, a Muslim woman who wears the hijab described how a white male called her a “terrorist” when discussing Palestine and Israel on the platform. Twitter did not act on our report concerning a far-right user who called for the closing of all mosques in response to the above video – upon a review of this account holder, they had called for banning Islam

\textsuperscript{44} Carrington, Ben, and Ian McDonald, eds. ‘Race’, sport and British society. Routledge, 2002.
in the UK. Furthermore, this account holder blamed Jewish communities, in a classic antisemitic canard, for “encouraging” Muslims to enter the “West” and, therefore, faced the consequence – such rhetoric is an example of a white supremacist conspiracy.

Some of the most extreme, dehumanising rhetoric included referring to Islam as a “cancer” that desires to eradicate “Western culture”. Others invoked Enoch Powell’s notorious “rivers of blood” speech about students making pro-Palestine slogans. nor did Twitter act upon these flagged reports.

On May 25, local press confirmed that staff at Judge-meadow Community College in Leicester, the source of the 34-second viral clip, had facilitated the peaceful protest. The college’s principal, Jason Smith, confirmed that the small protest occurred with minimal disruption to other students as staff watched on to allow students to express themselves on an issue they care about, adding, “We are working with students to ensure a fair understanding of events in a way that allows everyone to have their voice heard and considers a range of perspectives.”

In other high-profile examples, the Conservative MP Michael Fabricant apologised and deleted a tweet, “These primitives are trying to bring to London what they do in the Middle East.”

Several tweets verified by Tell MAMA concerned the targeting of London Mayor Sadiq Khan – either directly (via direct mention) or indirectly (by name without reference to the Twitter handle), falsely accusing him of being “soft” on antisemitism because of their Islamic faith. In addition, Twitter suspended an account holder who targeted Khan, claiming he would give a Metropolitan Police officer a “pay rise” for making a pro-Palestine gesture during a public march.

Tell MAMA worked with platforms like Twitter to flag and remove extremely violent accounts which called for the murder of Muslims and LGBT+ communities. In a notable, disturbing case study, a member of the public alerted us to a dormant account with the homophobic F-word in its username, namely @ burnthef******. The account holder had amended their profile name to read “Kill all Muslim” and used a transphobic and ableist meme on their Twitter header.

A racist account holder used a photo of Muslims celebrating the birthday of the Prophet Muhammad during a procession in Blackburn in November 2018 to broadly push racialised, criminalising, dehumanising narratives about Muslims. The account would repeatedly use the procession image to weaponise white resentment and rage – blaming Muslims for apparent social ills and attempting to reduce support for refugees – equating a fundamental right to seek refuge and safety with a pernicious, perverse racist conspiracy of so-called “Islamisation”. Twitter failed to remove a tweet conflating refugees and Muslims as “enemies” intent on “fighting”. Moreover, this account holder has been free to call for racist violence to avoid
an apparent ‘civil war’ before concluding, “We must fight them...now!”.

Tell MAMA challenged a headline on the Staffordshire-Live website in May 2021, “Race row as Britain First labels Burton a hotspot for ‘Islamic grooming gangs’”. While the article took welcome steps to debunk the extremist group, including the dubious source for their ‘evidence’, our concern was twofold: the headline centred on Britain First’s toxic, racialised falsehoods of Britain First whilst conflating Islam with Islamism. We put these points to the newspaper, which did not accept the potential harm such an incorrect conflation would have on Muslim communities. Moreover, we further cited that the leader of Britain First, Paul Golding, said “Islamist” and not “Islamic” as the headline erroneously suggested and that the stigmatising language of “Islamic gangs”, the newspaper did not accept our requests. In contrast, DerbyshireLive agreed to replace the inflammatory line “suspected grooming by Islamic gangs” with “suspected grooming by gangs” after we got in touch.

Two Conservative councillors in Darlington spoke of their ‘shock’ and ‘anger’ at sharing a far-right hoax (debunked in 2015) about Tesco and Muslims in May 2021. In 2018, the then Lord Mayor of Exeter also shared the falsehood on Facebook, demonstrating the longevity of such scabrous falsehoods finding new life long after debunking, demonstrating the need for political parties to adopt social media literacy training which incorporates good practice and tips to help elected officials identify falsehoods and misinformation.

Inconsistencies in Twitter Moderation

It remains unacceptable that in 2021 and beyond, some of the most overtly racist and fascist accounts flagged to our service avoided removal from Twitter. For example, an account with over 15,000 tweets since 2014 openly uses the iconography and logos of the New British Union of Fascists on its account bio but escapes censure despite multiple reports concerning their harmful abuse of the platform. Remarkably, Twitter’s URL policy warns or blocks access to harmful material, spam, child abuse, illegal goods, non-censual nudity, violence, violent extremism, and hateful content which otherwise breaches the rules of the platform, did not warn users about the harms of accessing an overtly fascist propaganda hate site. Furthermore, we assessed the URLs of other notable far-right groups in the UK and found identifiable gaps in the usage of this policy, which will form part of the recommendations we make to social media platforms with every report. For example, the website for Britain First, the far-right street defence movement, did carry a warning to users (which they can ignore) whilst inviting users to engage with the comprehensive URL policy; however, changes to the ownership structure of Twitter under Elon Musk meant previously banned groups like Britain First (removed from the platform in 2017) in 2022. In addition, the core leadership received organisational validation in check marks in early 2023 (meaning their content can potentially reach a wider audience) after returning to the platform in October 2022. However, subsequent warnings about links to the Britain First website no longer appear when users click on such URL links.

58 The quote from the leader of Britain First, Paul Golding, from a press release stated, “Eighty-five per cent of street grooming gangs are from an Islamist or Pakistani background,” appeared towards the bottom of the article, as did the term “Islamic gangs” which we also challenged. See, Staffordshire Live Reporter. “Race row as Britain First labels Burton a hotspot for ‘Islamic grooming gangs’.” StaffordshireLive. Last modified October 29, 2021. https://www.staffordshirelive.co.uk/news/burton-news/race-row-britain-first-labels-5408720.


Twitter guidance on blocking links or enforcing warnings is contextual, driven by various factors, including what degrees of certainty the platform has in that the link is either malicious or harmful, as “a warning notice may be applied to links we first become aware of via lower-confidence information sharing from trusted third parties”. The blog adds additional consideration appears when websites critique or provide commentary on “content that violates our rules differently than links sharing the content straightforwardly or without commentary”.

Equally of concern is that the inconsistent approach also applies to conspiracy websites. For example, we identified how the Canadian website Global Research (Centre for Research on Globalization), which as Bessi et al. (2016), listed among 330 conspiracy websites, a wide-ranging and influential paper on online polarisation across YouTube and Facebook, does and does not maintain warnings on Twitter when accessing its material. Moreover, The Walrus, a Canadian news outlet, highlighted how its material ranked on Google search results. Years earlier, a Canadian Jewish group complained of Holocaust denial material on their platform. In 2016, a news article about the Centre for Research on Globalization highlighted how it pushed anti-Muslim tropes linking the Syrian Civil Defence group the White Helmets to terrorism. Other media outlets have since accused the platform of hosting Russian disinformation and suggesting that 9/11 and Covid-19 were pre-planned forms of population control.

Regarding Covid-19, Media Matters for America stated, “Many Global Research articles circulated on Facebook also feature blatantly false or misleading information about COVID-19 and vaccines.” AP News also identified the Centre for Research on Globalization as a “superspreader” of Covid-19 disinformation. In addition, academics condemned and debunked the Centre for Research on Globalization for pushing the “Irish slave” myth — which, according to Dr Liam Hogan, holds “currency in ultranationalist, white supremacist neo-Nazi circles”.

Another shortcoming may also reflect a bias toward English-language outlets. For example, despite the EU DisinfoLab listing it as a conspiracy website in 2020, the French website Reseau International has no such warnings on Twitter when assessed for this report.

Equally distressing and disturbing were websites selling the disgraced literary of some of the most infamous Holocaust deniers in Europe – from David Irving to accessing its material. Moreover, The Walrus, a Canadian news outlet, highlighted how its material ranked on Google search results. Years earlier, a Canadian Jewish group complained of Holocaust denial material on their platform. In 2016, a news article about the Centre for Research on Globalization highlighted how it pushed anti-Muslim tropes linking the Syrian Civil Defence group the White Helmets to terrorism. Other media outlets have since accused the platform of hosting Russian disinformation and suggesting that 9/11 and Covid-19 were pre-planned forms of population control.

Regarding Covid-19, Media Matters for America stated, “Many Global Research articles circulated on Facebook also feature blatantly false or misleading information about COVID-19 and vaccines.” AP News also identified the Centre for Research on Globalization as a “superspreader” of Covid-19 disinformation. In addition, academics condemned and debunked the Centre for Research on Globalization for pushing the “Irish slave” myth — which, according to Dr Liam Hogan, holds “currency in ultranationalist, white supremacist neo-Nazi circles”.

Another shortcoming may also reflect a bias toward English-language outlets. For example, despite the EU DisinfoLab listing it as a conspiracy website in 2020, the French website Reseau International has no such warnings on Twitter when assessed for this report.

Equally distressing and disturbing were websites selling the disgraced literary of some of the most infamous Holocaust deniers in Europe – from David Irving to
and Robert Faurisson came without warning users clicking on the URL links. Furthermore, other fascist book sellers, who stock the racist screeds of figures like Oswald Mosley, avoided such notifications from Twitter. That equally extends to a so-called “neutral” seller of WWII memorabilia who also openly sold Holocaust denial literature, materials promoting the infamous neo-Nazi hate rock band Skrewdriver, and sold “White Lives Matter” t-shirts also avoided any such warnings. Moreover, the abhorrent video game where players can re-enact the white supremacist terror in Christchurch and remain banned in New Zealand is accessible without notice. For obvious reasons, we are not naming the websites identified for this report but have raised them with Twitter to improve the safety of minoritized groups on the platform. In August 2021, Twitter and Google confirmed they would take steps to ban Srebrenica genocide denial, as weeks earlier, BIRN identified at least twenty prominent denial accounts on Twitter.

The website for the antisemitic author and conspiracy theorist David Icke also presents no warning to users when accessing links from Twitter. Twitter allows users to post content from Icke’s website, generating preview links for grotesque Holocaust revisionism and denial.

Online recommendations

In the pursuit of undoing harm, social media platforms must also help fund or prioritise the mental health and well-being of minoritized groups with improved support services or funding streams for licenced therapists to access broader support—in-person or online. Racism is a cause of ill health, significantly when media consumption of traumatic events online is associated with adverse health outcomes. Platforms may also consider better signposting for support services like Mind or the Samaritans in the aftermath of “trigger events” and general ways to inform audiences about available support.

Google-owned platforms like YouTube must make more significant efforts to inform audiences about the reporting of hate speech and harmful materials on their platform and be more transparent in their decision-making, ensuring that malicious and vexatious attempts to remove legitimate content allow content creators to challenge it.

We welcome Google’s efforts to de-list far-right websites mentioned in the previous Tell MAMA reports. However, we caution that Google must take additional steps when it comes from ideological-driven sites based in the United States or elsewhere, in some examples, push out anti-Muslim disinformation whilst benefiting from the legitimising status of Google News.

TikTok must build upon its good community-building work with the “#No2h8 campaign”, help users report hateful content as videos and hashtags, and strength-
en its moderation tools to clamp down on hate speech in user comments.

The report showed how anti-Muslim and Islamophobic disinformation campaigns populated significant social media platforms like Twitter and Facebook during the first national lockdowns in 2020. Our research exposed several high-profile examples, debunking them and flagging the content through the appropriate channels. However, Twitter must do more to increase how it allows users to report harmful and misleading content – as, in August 2021, it first announced its limited testing of a misleading reporting function in countries like Australia, South Korea, and the United States.\(^6\) Such a policy change, although long overdue, is welcome; we are one of many organisations that called on such changes years earlier. Previously, we have called on Twitter to expand its “suspicious or spam” functionality to include a function for “misleading or disinformation” and hateful content, including an option to report racist and bigoted acts of disinformation.

Twitter must tighten loopholes in how those banned for account violations, notably on the far-right, circumvent said bans by creating alias accounts or, in some cases, using the login credentials of friends, allies, or sympathisers. Such actions were evident during the lockdowns of 2020 when notable far-right agitators who presented themselves as “legitimate” news sources by sharing videos and doctored footage went viral on Twitter.

Facebook must do more to counter disinformation on its platform – whilst fact-checking content works to a degree, more concrete steps from platforms to disincentivise users who continue to share such harmful content despite the warning that such information is false. Unfortunately, one warning is not always enough. It remains inconceivable that notable far-right agitators banned on Facebook, for example, benefit from an account and verified status on their other platforms like Instagram. Such glaring oversights must be the subject of further investigation and corrections.

Newspapers should commit to efforts to help combat misinformation about Muslim communities by ensuring that articles contain the date of publication in the image – a trend we see with the Guardian and the New York Times who include a “from [year]” and “published [year]” within the image preview of articles shared on social media. Such initiative-taking steps may help counter or limit the reach of those motivated by anti-Muslim hatred and racialised prejudice in taking stories, sometimes five years or older, to stigmatise Muslims. Efforts to tackle falsehoods are a shared responsibility, and newspapers and social media platforms should take the steps suggested. Equally, whilst it will not always stop confirmation bias, it might help to dissuade some individuals from sharing false or decontextualised information.

---

Appendix A: best practice for police forces on social media when countering anti-Muslim disinformation

During the height of the coronavirus lockdown in England, various police forces took to social media to debunk far-right-driven propaganda and conspiracies that the authorities were ‘ignoring’ or facilitating Muslims breaching the lockdown and social distancing measures. As a result, proactive policing on social media became a powerful tool to counter malicious and inflammatory falsehoods. The three case studies below demonstrate best practices regarding a) countering the racialised lies and b) engaging with bad-faith actors and those who desire to spread anti-Muslim hatred and Islamophobia.

Case Study #1: Shropshire Police

During the afternoon of March 26, a tweet began: “Called my local Mosque in Shrewsbury to see if it was closed as per the new law and government guidance. Horrified to discover that they are still open and allowing people in.” after accusing them of being ‘super spreaders,’ the user tagged in Shropshire Police (@ShropCops). The tweet did attract a small audience, as a quoted tweet, sent forty-five minutes later, read: “Where are the police to enforce a lockdown. ? Oh yes they are turning a blind eye as usual.” By 5:32 pm on March 26, Shropshire police tweeted their first reply, countering the malicious falsehood and creating a robust and vital counter-message. The first reply read: “While still providing our usual 24/7 service we are also patrolling all religious buildings, licensed premises, vulnerable buildings and attending any ongoing reports of groups congregating,” Adding, “If you mean the prayer centre in Shrewsbury (we don’t have a mosque) it’s on the list.”

The tweet read: “Probably because there is no Mosque in Shrewsbury. There is a prayer centre & it has been checked and is fully compliant with the current government requirements.”

Moreover, after the original tweet had continued to gain more replies, the @ShropCops account repeated its original tweet, writing on March 29: “Probably because there is no Mosque in Shrewsbury”, adding that “There is a prayer centre & it has been checked and is fully compliant with the current government requirements.” To the credit of their social media team, the staff at Shropshire Police continued to engage with bad-faith actors, with replies, “Either way the prayer centre is closed and not holding prayer sessions in line with all the government requirements.”

Like other Islamic institutions, the Shrewsbury Muslim Centre had observed the lockdown when the official guidance changed, postponing Friday (Jummah) prayers from March 19 before the lockdown began on March 23.

The success of this intervention from Shropshire Police even made headlines in the national press.

87 Shropshire Police. Twitter Post. March 26, 2020, 5:32 PM https://twitter.com/ShropCops/status/1243229961001697280
89 Shropshire Police. Twitter Post. March 29, 2020, 10:49 AM https://twitter.com/ShropCops/status/1244200073883529216
92 Evans, Greg. “This Man Tried to Report a Mosque to the Police for Being Open During Lockdown but It Went Very Wrong.” Indy100. Last modified March
Case Study #2: West Yorkshire Police

On March 28, the Leeds City Centre account of West Yorkshire Police countered a different falsehood, writing: “The picture being shared is over a week old (when pubs etc were still open) This is the original article.”

On Facebook, one post with over 2,500 shares captioned a photo of congregants outside of the mosque, “Leeds Mosque today - they are not only putting their lives at risk but everyone else. Will the Police act and stop this?” appearing in the dataset a day earlier.

A local journalist for an article about community preparedness with the impending national lockdown days away took the photo on March 20. The fact-checking charity Full Fact uncovered and debunked other variations of the falsehoods, with two posts alone gaining over 10,000 shares combined. The posts debunked by Full Fact appeared on Facebook between March 31, 2020. https://www.indy100.com/article/coronavirus-uk-lockdown-mosque-shropshire-police-9437521.

Moreover, Full Fact and Reuters are official fact-checkers for Facebook in the UK, and warnings appear on content based on the degree of misinformation present. In these examples, Facebook stated, “The primary claims in the information are factually inaccurate.” The appeal of such messaging links to how individuals use mental shortcuts to evaluate the credibility of messaging, from endorsement (if others find it credible), reputation (familiarity with the content) and its persuasive intent and self-confirmation. The power of a fact-check or debunking can prove weaker to audiences committed to a form of motivated reasoning that supports their reason for believing such misinformation, and studies show the power of familiarity as a persuasive form of messaging. Moreover, with the ease with which click farms and other actors can skew popularity, it is essential to understand how credibility on Facebook, often defined by metrics of likes and shares, continues to influence even after fact-checkers debunk it. It, thus, raises questions about the justifications for maintaining content on the platform, which, as these examples show, risk spreading racialised abuse and the potential for incitement towards violence. Conversely, many comments did call out the racialised falsehoods. However, it raises more questions about why platforms are not allowing individuals to report inflammatory misinformation directed toward those with protected characteristics.

In all of the above examples, the false posts on Facebook used the out-of-context image, which research has shown to foster the illusion of evidence. The Facebook posts also used emotive, leading, conspiracist language, including statements like “Will the Police act and stop this?” and “But they can congregate

35. Ibid.
at close quarters spreading disease, then some go and
serve in their shops. WTF. DOUBLE STANDARDS.”
For a deeper context, an influential study of misinfor-
mation detection found that individuals disseminating
false and misleading content (as publishers and users)
on social media are more inclined to spread more in-
tense negative emotions and prefer exaggerated and
inflammatory words. 101 More broadly, studies have
shown with news that the emotional response drove
the viral success of particular news articles, regard-
less of the posting time or the content’s value. 102 103 In
the UK, a crucial reason for sharing misleading con-
tent was, first and foremost, to express a sentiment,
to inform, and gauge the opinion of others. 104

The local news outlet, South Leeds Life, which pub-
ished the original article on March 21, updated their
report to state: “We are aware that this post keeps
being circulated on social media. Please note that it
refers to the situation on March 20, 2020, three days
BEFORE the lockdown was announced.” 105 On March
29, a further article appeared in LeedsLive, which
quoted the editor of South Leeds Life, Jeremy Mor-
ton, who said: “I’m appalled. It’s a very fast-changing
situation, and that story is from a week ago when the
lockdown wasn’t in place.” 106

Case study #3: West Midlands Police

On March 30, a video filmed in Birmingham’s Small
Heath area circulated across far-right Telegram chan-
nels and Twitter accounts, purporting to show congre-
gants attending a mosque and breaching the national
lockdown. The videos gained thousands of views,
and on that same day, West Midlands Police issued
a statement confirming that the mosque had closed
a week earlier in line with the national lockdown. 107
The Birmingham Mail reported claims that police had
responded to the video circulating on Facebook. 108

However, the social media team at West Midlands
Police continued to respond to tweets about the vid-
eo in the hours and days ahead, further challenging
the falsehood; in one tweet, writing: “Although we can
confirm the footage was filmed in Small Heath, our of-
ficers have conducted enquiries and are satisfied that
the mosque has been closed since Monday (March 23).” 109 This notable tweet is one of almost ten tweets
sent to individuals who tagged West Midlands Police
regarding the issue on March 30. Furthermore, when
asked on Twitter what the force was doing to counter
such malicious anti-Muslim and Islamophobic false-
hoods, West Midlands Police replied, and linking to
their statement, wrote: “Hi there. Where we identify
fake news, we call it out.” 110

106 Hyde, Nathan. “Imam speaks out on viral photo of crowds outside Leeds mosque in ‘coronavirus lockdown’.” LeedsLive. Last modified March 29,